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According to Cisco Global Cloud Index, cloud storage users will store 1.6 Gigabytes
data per month by 2019, compared to 992 megabytes data per month in 2014. With
this trend, it has been shown that more and more data will reside in cloud storage and
it is expected to grow further. As cloud storage is becoming an option for users for
keeping their data online, it comes with security concerns for protecting data from
threats. This thesis addresses the need to investigate the security factors that will
enable efficient security protection for data in cloud storage and the relationships that
exist between the different security factors. Consequently, this research has developed
a conceptual framework that supports security in cloud storage.
The main contribution of this research is the development of a Cloud Storage Security
Framework (CSSF) to support an integrative approach to understanding and evaluating
security in cloud storage. The framework enables understanding of the makeup of
security in cloud storage and measures the understanding of security in cloud storage.
Drawing upon established theories and prior research findings, the framework indicates
that security in cloud storage can be determined by nine factors: (1) security policies
implementation in cloud storage, security measure that relates to (2) protecting the
data accessed in cloud storage; (3) modifications of data stored; (4) accessibility of
data stored in cloud storage; (5) non-repudiation to the data stored; (6) authenticity of
the original data; (7) reliability of the cloud storage services; (8) accountability of
service provision; and (9) auditability of the data accessed and stored in cloud storage.
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An example of CSSF application has been demonstrated through the development of a
measuring instrument called Security Rating Score (SecRaS) and through a series of
experiments, SecRaS has been validated and used in a research scenario. The
instrument consists of several items generated using goal-question-metric approach.
These potential items were evaluated by a series of experiments; the security experts
assessed using content validity ratio while the security practitioners took part in the
validation study. The validation study completed two experiments that look into the
correlation analyses and internal reliability.
SecRaS instrument was later applied in a research scenario; the validated instrument
was distributed and a number of 218 usable responses were received. Using structural
equation modelling, the data has revealed a good fit of the measurement analyses and
structural model. The key findings were as follow: the relationships between factors
were found to have both direct and indirect effects in the result. While establishing the
relationship(s) among the factors, the structural model proposes three types of causal
relationships in terms of how the security implementation in cloud storage could be
affected by the security factors.
This thesis presents a detailed discussion of the CSSF development, confirmation, and
application in a research scenario. For security managers, CSSF offers a new
paradigm on how stakeholders can make cloud storage security implementation
successful in some depth. For security practitioners, the CSSF enables deconstruction
of the concept of security in cloud storage into smaller, conceptually distinct and
manageable factors to guide the design of security in cloud storage. For researchers,
the CSSF provides a common framework in which to conceptualise their research and
make it easier to see how the security factors fit into the larger picture.
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Chapter 1:
1.1

Introduction

Overview of Research

As the cloud becomes the tool of choice for data storage services, the number of cloud
storage providers (CSPs) is also increasing. From these providers, users have a wide
selection of services available to move their data into the cloud. However, the security
factors and concerns maintaining the security of sensitive data stored therein remains
paramount (Zissis and Lekkas 2012).
Cloud storage provides a facility for those users who mainly require highly scalable
storage on demand that is accessible globally. Since 2016, each user is expected to
store at least 3.3 terabytes of their data in the cloud witnessed by the rising number of
users for the commercial leaders in personal cloud storage: Dropbox, Box, and Google
Drive (Gartner 2012). Despite the benefits cloud storage may bring to users through
convenience and lower cost, it also may bring security concerns. These worries have
been identified by various researchers (CSA 2010, 2013a, Sabahi 2011, Shaikh and
Haider 2011, GTISC and GTRI 2013) who conclude that security concerns are
increasing significantly every year.
Recent reports by Cloud Security Alliance (CSA 2013a) and Georgia Technology
Information Security Center (GTISC and GTRI 2013) reveal a trend of insecure APIs,
data loss and leakage concerns, as outsiders gain access to unencrypted data. Several
simple methods are employed: a user password may be discovered by brute force, and
unencrypted local files or folders located in the cloud can easily be accessed. The
cloud service itself can also be compromised. In these cases, users and CSPs should
implement security measures before the data is stored online.
CSPs have been implementing security measures to secure access to sensitive data in
the cloud, such as two-factor authentication, encryption, etc., making access to the
data more difficult for attackers (Mather et al. 2009). Then again, an increase in
security measures affects the usability of the data and therefore may cause the system
to be avoided by users (Honan 2012, Zarandioon et al. 2012, Zhang and Chen 2012,
Zissis and Lekkas 2012, Zhao and Yue 2014). Most CSPs are unwilling to reduce the
efficiency of access to cloud storage because users expect equally efficient access into
secured data as into plain text data. Security protection based on security factors and
mitigating its concerns is foreseen as one of the efforts to overcome this issue.
1

The cloud is an environment where users share the resources and to store their data
online. To secure data in the cloud, many different security frameworks have been
proposed. The existing security frameworks, industry accepted standards, and best
practices have focused on securing the generic cloud implementation. A review of
existing studies revealed a lack of insights and guidelines to secure data specifically in
cloud storage facilities. There has been less study conducted on synthesising security
factors specifically for cloud storage.
Cloud storage has not been well explored. Many researchers have considered cloud
storage within a generic cloud computing model. However, since cloud storage by
necessity stores data outside the control of the data owner, this has raised specific
security concerns. In order to understand security challenges and measures for
securing data in cloud storage, the security concerns are abstracted from the threat
landscape at a higher level. As the result, security measures can be addressed more
effectively by specifying the important security factors associated with respective
concerns.
Security measures will try to address the common security goals: protect the
confidentiality of data, preserve the integrity of data, and promote the availability of
data for authorised use. What is particularly missing in the existing literature is a
research to identify the factors associated with the security goals in the context of cloud
storage, security concerns affecting these factors, underlying relationships between
these identified security factors, and empirical testing based on the data collected.

1.2

Research Questions

This research aims to build an appropriate framework that can help improve the
security of cloud storage. To achieve the research aim, the following research was
conducted in three phases; framework development and confirmation, instrument
development and validation and establishing the relationship(s) of the security factor(s).
The first phase includes the development of an appropriate security framework for
cloud storage. The research questions asked and answered are:
1. What is an appropriate security framework for cloud storage?
a. What are the factors of a security framework in cloud storage?
b. What are the security threats classification to a cloud storage?
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The framework is developed by exploring existing security frameworks, addressed by
previous research, and recommended by industry-accepted standards. Consequently,
the results will identify security factors that can be used as baselines to protect data in
cloud storage.
In the second phase, based on the confirmed framework, an instrument was developed
to demonstrate the application of the framework. Below are the questions asked and
answered:
2. How can stakeholder(s) evaluate the level to which the cloud storage security
framework is being followed?
a. What is a suitable instrument to evaluate security in cloud storage?
b. How can the instrument be validated?
The final phase involved applying the validated instrument in a research scenario to
establish the relationship(s) between the investigated factor(s). The questions asked
and answered are:
3. What are the relationship(s) among security factors identified from Security
Rating Score (SecRaS)?
a. What are the relationship(s) among the security factors identified from
factor analysis and structural equation modelling?
b. Which relationship(s) will affect security implementation in cloud storage?
The next section will briefly describe the thesis structure. Figure 1.1 illustrates the
chapters in the thesis and how these chapters are also presented to answers the
research questions.

1.3

Thesis Structure

This thesis described a research to investigate how data can be protected in cloud
storage. Two main aspects set the background for this research: (1) the security
frameworks in cloud storage, and (2) the security concerns in cloud storage. Following
a critical review of relevant work in cloud computing and cloud storage in Chapter 2, a
set of synthesised factors was produced as the foundation of the framework. In
Chapter 3, a threat classification was undertaken for security concerns in cloud
storage.

The threat landscape is used as a basis of concerns in cloud storage

environment. Next, the development process and factors of the newly-developed Cloud
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Storage Security Framework (CSSF) was discussed in Chapter 4. The framework
indicates that securing data in cloud storage can be determined by seven factors.
Having developed the framework, subsequently in Chapter 5, 20 security experts from
the industry and academia was interviewed to confirm the CSSF’s factors suitability
within the framework structure. A number of 34 security practitioners were also
surveyed to support the expert’s recommendations for CSSF. An extension of the
framework added two more factor; accountability and auditability making the framework
a nine-factor framework. Positive results from this study demonstrate that factors of the
CSSF are theoretically sound and that further applications of the CSSF can be
explored.
Having established the validity of the framework, Chapter 6 demonstrated an
application of CSSF through the development and validation of a measuring instrument
called Security Rating Score (SecRaS). Positive results from the validation study
support the SecRaS as a reliable measuring tool that can be used in a research
scenario and suggest that findings from SecRaS can be used to inform research and
design. Next, Chapter 7 demonstrated the application of SecRaS in a research
scenario. The validated instrument was distributed to security practitioners in Malaysia.
A number of 218 usable responses from the instrument was obtained from SecRaS
and analysed using factor analysis and structural equation modelling. Results from this
study highlight the security factors and relationship(s). The final parts of the thesis, in
Chapter 8, brings together the work undertaken thus far in this research programme.
This chapter presents the discussion of the research, the theoretical and practical
implications, and limitations of the research. Lastly, this chapter also highlights the
contributions of the research and identifies several potential directions for future work in
applying and refining the CSSF. The chapter concludes by summarising the
motivations, aim, and contributions of this research.
As part of the research, several appendices are included in order to clarify and
complete some of the contributions of the thesis. In Appendix A, information related to
the confirmation of the framework is detailed. This includes the interview questions and
thematic analysis, and the survey questions and statistical results. Appendix B contains
the detailed metrics developed using Goal-Question-Metrics for each factor and the
SecRaS instrument. Also in Appendix B are the result of the validation study for
SecRaS instrument. Finally, in Appendix C and D contains data relevant to the
development of the model using exploratory factor analysis, confirmatory factor
analysis, and structural equation modelling.
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Chapter 2:

Cloud Storage and Security

Frameworks
This chapter provides the context of this research. The purpose of this chapter is to
provide an understanding of cloud computing, specifically cloud storage by discussing
its definition and emerging security issues in the cloud. Common security factors for
cloud storage are reviewed based on existing literature and industry standards. These
goal-driven factors will later be used as a baseline in constructing the security
framework.

2.1

Cloud Computing

Cloud computing can be defined as a computing style with scalable computing
capabilities that can be delivered ‘as a service’ to users using Internet technologies
(Weiss 2007, Mell and Grance 2009, Vaquero et al. 2009). In current technology
development, users can easily gain access to applications or take full advantage of
their resources in the cloud at a small cost.
According to the NIST, cloud computing has five main characteristics (Mell and Grance
2009).
1. On demand service – users should receive the intended computing services
from their service providers.
2. Broad Network Access – the service should be available for access through the
network using any type of devices, such as tablets, laptops, and computers.
3. Resource Pooling – cloud resources are pooled and used by different users
concurrently (multi-tenancy); the user might choose the location or region for his
machines but without being aware of their exact location.
4. Rapid Elasticity – users should be able to acquire suitable computing
capabilities. Users may automatically increase and decrease the resources
used.
5. Measured Service – users pay only for what they use.
In cloud computing, there are three recognised service models: software-as-a-service
(SaaS), platform-as-a-service (PaaS), and infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) (Mell and
Grance 2009, Weinhardt et al. 2009, Ertaul et al. 2010). These are explained below.
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1. SaaS model – service providers offer their applications to users through the
network. Users can access the applications using thin clients and browsers or
program interfaces designed to communicate with the other applications hosted
in the cloud.
2. PaaS model – mainly offered for applications developers as a development
environment on which to host and support developers with libraries, services,
tools, networks, and storage.
3. IaaS model – provides the infrastructure and resources to host users’ machines
(virtual machines). IaaS providers offer computing power, storage, networks,
and any other supporting resources to host virtual machines (VMs). Each host
in the cloud IaaS model is occupied by a number of VMs sharing the resources;
the VMs are isolated from each other by the virtualization layer.
IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS signify an abstract level, with IaaS being the lowest abstraction
level. IaaS may provide services to PaaS and SaaS, PaaS may provide services to
SaaS but not to IaaS, and SaaS may not provide services to PaaS or IaaS (Milenkoski
et al. 2013).

2.2

Cloud Storage

Computer storage is where data is held. Storage has been divided into primary
storage, which holds data in memory (RAM) and other “built-in” devices such as the
processor’s L1 cache, and secondary storage, which stores data on hard disks and
other devices requiring input/output operations (Rouse 2005). Primary storage provides
faster access than secondary storage mainly for the reason of its close location to the
processor or the architecture of the storage devices. On the other hand, secondary
storage can store more data than primary storage, and this includes external hard disks
and USB flash drives (Rouse 2005).
Cloud storage is known as utility storage if delivered through public cloud service
providers (Wu et al. 2010). On the other hand, private service providers offer the same
scalability, flexibility, and storage mechanism with restrictions or non-public access.
Cloud storage runs on a virtualization platform providing end users and applications
with a scalable and provisioned virtual storage architecture. Generally, cloud storage is
accessed through an API (Wu et al. 2010, Ju et al. 2011).
Cloud storage can be defined as a cloud computing model that stores data on
distributed servers and is accessible anywhere through the Internet. A cloud service
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provider maintains, operates, and manages storage servers that are built using
virtualization techniques (Wu et al. 2010).
Cloud storage commonly fits the SaaS level. The stored units themselves are always
built as resources accessed by Representational State Transfer (REST) (Dewan and
Hansdah 2011).The range of services cover storage protocols like iSCSI (Satran et al.
2004), storage of files as provided by Dropbox (Miller 2013, Dropbox 2016), SpiderOak
(SpiderOak 2016), Google Drive (Google 2016a), Microsoft Skydrive (Microsoft 2016a),
or professional No-SQL databases such as AWS S3 (Amazon S3 2016), Google Cloud
Storage (Google 2016b) or Microsoft Azure (Microsoft 2016b).

2.3

Existing Secure Cloud Storage Technologies

The analysis of existing technologies focuses on secure cloud storage technologies
due to the variety of different cloud storage. A report describing existing solutions for
secure file-based cloud storage was published by the Fraunhofer Institute for Secure
Information Technology (SIT) (Borgmann et al. 2012). SIT evaluates common cloud
storage providers and identified that many cloud storage providers mirroring the data
locally. Storing data locally ensures availability when network access to the remote
data is interrupted. These providers offer server-side versioning: Dropbox (Dropbox
2016), Wuala, which is no more in operation (Covic 2015) and TeamDrive (TeamDrive
2016). Not yet available at the publication date of the report was Google Drive, offering
local mirroring and versioning (Google 2016a). Wuala and TeamDrive offer clientbased encryption of the data. Integrity guarding techniques like checksums are not
available in any of the products evaluated. Neither offers any user the ability to
reconstruct unavailable data. The applied security measures to gain confidentiality by
Wuala and Teamdrive are furthermore vulnerable.
EncFS (EncFS 2016) and TrueCrypt (TrueCrypt 2016) offers additional security layers
such as the possibility to gain confidentiality independent of the location of the data.
EncFS represents a file system in user space and requires supplementary
implementations on the operating system. Boxcryptor (Boxcryptor 2016) builds on top
of EncFS. Boxcryptor has been a dedicated solution for cloud storage but the
implementation is unfortunately closed source. Moreover, Boxcryptor does not
guarantee accessibility despite the fact that EncFS protects the data against
unpermitted changes. On the other hand, an encrypted container is generated by
TrueCrypt. Small changes in single files might result in a complete rewrite-operation
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depending on this container. Afterwards, the rewritten container needs to be
transferred to the cloud.
SpiderOak (SpiderOak 2016) represents a classic SaaS provider focussing on the
satisfaction of security requirements: locally cached and former versions are held.
Remotely lost data can thereby be reconstructed. Additionally, parts have already been
released to the open source community. Spideroak has the ability to work with userowned servers. Strong security measures become obsolete in this scenario. Further
examples relying on own servers are Sparkleshare (SparkleShare 2016) and Owncloud
(Martini and Choo 2013, OwnCloud 2016). Since these approaches run on ownhosted
servers, no security measures need to establish, although Owncloud optionally
encrypts the data on the server. Custom-built systems like Duplicity (duplicity 2016)
enables skilled users to create encrypted and checksummed archives. These archives
are directly storable on various remote stores including Amazon S3. Table 2.1
summarises some of the security measures implemented by existing cloud storage
such as Dropbox, Wuala, Teamdrive, Google Drive, SpiderOak, Sparkleshare,
Owncloud, Duplicity, EncFS, Truecrypt and Boxcrypt. Suitable specific block stores in
public clouds are rarely protected (Graf et al. 2012, Graf 2014). Lower-level data like
blocks rely on dedicated storage protocols such as iSCSI (Satran et al. 2004). The
overlaying file systems are able to manage confidentiality. Integrity, as well as
availability, are achieved by additional techniques like summarising multiple remote
volumes using RAIDs.

Product
Dropbox
Wuala
Teamdrive
Google Drive
SpiderOak
Sparkleshare
Owncloud
Duplicity
EncFS
Truecrypt
Boxcrypt

Type

Thirdparty

Layer

Access
REST & File
REST & File
File
REST & File
File
File
REST & File
File
File
File
File

License
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Partly Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Closed
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Backend
Proprietary
Proprietary
Proprietary & Own
Proprietary
Proprietary
Proprietary & Own
Own
Own
Any
Any
Any










Encryption

Integrity Checks

Versioning

Table 2.1 Existing Products Providing Secure Cloud Storage Technologies (Graf 2014)














The next section explains on cloud security frameworks and associated goal-driven
security factors in the context of cloud storage.

2.4

Cloud Security Frameworks

The cloud stores a large quantity of data, and executes many (and heavy)
computational processes possibly valuable and belonging to many numbers of users.
(Zissis and Lekkas 2012). In this section, security technological factors are reviewed
based on existing literature and industry standards to discuss the common factors for a
security framework.

2.5

Security

The Institute for Security and Open Methodologies (ISECOM) states that security
provides protection where a separation is created between the assets and the threat
(ISECOM 2001). These separations are generically called security measures and
sometimes include changes to the asset or the threat. The degree of resistance to or
protection from harm may apply to any vulnerable and valuable asset, such as a
person, community, nation, or organisation.
The cloud has enhanced security in many ways. For instance, the cloud provider is
trusted to implement better and more recent security technologies and practices than
the data owner (Ryan 2013). Conversely, data is stored outside the control of the data
owner, which inevitably introduces security issues (Subashini and Kavitha 2011,
Srinivasan and Rodrigues 2012, Suntharam et al. 2013).

2.6

Frameworks for Security

A framework is a basic structure underlying a system or concept. It is a broad overview,
outline, or skeleton of interlinked items which supports a particular approach to a
specific objective and serves as a guide that can be modified as required by adding or
deleting items (Firesmith 2004).
IT security frameworks and standards can be helpful in addressing many areas such as
encryption, application security, and disaster recovery. An information security
framework is a series of documented processes that are used to define policies and
procedures around the implementation and ongoing management of information
security measures in an enterprise environment (Granneman 2013).
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These frameworks are basically a blueprint for building an information security
programme to manage risk and reduce vulnerabilities. Information security can utilise
these frameworks to define and prioritise the tasks required to build security into an
organisation. Frameworks can also be customised to solve specific security problems
to meet the required specifications and use (Firesmith 2004, Granneman 2013).

2.7

Cloud Security

The main features of cloud computing include scalability through elastic resource
management, on-demand provisioning and no upfront cost by enabling cloud users to
use services when they need them and pay only according to what they use. In cloud
computing, data is usually held in large data centres, where virtualization technologies
enable better resource utilisation by sharing hardware resources whilst still providing
separation between cloud users.
Despite its advantages, the cloud also has a number of concerns and measures
(Subashini and Kavitha 2011, Srinivasan and Rodrigues 2012, Wang et al. 2012, Ryan
2013) in particular with respect to security, including:
•

Data protection: data from one user must be properly segregated from that of
another, i.e. it must be stored securely and it must be able to move securely
from one location to another. Cloud providers have systems in place to prevent
data leaks or access by third parties. Proper separation of duties should ensure
that auditing and/or monitoring cannot be defeated, including by privileged
users at the cloud provider.

•

Identity management: every organisation will have its own identity management
system to control access to information and computing resources. Cloud
providers either integrate the customer’s identity management system into their
own infrastructure, using federation or single-sign-on technology or provide an
identity management solution of their own.

•

Virtualisation security: virtual machines need to be adequately secured.

•

Authorisation: providers should assure customers that they will have regular
and predictable access to their data and applications. Sensitive data can be
cached on devices, in order to ensure availability in intermittent connectivity
situations, but its usage must be governed by the usage control directives.

•

Application security: cloud providers should ensure that applications available
as a service via the cloud are secure by implementing testing and enforcing
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acceptance procedures for outsourced or packaged application code.
Moreover, application security measures (application-level firewalls) should be
in place in the production environment as well.
•

Access control: contextual usage control involves protecting sensitive data
according to specific permissions, conditions and obligations, and when
contextual conditions are deemed secure, in terms for instance of physical
location and Internet connections

Security issues associated with cloud broadly fall into two categories: those faced by
cloud providers and those faced by users. In most cases, the providers must ensure
that their infrastructure is secure and that their users' data and applications are
protected while the users must gain assurance that the provider has taken appropriate
security measures to protect their information. To ensure data security, data stored
cannot be accessed by unauthorised users, and that data protection is maintained.

2.8

Security Goals

The term “CIA” is a widely recognised meaning of security representing the common
security goals of confidentiality, integrity and availability (ISECT 2014a). Below is the
definition of security goals in the cloud (CSA 2013b, ISO/IEC 2016):
•

Confidentiality – Data is not made available or disclosed to unauthorised
individuals, entities, or processes,

•

Integrity – Data is accurate and complete, and

•

Availability – Data being accessible and usable upon demand by an authorised
entity.

This definition is extended in the literature by non-repudiation, authenticity and
reliability (CSA 2013b, ISECT 2014a, ISO/IEC 2016).
•

Non-repudiation – Ability to prove the occurrence of a claimed event or action
and its originating entities,

•

Authenticity – Data is original of what it claims to be, and

•

Reliability – Ability to provide consistent intended behaviour and results.
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2.9

Goal-Driven Security Factors for Cloud Storage

Security is a continuous process involving constant synergy between policies
implementation and technical measures (Firesmith 2004, Brock and Goscinski 2010,
Takabi et al. 2010, Zissis and Lekkas 2012, Mapp et al. 2014). The definition of the
goal-driven security factors in the context of cloud storage are concisely explained by
the following definitions supported with existing researches fulfilling the goals.
Realising Security Policies Implementation in Cloud Storage
Achieving security is a challenge not solvable by applying technical solutions only (Ma
et al. 2008). Existing research on security policy implementation and its integration into
secure service can be leveraged to build a comprehensive security framework in the
cloud environment (Takabi et al. 2010). Recent developments show the need for
techniques as well as for establishing policies, procedures and controls to protect user
data (Firesmith 2004, Brock and Goscinski 2010, Zissis and Lekkas 2012). To add,
regulations and technical measures may use different terminologies resulting in
different interpretations questioning the same concerns. Therefore, consistent
terminology in terms of security in cloud storage must be well-defined in cloud storage
policies and procedures.
Ensuring Confidentiality
Confidential data handling in cloud storage is the protection of data by allowing only the
intended recipient to access the data. Data should be handled correctly to prevent
unauthorised

exposure

(Firesmith

2004).

Brock

and

Goscinski

(2010)

has

characterised security concerns of clouds by proposing a Cloud Security Framework
(CSF) that takes into consideration cloud infrastructure protection to ensure
confidentiality. Data can be protected by applying access controls, authentication and
authorisation while handling data effectively (Vrable et al. 2012, Mapp et al. 2014, ElBooz et al. 2016). Ensuring confidentiality is performed straightforward: before data are
uploaded to the cloud, user access to the data needed to be decided (El-Booz et al.
2016). Security in any system including cloud storage involves primarily ensuring that
the right user gets access to only the authorised data in the authorised format at an
authorised time and from an authorised location. Identity and access management is of
prime importance in this regard (Habiba et al. 2014, Singh and Chatterjee 2015).
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Integrity Checks on Remote Data
Integrity is the ability of a provider to detect changes or modifications to an original
status of remote data stored in cloud storage. Some techniques implement integrity
across a packet header and/or data field by creating a hash across the contents of the
packet (Firesmith 2004). Most approaches ensuring confidentiality care about integrity
of the data as well: Inconsistent access to the data automatically harms the
modification to its correct status. Therefore, having encrypted the data before
uploading to the cloud storage safeguards the remote data. Data is therefore equipped
with checksums and probes. The status of the data must be checked continuously. The
remote location makes incessant checks hard to perform. The “Proof of Retrievability”
(POR) (Bowers et al. 2009a) tackles this problem. A Message Authentication Code
(MAC) combined with an Error Correction Code (ECC) is applied on the buckets. The
MAC detects large errors and is relying on units in the buckets. The ECC protects the
bucket against small errors. The number of units for the MAC and the size of the ECC
gives an assumption about a possible successful retrieval. This assumption is provided
as probability to successfully access data. This technique can be combined with a
cloud-of-clouds approach (Bowers et al. 2009b).The “Proof of Data Possession” (PDP)
(Ateniese et al. 2007) represents a similar approach offering a probability of possession
using sampling. Current approaches working with single clouds are used mainly for
synchronisation (Mahajan et al. 2011). Checksums are combined with encryption to
guard data (Yao et al. 2010). These approaches use the versioned data by generating
a chain of hashes. Other approaches (Wang et al. 2012) combine sampling with
erasure codes similar to the POR but are working on single clouds only. The usage of
multiple clouds (Abu-Libdeh et al. 2010, Cachin and Haas 2010, Mu et al. 2012) needs
sophisticated integrity checks guarding the data against single, faulty clouds. All data
receives a version number ensuring consistency additionally to the accessibility.
Maintaining Availability
Availability guarantees the access to the data. Availability on the server-side is hard to
be assured from a users’ perspective. The status of the cloud as well as the
connectivity stays out of focus of a user. Measures to increase availability include
mirroring the data in multiple clouds as well as local caching. Availability is the idea that
the data is accessible to all authorised users at all times. Its unavailability may occur in
a physical way, as the failure of critical network components, power disruptions, and
physical plant disruptions, either malicious or natural (Firesmith 2004, Takabi et al.
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2010). Availability can also be impacted in a logical way, in the form of improper
addressing or routing, and through the use of Denial-Of-Service attacks, which are the
deliberate insertion of unwanted data into the network (Brock and Goscinski 2010).
This is often associated with address spoofing, which associates the introduction of
unwanted data with a trusted end node. Zissis and Lekkas (2012) recommended a
cloud system designed and maintained with important aspects, which include
contingency planning for power failures and disaster recovery, is also part of a system
availability (Firesmith 2004, Mapp et al. 2014). The availability of the data is
nevertheless dictated by cloud storage providers. Ways to overcome this dependability
are local caching of the data and/or the usage of multiple clouds (Cachin and Haas
2010). Similar to the idea of RAID, several approaches distribute the data in disjoint
clouds (Abu-Libdeh et al. 2010, Cachin and Haas 2010). The “Proof of Retrievability”
(POR) (Juels and Jr 2007, Bowers et al. 2009a) or “Proof of Data Possession” (PDP)
(Bowers et al. 2009a) generates knowledge about the integrity and thereby indirectly
about the availability. These approaches focus on cloud storage only. Similar
techniques also exist in the area of P2P storage (Caronni and Waldvogel 2003).
Guaranteeing Non-repudiation to Data
Non-repudiation is to assign attribution, i.e. provenance, to data that a third party could
verify and be confident that it cannot be disputed. It can also prevent a recipient from
denying data was received. Firesmith (2004) highlights that non-repudiation attempts to
provide a comprehensive interaction (e.g., transaction and transmission of data) is
prevented from successfully repudiating (i.e. denying) any aspect of the interaction.
Non-repudiation thus assumes data integrity so that a party cannot argue that the data
was modified. Focusing on concurrent access, some approaches (Shraer et al. 2010)
use optimistic, time-stamped writes. Combinations of integrity checks with probabilistic
tests on remote data result in higher-level architectures (Kamara and Lauter 2010, Wei
et al. 2010). Examples of these architectures are cloud-based file systems (Kamara et
al. 2011, Stefanov and Dijk 2012, Vrable et al. 2012) or database systems (AlZain et al.
2011). These approaches use the idea of Merkle-Trees (Merkle 1988). The folder
structure leverages from the tree structure in combination with remote integrity checks.
Optionally, the task of integrity checks can be delegated to untrusted cloud
components (Nepal et al. 2011). In this scenario, encrypting and the computation of
checksums are performed by different cloud services.
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Preserving Authenticity of Data Originality
The authenticity of data refers to its original conception by its owner or author.
Maintaining this relationship of data and network communications is performed with the
use of public key encryption and a process called digital signing (Brock and Goscinski
2010, Zissis and Lekkas 2012). To create a digital signature, a hash is created from the
data. A hash ensures the data is coming from an authentic source (Mapp et al. 2014).
When ownership of a digital signature secret key is bound to a specific user, it
demonstrates that the data was sent by a valid user. Thus, authenticating the source of
data. Focusing on collaborative use cases, the challenge is to provide suitable key
management. The key management should make use of the scalability and availability
of the cloud (Cachin and Haas 2010). Challenges are especially the key distribution
and flexible access to versatile groups (Popa et al. 2011). Consequently, in preserving
authenticity these approaches should also satisfy integrity and availability. Authenticity
must include adaptable access rights mapped to different versions.
Reliability of Service Provider
Reliability refers to the ability of a provider to provide a consistent intended service
(Brock and Goscinski 2010, Zissis and Lekkas 2012). Operational reliability and
ﬂexibility is needed in cloud environments using capabilities (Mapp et al. 2014). The
proposed capabilities are functions developed into mechanisms using a capabilitybased approach. Several different models guarantee a reliable cloud service.
Examples include logging and monitoring (Ko et al. 2011a), establishing procedural
approaches (Pearson et al. 2012), combinations of sampling, replaying modifications
and time-stamping or establishing an entire life cycle using all of these measures (Ko et
al. 2011a). Focusing on cloud storage only, modifications must be traceable by a user.
Some approaches guard integrity by versioning hashes. These approaches care about
reliability as well (Mahajan et al. 2011). Other approaches put the data directly under
version control including adjacent metadata (Shraer et al. 2010, Bessani et al. 2011,
Stefanov and Dijk 2012).
These goal-driven security factors represent the basic design goals for securing data in
cloud storage. The evaluation of current technologies and of current research
approaches refers thereby to these design goals. Table 2.2 shows current technologies
of current research approaches mapped to the goal-driven security factors described in
Section 2.7. Most approaches satisfy more than one goal-driven security factors.
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Table 2.2 Summary of goal-driven security factors for cloud storage from existing
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Block-based integrity using on tree-ordered
MACs

PaaS

Chained hashes over encrypted blocks



PaaS

Integrity-Checks performed on untrusted
services

 

PaaS

PDP and queries over encrypted data

PaaS

Deploying DBMS In a cloud-of-clouds

  






 
  



SaaS

 



SaaS

Usage of multiple clouds including error
detection and encryption
Weak consistent access using versionedchained hashes

International and Industry Standards, Best Practice, and
Guidelines

The interest in cloud computing has led an explicit and constant effort to assess the
latest trends in security (Honer 2013). Effective governance in cloud computing
environments follows from well-developed information security processes as part of the
organisation’s obligations (Srinivasan and Rodrigues 2012, CSA 2013a). In this
section, IT industry standards in relation to promoting security are reviewed.
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When the cloud was first introduced, the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA), a non-profit
organisation developed and published cloud security best practice (CSA 2009). Almost
all major cloud providers (such as Amazon, Oracle, RedHat, and Salesforce) are
members of the CSA. Their efforts include identifying the top concerns. CSA conducted
a survey of industry experts to compile professional opinion of the vulnerabilities within
cloud computing. In the latest edition, experts have identified data loss and breaches,
and insecure APIs as the critical concerns to cloud security (CSA, 2013a; 2013c). A
compliance standard, called Cloud Control Matrix (CCM), was developed to provide
standard security measures that can guide providers and help users in the assessment
of the risks associated with a provider (CSA 2013c). The CCM is specifically designed
as a control framework with security concepts aligned to CSA guidance in 13 domains.
It also describes the relationship with other industry-accepted security standards,
regulations, and control frameworks (such as the ISO 27001/27002, ISACA COBIT,
PCI, NIST, Jericho Forum and NERC CIP) (CSA 2013c).
The National Institute of Standards and Technology, Security and Privacy Controls for
Federal Information Systems and Organisations (NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4) was
created to assist organisations in making the appropriate selection of security
measures for information systems by introducing security control baselines (NIST
2013a). Security control baselines are used as a starting point for the security control
selection process and are based on the security category and associated impact level
of information systems determined in accordance with FIPS Publication 199 and FIPS
Publication 200 (NIST 2004). The baselines address the security needs of a
comprehensive and varied set of constituencies and are developed from several
assumptions,

including

common

environmental,

operational,

and

functional

considerations. However, the baselines also assume typical concerns facing common
information systems (NIST 2013a) but not specifically in the context of a cloud or cloud
storage. Moreover, the suggestion of security protections based on categories of
impact (low, moderate and high) has also not been included in the latest revision.
The International Organisation of Standardisation (ISO) and the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) formed a worldwide standardisation through
providing a model to follow in setting up and operating a management system. The
standardisation provides guidance on the information security components of cloud
computing, recommending and assisting with the implementation of cloud specific
information security measure and controls (ISECT 2014a, 2014b). The standard is
known as Information Security Management System (ISMS) family of standards. By
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applying the ISMS family of standards, organisations can develop and implement a
framework for managing the security of their information assets such as financial
information, intellectual property, and employee details, or information entrusted to
them by users or third parties (ISO/IEC 2016). These standards can also be used to
prepare for an independent assessment of their ISMS applied to the protection of
information (ISO/IEC 2016).
The European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA) developed an
authoritative security reference that listed risks, vulnerabilities, and a survey of related
research recommendations. It consists of a report and practical guides designed for
managing security in the cloud. In the asset management section, security measures
highlight the point that service providers should review user data sensitivity. Another
recommendation is that providers request information from users whether deploying
their data in the cloud is deemed as sensitive enough to require additional security
protection. Service providers are also encouraged to apply appropriate segregation
between systems with different classifications (Catteddu and Hogben 2009). The
recommendation was only made in general and then only if there are sensitive data.
The United Kingdom Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure (CPNI) has
also provided critical security measures for cyber defence as baselines for high-priority
information security measures and controls (CPNI 2014a). They can be applied across
an organisation to improve its cyber defence. The Council on Cybersecurity is
coordinating the development of these controls. In their guidelines, the 20 controls (and
sub-controls) concentrate on technical measures and activities. The main goal is
assisting organisations in prioritising efforts to secure against the current and most
common attacks. Besides that, comprehensive security should take into account other
areas of security such as policy, organisational structure, and physical security. CPNI
has added these in their latest guideline publication (CPNI 2014b). However, this
guideline has not discussed cloud security in depth but some recommendations can
also be applied to the cloud context.
In 2011, the Australian Signals Directorate (ASD) published 35 best practice strategies
to mitigate targeted cyber intrusions (ASD 2014a) but it was simplified into four top
mitigation strategies in 2012 (ASD 2012) focusing on application whitelisting, patching
applications and operating systems, using the latest version, and minimising
administrative privileges. The strategies are ranked in order of overall effectiveness
and are based on ASD’s analysis of reported security incidents and vulnerabilities.
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These are derived from ASD security testing and audits on Australian government
networks. At the same time, the top four mitigation strategies are expected to
effectively help in achieving a defence-in-depth ICT system. The combination of all four
strategies, if correctly implemented, will protect an organisation from low to moderately
sophisticated intrusion attempts.
The Australian Government Information Security Manual (ISM) was published in 2014
and is the standard which governs the security of government ICT systems (ASD
2014b). It has 15 security aspects including physical security, personnel security,
communications security, information technology security, product security, media
security, software security, email security, access control, secure administration,
network security, cryptography, cross-domain security, data transfers and content
filtering, and working off–site. There is an interesting section on protecting classified
information and suggestions on encryption methods to protect confidential, secret and
top secret information. The ISM comprises three documents targeting different levels
within the organisation, making the ISM accessible to more users and promoting
information security awareness in Australian government agencies.
These industry-accepted standards, guidelines and best practice are reviewed and
mapped against the goal-driven security factors discussed in the previous section
(Firesmith 2004, Brock and Goscinski 2010, Takabi et al. 2010, Zissis and Lekkas
2012, Mapp et al. 2014). The Cloud Control Matrix (CCM) has been used as a
reference document to crosscheck with other standards. NIST and ENISA are already
included in CCM but are separated in this research in the context of cloud storage as it
discusses information security in general. CPNI and ASD are not included in CCM as
they provide the latest security guidelines and therefore have been thoroughly
analysed. The summary is shown in Table 2.3 where the international and industry
standards, guidelines, and best practices are mapped accordingly towards the security
factors (Pohlman 2010, CSA 2013c).
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Table 2.3 Summary of security goals pointed out in international and industry
standards, guidelines, best practice
Organisation

(CSA
2013c)

(NIST
2013a)

(ISECT
2014b,
ISO/IEC
2016)

(ENISA
2009)

(CPNI
2014a)

(ASD
2014b)

Confidentiality













Integrity













Availability













Non-repudiation





Authenticity



















Security goals

Reliability

2.11

Chapter Summary

Cloud computing is recognised as a scalable user service. In some ways, it has
improved security but since cloud storage necessarily puts data outside the control of
the data owner, this will raise cloud-specific security issues. Cloud storage that has
derived from the cloud computing model is used to store data in the cloud. With the rise
of cloud computing, security issues in cloud storage have surrounded users,
practitioners and providers. With concerns about data in cloud storage, previous
studies were undertaken in the area of cloud storage security; this involved
accomplishing security goals (confidentiality, integrity, availability, non-repudiation,
authenticity, reliability) by developing frameworks to guide users and cloud storage
providers (CSPs). This has encouraged governing bodies and agencies to publish
standards, best practice and guidelines that can be used as references by those
adopting cloud computing. Cloud Security Alliance, in particular, has been actively
developing guidelines and the Cloud Control Matrix is among the important ones that
map the controls to other standards protection domains. NIST published NIST 800-53
R4 that presented establishing responsibilities for implementing important controls in
the cloud. Previous research has shown that organisations and CSPs have
implemented many controls to ensure security and data protection. However, some
measures involve many controls that most CSPs are reluctant to impose, as it is likely
to decrease the efficiency of accessing the cloud. Applying controls based on security
factors and concerns is proposed to protect data efficiently in the cloud. The next
chapter discusses concerns to the cloud and threats classification for cloud storage.
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Chapter 3:
3.1

Threat Classification

Computer Threat

In computer security, a threat is a risk of potential danger to a computer system that
might exploit a vulnerability to breach security and therefore cause possible harm
(Microsoft 2015). A vulnerability is a weakness which allows an attacker to reduce a
system's information assurance. The vulnerability is the intersection of three elements:
a system susceptibility or flaw, attacker access to the flaw, and attacker capability to
exploit the flaw. Vulnerabilities may lead exploitation of the weaknesses (Microsoft
2015). The weaknesses may be caused by gaining unauthorised access to stored
information, by denial of service to authorised users, or by the introduction of false
information to mislead users or trigger incorrect system behaviour (called spoofing)
(Wang et al. 2010).
Concerns to the cloud include interception, modification of data at rest and in transit,
data interruption (deletion), data breach, impersonation, session hijacking, and
exposure in the network (Sabahi 2011, Shaikh and Haider 2011, Zissis and Lekkas
2012, CSA 2013a, GTISC and GTRI 2013). Consequently, with these emerging
concerns, research has focused on security frameworks in the cloud (Mather et al.
2009).
Several terms are introduced to fully understand threat classification for cloud storage.
The term computer security means to protect information. It deals with the prevention
and detection of unauthorised actions by users of a computer. Lately, it has been
extended to protect confidentiality, integrity and availability (Microsoft 2015). A system
is a set of interacting or interdependent component parts forming an intricate whole. An
asset is any data, device, or other components of the environment that support
information-related activities (ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 27 2004). Assets generally include
hardware (e.g., servers and switches), software (e.g., mission critical applications and
support systems) and confidential information (ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 27 2004, ENISA
2009). Assets should be protected from illicit access, use, disclosure, alteration,
destruction, and/or theft, resulting in a loss to the organisation (Jones 2005, The Open
Group 2009).
Threats analysis techniques have been introduced, such as DREAD and STRIDE, to
consider concerns and elicit security factors that address the concerns (Swiderski and
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Snyder 2004). A threat model allows security designers to estimate an attacker’s
capabilities. It might be tempting to skip threat modelling and simply extract the system
security factors from industry’s best practice or standards. However, these standards
merely provide general security guidance. The common standards almost always need
some customisation for the target system and additional factors need to be defined
(Myagmar et al. 2005).
In this study, three-step threat modelling is used to identify the threats (Myagmar et al.
2005):
1. Characterising the system,
2. Identifying system assets, and
3. Identifying concerns.
The threat modelling process targets software applications since cloud storage provide
software-as-a-service to users. Characterising the system involves understanding the
system factors and their interconnections, and creating a system model emphasising
the main characteristics. Then assets and access points of the system are identified.
Identifying concerns creates a threat profile of the system, describing all the potential
attacks that need to be mitigated against or accepted as low risk. Although these three
steps are common to all types of system, the actual execution differs depending on the
type of system. Each of these threat modelling steps is now elaborated in the context of
cloud storage.

3.2

Threat Modelling

At the start of the threat modelling process, the security designer needs to understand
the

system

in

question.

This

entails

understanding

every

factor

and

its

interconnections, defining usage scenarios, and identifying assumptions and
dependencies.
Characterising the system
A cloud storage scenario can be modelled with three participants: users, cloud
instances, and cloud storage provider (Gruschka and Jensen 2010). Every interaction
in a cloud scenario involves two interfaces of these participants.
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Cloud

2
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Storage

Backend
Storage

Backend
Storage

Cloud Storage
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Cloud Storage Provider

1

Cloud Storage
Application
Cloud Storage User

Receives command/
message from cloud
storage user
e.g. store files

Sends command/
message to cloud
storage server
e.g. upload/download
files

Access to
cloud storage
application

Access to
communication
devices ex: laptop,
pc, tablet,
smartphone

Figure 3.1 Cloud Storage Scenario

As illustrated in Figure 3.1 above, interaction examples are a user requesting a service,
or a service instance requiring more storage from the cloud storage provider. In the
same way, every attack attempt in the cloud scenario can be analysed into a set of
interactions within this model.
Identifying system assets
Each of the three participant roles provides a speciﬁc kind of interface to the other
participants. For instance, the cloud system provides every service instance with a
speciﬁc interface (API depending on the service model type, IaaS, PaaS, or SaaS) that
the service instance can use, i.e. run on. In the same way, a service instance provides
its service to a user with a dedicated interface (e.g., website, SSH connection, Web
Service). Thus, with the three participants, there are six such interfaces to consider (as
shown in Figure 3.2). Below are the descriptions involved in this triangle of attack.
1.

Service-to-user
The first and most prominent attack is a service instance towards a user. The
common server-to-client interface is vulnerable to all kinds of attacks that are
possible in common client-server architectures. This involves threats like account
hijacking from SQL injection or privilege escalation (CSA 2013b).
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2.

User-to-service
The threats included in user to service attacks involves user programs requesting
services from the server. For an example, browser-based attacks for an HTML
based service like SSL certificate spoofing (Marlinspike 2009), attacks on
browser caches, or Malwares or Phishing attacks (CSA 2013b).

3.

Cloud-to-service
The interface between a service instance and a cloud system is a bit more
complex. Here, the separation of service instance and cloud provider can be
tricky, but in general, the cloud system’s attack on the service instance includes
all threats that a service instance can run against its hosting cloud system.
Examples would be resource exhaustion attacks, triggering the cloud provider to
provide more resources or end up in a Denial-of-Service, or attacks on the cloud
system hypervisor (CSA 2013b).

4.

Service-to-cloud
The other way around, the attack by a service instance against the cloud system
is a very sensitive one. It incorporates all kinds of attacks a cloud provider can
perform against a service running on it. This may start with availability reductions
such as shut down of service instances. It may also cover privacy-related attacks
(scanning a service instance’s data in the process) or even malicious
interference, e.g., tampering with data in the process, injecting additional
operations to service instance executions; rootkit (Brumley 1999).

(b)
user-to-service

User

1

(a)
service-to-user

(e)
cloud-to-user

3

2

Service

(f)
user-to-cloud

(d)
service-to-cloud

(c)
cloud-to-service

Cloud

Figure 3.2 Cloud Computing Triangle Attacks
(Modified from Gruschka and Jensen, 2010)
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5.

Cloud-to-user
The fifth attack surface of interest is that of the cloud system towards the user.
This threat is challenging to define since both usually do not have a real contact
point; in common scenarios, there always exists a service in between. However,
the cloud system has to provide an interface for controlling its services. That
interface, called cloud control, provides cloud users with the ability to add new
services, require more storage, delete data in a cloud storage etc. As this is not a
service instance, it is discussed as a separate attack, with threats being similar to
the ones a common cloud service has to face from a user.

6.

User-to-cloud
The last attack surface is the one provided by a user towards the cloud provider.
Considerable attacks may involve phishing-like attempts to trigger a user into
manipulating its cloud-provided services, such as presenting the user a fake
usage bill of the cloud provider. In general, this threat involves every kind of
attack that targets a user and originates or spoofs to originate at the cloud
system.
Identifying concerns

After completing the previous steps, specific concerns related to cloud storage are
identified. Concerns may come from either inside or outside the system, from
authorised users or from unauthorised users, who masquerade as valid users or find
ways to bypass security mechanisms (Myagmar et al. 2005). Concerns can also come
from human error. The goal of this step is to identify concerns to the system using the
information gathered so far.
The threat is the adversary goal, or what an adversary might try to do to a system
(Swiderski and Snyder 2004). Sometimes it is described as the capability of an
adversary to attack a system. A list of known concerns and vulnerabilities found in
similar systems is often the place to start with threat modelling. System specific
concerns require deeper analysis of the unique qualities of the system being modelled.
The concerns in cloud storage are identified as (Gruschka and Jensen 2010, Shaikh
and Haider 2011, CSA 2013b, GTISC and GTRI 2013):
1. Data breach
2. Data leakage and loss
3. Insecure APIs
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4. Account hijacking
5. Denial of Service
6. Malicious insiders
7. Abuse of cloud service
8. Inadequate cloud planning
9. Cloud-related malware
10. Closure of cloud service
11. Natural disaster
12. Hardware failure
13. Shared technology vulnerabilities
14. Insufficient due diligence
A security factor can be mapped to security concerns showing the effects of each
concern to the security goal a system is acquiring. Figure 3.3 shows the security factor
and mapping to concerns according to the CSA Control Matrix (CSA 2013c). Reliability
was added as an additional factor and also mapped with relevant concerns.
Factor

Concern

STRIDE

Data Breaches
Spoofing Identity

Confidentiality
Data Loss
Account/Service
Hijacking
Integrity

Insecure APIs

Tampering with Data

Denial of Service
Availability

Malicious Insiders

Repudiation

Abuse of Cloud Service
Insufficient Due
Diligence
Non-repudiation

Shared Technology
Vulnerability

Information Disclosure

Hardware Failure
Natural Disaster
Authenticity

Denial of Service

Closure of Cloud
Service
Cloud-related Malware
Reliability

Inadequate Cloud
Planning/Design

Figure 3.3 Cloud Storage Concerns (CSA 2013b)
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Elevation of Privilege

STRIDE was used in this study because it fits the output of threat identification
(Swiderski and Snyder 2004). The output of a threat identification process is a threat
profile for a system, describing all the potential attacks, each of which needs to be
mitigated or accepted. In general, threats can be divided into six classes based on their
effect (Swiderski and Snyder 2004).
1. Spoofing – Using someone else’s credentials to gain access to otherwise
inaccessible assets.
2. Tampering – Changing data to mount an attack.
3. Repudiation – Occurs when a user denies performing an action, but the target
of the action has no way to prove otherwise.
4. Information Disclosure – The disclosure of information to a user who does not
have permission to see it.
5. Denial of Service – Reducing the ability of valid users to access resources.
6. Elevation of privilege – Occurs when an unprivileged user gains privileged
status.
When defining a threat model, security designers are concerned with defining attacks
and also prioritising them (Myagmar et al. 2005). Risk assessment is performed to map
each threat either into a mitigation mechanism or priority assumptions. The security
factors for the system can be defined clearly once the concerns are identified as
showed in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2.
Table 3.1 Threat classification with STRIDE threat modelling
Threat Classification
S


STRIDE Threat Modelling
T
R
I
D


E

Data breach


Data leakage and loss




Insecure APIs




Account hijacking

Denial of Service



Malicious insiders

Inadequate cloud planning

Cloud-related malware

Closure of cloud service


Shared technology vulnerabilities






Insufficient due diligence
* S – Spoofing identity, T – Tampering with data, R – Repudiation, I – Information
disclosure, D – Denial of service, E – Elevation of privilege
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Table 3.2 Threat classification with security factors
Threat Classification
C

I

Security Factors
Av
N
At

R



Data breach


Data leakage and loss



Insecure APIs




Account hijacking

Denial of Service

Abuse of cloud service

Inadequate cloud planning

Cloud-related malware


Closure of cloud service

Natural disaster

Hardware failure

Shared technology vulnerabilities
* C – Confidentiality, I – Integrity, Av – Availability, N – Non-repudiation, At –
Authenticity, R – Reliability

3.3

Chapter Summary

This chapter discussed threat classification in the cloud. A threat identification
approach was adopted to explore concerns in cloud storage. Cloud storage scenario
was used to characterise the system and system specific concerns were analysed.
Some of the concerns identified are data breach, data leakage and loss, insecure APIs,
account hijacking, denial of service, malicious insiders, abuse of cloud service,
inadequate cloud planning, cloud-related malware, closure of cloud service, natural
disaster, hardware failure, shared technology vulnerabilities, and insufficient due
diligence. A risk assessment tool, STRIDE was used to assess the identified concerns.
The concerns and security factors are mapped based on existing studies and industryaccepted standards on cloud-related concerns. The next chapter discusses the
development of the conceptual cloud storage security framework.
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Chapter 4: Development of the Cloud Storage
Security Framework (CSSF)
Chapter 2 and 3 discussed the existing cloud storage security frameworks and the
threats classifications as this challenge greatly affect the security implementation in
cloud storage. This chapter proposes a security framework for cloud storage to
overcome the security issues in cloud storage.

Framework Development
Process

List Unique Factors

Group Factors with Similar
Meaning

Proposed Cloud Storage Security
Framework

1. Summarise and list factors from cloud security
2. Summarise and list factors from cloud storage
research

1. Review of security factors with existing
publications
2. Review of security factors with industryaccepted standards

1. Group Factors with similar meaning
2. Unique factors
3. Direct mapping factors

1. Cloud St orage Security
2. Confidentiality f actor
3. Integrity fact or
4. Availability factor
5. Non Repudiation fact or
6. Authent icity factor
7. Reliability f actor

Figure 4.1 Development of the Cloud Storage Security Framework (CSSF) Process

4.1

Framework Development Process

The review of literature in chapter 2 has shown that few empirical studies have been
conducted to investigate security frameworks in cloud storage. Moreover, there has
been little research that specifically studies security factors and concerns in cloud
storage. The framework proposed here is intended to identify the security factors and
concerns in a cloud storage context. Development of this framework went through
several stages. This section describes the stepwise approach to developing the
framework and Figure 4.1 illustrates the process involved during the framework
development. The diagram shows four main phases with eight steps taken in the
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process. The following section explains in detail how cloud storage security framework
was developed.

4.2

List Unique Factors

The first step in the framework development is to list all the unique factors derived from
the research findings in two areas: (1) cloud security frameworks, and (2) cloud
storage. These research findings were the results of Chapter 2 analysis of literature in
cloud security frameworks and cloud storage research. Both Table 4.1 and Table 4.2
show summarised factors and sources for those research findings. A total of 13 goaldriven factors with 20 potential characteristics items can be observed from the tables.
Table 4.1 depicts factors and items from cloud security research. There is a total of six
factors and 6 character items. The first factor, confidentiality refers to undisclosed data
to unauthorised users. Next, integrity refers to unmodified, accuracy and completeness
of data. Thirdly, availability ensures data are always accessible. Fourthly, nonrepudiation proves the occurrence of data by the recipient. Next, authenticity is data
originality. Finally, the reliability is the ability to provide consistent intended behaviour
or results.
Table 4.1 List of factors from cloud security research
Security Goals

Characteristics

Sources

Confidentiality

Data is not made available or
disclosed to unauthorised
individuals, entities, or processes

Integrity

Data is accurate and complete

Availability

Data being accessible and usable
upon demand by an authorised
entity

Non-repudiation

Ability to prove the occurrence of
a claimed event or action and its
originating entities
Data is original of what it claims to
be

(Catteddu and Hogben 2009, CSA
2013b, NIST 2013a, ASD 2014b,
CPNI 2014a, ISECT 2014a,
ISO/IEC 2016)
(Catteddu and Hogben 2009, CSA
2013b, NIST 2013a, ASD 2014b,
CPNI 2014a, ISECT 2014a,
ISO/IEC 2016)
(Catteddu and Hogben 2009, CSA
2013b, NIST 2013a, ASD 2014b,
CPNI 2014a, ISECT 2014a,
ISO/IEC 2016)
(CSA 2013b, ISECT 2014a,
ISO/IEC 2016)

Authenticity

Reliability

Ability to provide consistent
intended behaviour and results

6 factors

6 items
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(Catteddu and Hogben 2009, CSA
2013b, ASD 2014b, CPNI 2014a,
ISECT 2014a, ISO/IEC 2016)
(Catteddu and Hogben 2009, ASD
2014b, CPNI 2014a, ISECT
2014a, ISO/IEC 2016)

Table 4.2 shows goal-driven security factors and potential security control items from
secure cloud storage research consisting of seven factors and 14 items. The first
factor, ensuring confidentiality refers to the identification of cloud storage user and
authorisation to access data. Secondly, integrity checks on remote data accurately
preserve ownership of data and encryption of data. Maintaining availability represents
accessibility to the data and up-to-date available data. Next, guaranteeing nonrepudiation to data involves accurate time-stamping of accessed data and assurance
with user signature. Preserving authenticity is verifying data based on authentication
and synchronising data in the storage. Finally, the reliability of service provider that
represents consistency and validity of cloud service.
Table 4.2 List of factors from secure cloud storage research
Security Factors

Items

Sources

Cloud Storage
Security

Security policy, security procedure

Ensuring
Confidentiality

Identification of cloud storage
user, authorisation to access data

Integrity Checks
on Remote Data

Accurate ownership of data,
encryption of data

Maintaining
Availability

Accessible to the data, up-to-date
available data

Guaranteeing
Non-repudiation
to Data
Preserving
Authenticity
Reliability of
Service Provider

Accurate time-stamping of
accessed data, assurance with
user signature
Verified data based on
authentication, synchronised data
in the storage
Consistency of cloud service, valid
service

(Firesmith 2004, Brock and
Goscinski 2010, Takabi et al.
2010, Zissis and Lekkas 2012,
Mapp et al. 2014)
(Bessani et al. 2011, Kamara et
al. 2011, Popa et al. 2011,
Stefanov and Dijk 2012, Vrable et
al. 2012, Zhou et al. 2013, Yao et
al. 2013, Mapp et al. 2014,
Tawalbeh et al. 2015, Vu et al.
2015, El-Booz et al. 2016)
(AlZain et al. 2011, Bessani et al.
2011, Kamara et al. 2011,
Mahajan et al. 2011, Nepal et al.
2011, Vrable et al. 2012, Mu et al.
2012, Stefanov and Dijk 2012,
Wang et al. 2013, Zhou et al.
2013, Mapp et al. 2014, Vu et al.
2015, Tawalbeh et al. 2015, ElBooz et al. 2016)
(AlZain et al. 2011, Bessani et al.
2011, Mahajan et al. 2011, Popa
et al. 2011, Mu et al. 2012,
Stefanov and Dijk 2012, Mapp et
al. 2014, Vu et al. 2015)
(Wang et al. 2013, Tawalbeh et al.
2015, El-Booz et al. 2016)

7 factors

14 potential items
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(Yao et al. 2013, Mapp et al.
2014, Vu et al. 2015, El-Booz et
al. 2016)
(Bessani et al. 2011, Mahajan et
al. 2011, Stefanov and Dijk 2012,
Mapp et al. 2014, Tawalbeh et al.
2015, Vu et al. 2015)

4.3

Group Factors with Similar Meaning

This section attempts to merge two research areas using the two unique factor lists
from Table 4.1 and Table 4.2:
i.

Unique factor list from cloud security; and

ii.

Unique factor list from cloud storage

An initial alignment was conducted to discover any patterns between the factors. In
Table 4.1, column 1 shows the list of factors from cloud security. On the other hand,
Table 4.2, column 1 shows the list of factors for cloud storage security. The result of
this step produced a set of two lists containing the summary of findings from cloud
security research and; cloud storage research.
Cloud storage security implementation that represents the security policies and
procedures was placed as a unique factor of its own, as it will be used to show the
policy implementation. A look at the lists in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 shows some
similarities in the meanings even though for cloud security the meaning is more general
in the context of cloud compared to in cloud storage, the defined meaning is focussing
on cloud and storage.
For an example, the term confidentiality (row 2, Table 4.1), ensuring confidentiality (row
3, Table 4.2) represent the meaning of security measure that relates to protecting the
data accessed in the cloud. Similarly, the terms integrity (row 3, Table 4.1) and integrity
checks on remote data (row 4, Table 4.2) represent security measure to protect
modifications of data stored. These two factors were reclassified as confidentiality and
integrity factor respectively for simplicity. Next, the remaining factors and their
characteristics/elements will be analysed based on their relevance towards security in
cloud storage.
Table 4.3 Initial alignment of factors
1. Security Goals from Generic Cloud
Research

2. Security Factors from Cloud
Storage
Cloud Storage Security

Confidentiality
Integrity
Availability
Non-repudiation
Authenticity
Reliability

Ensuring Confidentiality
Integrity Checks on Remote Data
Maintaining Availability
Guaranteeing Non-repudiation to Data
Preserving Authenticity
Reliability of Service Provider
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An initial analysis identified some factors that have a direct mapping between the two
domain research areas. More importantly, however, the inclusion or exclusion of a
factor depends on its relevance to cloud storage. These seven factors have shown
supporting evidence towards cloud storage security; but they were identified as more of
a reusable security factor and/requirement goal, which all information systems must
have. The factors were examined and synthesised by determining whether each of the
factors falls into any of these three categories:
i.

Unique factor, a factor that can only be found either in column 1: cloud
security factors or column 2: cloud storage factors.

ii.

Direct mapping factor, a factor that can be found in both columns 1: cloud
security factors and column 2: cloud storage factors.

iii.

Combination factor, two or more factors were combined to best represent the
meaning of the factor.

Following the criteria listed above, one factor was found to be a unique factor and six
factors are direct mapping and combination factor as shown in Table 4.3.

4.4

The Proposed Cloud Storage Security Framework

The conclusion from our empirical research, supporting the proposed framework, is
that the security framework in cloud storage systems consists of seven security factors
and fourteen items as shown in Table 4.4. The factors are security in cloud storage,
confidentiality, integrity, availability, non-repudiation, authenticity, and reliability. The
concerns are data breach, data leakage and loss, insecure APIs, account hijacking,
denial of service, malicious insiders, abuse of cloud service, inadequate cloud
planning, cloud-related malware, closure of cloud service, natural disaster, hardware
failure, shared technology vulnerabilities, and insufficient due diligence.
The summary is presented in Table 4.4. The table shows the proposed factors and
items for cloud storage security framework supported by literature synthesis and
industry best practices.
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Table 4.4 The Proposed Factors and Items for Cloud Storage Security Framework
Factor
1. Cloud Storage
Security
2. Confidentiality
3. Integrity
4. Availability
5. Non-repudiation
6. Authenticity
7. Reliability
Factors: 7

4.5

Item
1. Cloud Storage Security Policies
2. Cloud Storage Security Procedures
3. Identification of cloud storage user
4. Authorisation to access data
5. Accurate ownership of data
6. Encryption of data
7. Accessible to the data
8. Up-to-date available data
9. Accurate time-stamping of accessed data
10. Assurance with user signature
11. Verified data based on authentication
12. Synchronised data in the storage
13. Consistency of cloud service
14. Valid service
Items: 14

Chapter Summary

This chapter presented the proposed security factors for cloud storage. The first step in
identifying the security factors involved identifying and reviewing published papers
specifically on security frameworks concerned with cloud computing and cloud storage.
All security principles, concepts or factors were listed and a process of selecting factors
that are relevant in cloud computing was investigated; some factors were included or
excluded in the context of cloud storage. The security factors were finalised by
grouping and filtering the relevant factors and items that belong to each domain.
The next step involved the same process as in stage one but was examined for
industry-accepted standards, guidelines and best practice documents related to cloud
security. The controls were mapped to the factors found in stage one. The process
started by gathering security factors from organisations such as CSA, NIST, ENISA,
CPNI and ASD. This was used to take full benefit of the widely recognised security
frameworks in the cloud. The conclusion from our empirical research, supporting the
proposed framework, is that the security framework in cloud storage systems consists
of seven security factors and fourteen items. The factors are security in cloud storage,
confidentiality, integrity, availability, non-repudiation, authenticity, and reliability.
The next chapter confirms the framework that includes the seven factors in an
exploratory study. An explanation of the methods is given in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5:

Confirming the Cloud Storage

Security Framework (CSSF)
This chapter outlines the research methods applied in confirming the framework as
shown in Figure 5.1. The first section briefly discusses the methods, qualitative and
quantitative, with an explanation of the triangulation technique. The next section
explains in detail the design of research methods applied in the study that includes
interview and questionnaire designs, data collection process and instruments, the pilot
test, sample size and analysis.

Confirming Security Factors

1. Confirming Security Factors
2. Research Methods (Qualitative Research and
Quantitative Research)
3. Mixed methods
4. Triangulation

Interview Design

1. Context of study: security experts with at
least 5 years experience
2. Pilot Test (4 interviewees)
3. Sample Size: 20 security experts

Questionnaire Design

1. Context of study: security practitioners
with at least 2 years experience
2. Pilot Test (10 respondents)
3. Sample Size: 34 respondents

Analysis

1. Qualitative Data Analysis – Thematic
Analysis using Nvivo 10
2. Qualitative Data Analysis – Statistical
Analysis using SPSS 22

Result

1. Qualitative Data Analysis – Explore new,
overlapping or irrelevant security factors
2. Qualitative Data Analysis – using one
sample t-test to test significance

Figure 5.1 Steps involved in Confirming the Framework
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5.1

Confirming Security Factors

Confirming a framework will look at how well the factors of the framework represent a
concept or domain of content (Rubio et al. 2003, Huang et al. 2010). Confirmation of a
framework becomes an important step especially when a new framework is being
developed where there is no existing measure that operationalises the concept as the
researcher intended (Rubio et al. 2003). A framework that defines security in cloud
storage is currently explored and needs to be confirmed.
Using the proposed Cloud Storage Security Framework (CSSF) as a source of
reference and guide, seven factors were selected for inclusion in measuring experts
and practitioners agreement on the security factors of cloud storage. The seven
selected factors are:
1. Cloud Storage Security (CS): The security policies implementation in an
organisation that includes policy and procedures in ensuring security measures
in cloud storage.
2. Confidentiality (Co): The confidentiality of data held in cloud storage from the
stakeholder’s viewpoint including identification of cloud storage user and
authorisation to access data.
3. Integrity (In): The integrity of data stored in cloud storage from the
stakeholder’s viewpoint including accurate ownership of data and encryption of
data.
4. Availability (Av): Extent of data availability in cloud storage from the
stakeholder’s viewpoint including accessible to the data and up-to-date
available data
5. Non-repudiation (Nr): Level of the non-repudiation of data stored in cloud
storage from the stakeholder’s viewpoint including accurate time-stamping of
accessed data and assurance with user signature.
6. Authenticity (At): The authenticity of data stored and accessed by authorised
user in cloud storage from the stakeholder’s viewpoint including verified data
based on authentication and synchronised data in the storage.
7. Reliability (Re): The reliability of service provided by cloud storage from the
stakeholder’s viewpoint including consistent and valid cloud service.
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5.2

Research Paradigms

Research paradigms play an important role in preparing a foundation for knowledge
claims upon which research is based. Paradigms act as assumptions made by
researchers as “how they will learn and what they will learn” during their research
(Creswell 2003). Creswell and Clark (2011) discussed four paradigms in research:
1. Post-positivist: generally related to quantitative data, through theory verification,
determination and critical realism
2. Constructivist: often associated with qualitative data, focused on theory creation
and wider understanding
3. Participatory: shaped by political issues, more associated with qualitative
approaches
4. Pragmatic: related to consequences of research and multiple methods of data
collection
In conducting a research, the big sets of ideas have to be reduced to a small and
discrete set of ideas such as those variables for hypothesis testing and research
questions, numeric measures of observation has to be developed and theories have to
be verified. Normally, researchers start with a theory followed by data collection and
end up with either supporting or refuting the theory (Creswell 2003).
This study is based on an epistemology or knowledge claim of post-positivist as
assumptions and questions are based on the review of the literature. There is also a
discussion around meanings and thoughts, which makes this research post-positivist
and not just positivist. The study focus to obtain objectives and generalisable result by
using a valid and reliable instrument, a suitable sampling method and an appropriate
statistical method to the collected data. Furthermore, the quantitative paradigm is
employed in this research because it has been used by many researchers with regards
to information system studies (Deluca et al. 2008).

5.3

Research Methodology for Confirming the CSSF

This section outlines the research approach, design and methods applied in this study.
The first section briefly discusses the approaches, qualitative and quantitative, with an
explanation of the triangulation technique. The next section explains in detail the
design of research designs applied in the study that includes interview and survey, data
collection process and instruments, the pilot test, sample size and analysis.
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Research Approaches
This section provides a brief description of the research approaches deployed in this
study to answer the research questions, including a literature review, semi-structured
interviews and questionnaire survey. It explains the triangulation techniques used to
confirm the proposed security framework.
Qualitative Research
Qualitative approaches are mainly exploratory and used to discover the perceptions of
target audiences with reference to specific issues (Sekaran 2000). This will assist in
understanding the situation by providing insights into problems for potential research. A
qualitative approach is useful when secondary data, such as literature review, are
insufficient to develop depth in a research (Fink 2003). The participants are usually few
in number.
An interview is considered the most common data collection method in this research
which can be undertaken through structured or unstructured questions or a mixture of
both (Sekaran 2000). The interviews can be conducted face-to-face, by telephone and
online, such as video conferencing (Rubin and Rubin 2005, Bolderston 2012).
Quantitative Research
Quantitative approaches are used to quantify numerical data into usable statistics by
surveying a number of participants or simple measurements (Saunders et al. 2009).
One of the methods for collecting quantitative data is obtaining answers from a set of
relevant questions in a questionnaire. The data gathered are analysed by statistical
techniques and results obtained are generalised to the population (Mertens 2010).
A Likert scale is a technique used to measure attitudes that yield reliable correlation
between scores and case history (Likert 1932). It is commonly used in a questionnaire
to capture the opinions of a subject (Saunders et al. 2009).

5.4

Mixed Methods

Mixed methods is a combination of qualitative and quantitative approaches to data
gathering, analysis, interpretation, and presentation (Teddlie and Tashakkori 2010).
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This research approach provides more choices, options, and approaches to consider
(Creswell and Clark 2011).
One of the factors of any research process is the reliability of the data and findings
(Cotten et al. 1999). Reliability involves consistency, dependability and replicability of
the results obtained from a study. A mixed methods approach may improve the
reliability for the research (Cotten et al. 1999, Mertens 2010, Teddlie and Tashakkori
2010).
Reliability can be achieved through consistency obtained from different procedures
such as interviews and questionnaires. Different types of data are collected from
different sources enhancing the reliability of the data and results. The purpose is not to
attain the same result but rather to agree that, based on the data collection processes,
the findings and results are consistent and dependable.
In this study, a mixed methods approach was chosen as different techniques were
applied to collect both qualitative and quantitative data.

5.5

Triangulation

Triangulation is a technique which is defined as a combination of two or more methods
in a study (Thurmond 2001). The technique can be applied to explore the issues
extensively and improve the accuracy of research findings (Fink 2003). The idea is that
if multiple sources of information or data produce similar results, the credibility of the
findings is enhanced (Fink 2003). The findings from each method can be compared to
find similar conclusions (Guion et al. 2011).
In this study, methodological triangulation was applied. Data were collected from two
different methods, interviews and questionnaire methods. Subsequently, the results
obtained were compared to identify similar decision patterns (Golafshani 2003). By
using triangulation and drawing on multiple viewpoints, the researchers is confident
that the research is moving towards accuracy and credibility as it devolve into several
sources, confirmation, and processes of data collection. Besides, a researcher can
overcome the weakness of any single method and any bias inherent in each source of
data (Creswell 2003, Creswell and Clark 2011).
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The triangulation ensured that the process of refining and verifying the security
framework was thoroughly explored. It involved a synthesis process of assessing,
combining, and comparing data discovered from a detailed literature review of security
frameworks, industry-accepted standards, technical white papers, expert reviews and
practitioner surveys as shown in Figure 5.2.

Literature
Review

Triangulation

Interview
(Expert
Review)

Survey
(Practitioners)

Figure 5.2 Triangulation technique used to confirm the framework

5.6

Research Design

This section describes the two research design utilised in this study to facilitate the
confirmation of the findings and to discover possible potential factors for the security
framework.
The interview was designed using qualitative approach techniques to confirm the
proposed factors and explore more potential factors and their items. Interviews were
carried out with selected IT security experts.
By contrast, the questionnaire was chosen so as to make generalisations from a
sample of the whole population. The questionnaire was designed using quantitative
techniques to collect data from IT practitioners, defined as employees that have worked
in an IT environment, to confirm the proposed security quality factors.
Interview Design
A qualitative interview is carried out to explore the knowledge, opinions and values of
individuals or groups who are experts in a particular field of knowledge (Fink 2003).
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Semi-structured interviews were utilised to collect data from a group of people. This
kind of interview was selected due to its advantage of gathering statements regarding
the individuals’ attitudes and exploring in-depth their experience (Bolderston 2012). It
was used to capture their experience regarding:
•

Aspects of security factors

•

Concerns associated with cloud storage systems

•

Current issues of security in cloud storage

The interview questions were developed in the English language. The detailed
questions are provided in Appendix A.1. The following subsections briefly describe how
the semi-structured interviews were designed.
5.6.1.1

Context of study and the participants

This study was conducted in June 2015 within various information systems roles:
IT/Technical (Application Security, Digital Forensics Investigation, and Threat
Intelligence), Consultant/Advisory (Consultant, Industry Research/Analyst), Security
Analyst/Expert (Information Security), and Security Policy Maker (CIO, CTO, CSO, and
Chief Security Information Officer). The experts involved were mainly from industry,
government, healthcare, and oil and gas. All of the experts have at least five years’
experience in ICT Security.
5.6.1.2

Data collection process and instrument

The interviews with the experts were scheduled over two weeks. The interview had
three sections. The first section was demographic information with closed questions.
The next section discussed each factor of the study and consisted of 2-3 open-ended
questions. The last section explored new factors (if any). The interview featured
confirmatory and exploratory questions about the factors making up the metric. Several
interviewees are approached at European Information Security Expo, London on 4
June 2015.
A Livescribe2 pen and notebook were used as a tool for recording the interviews.
Interviews that were conducted via videoconferencing or the Internet use the Skype
application and audio was recorded using the QuickTime application. Before any
recording was made, the interviewer sought permission from every interviewee.
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5.6.1.3

Pilot Test

A pilot test is an opportunity to try out an instrument well before it is made final. A pilot
test will simulate the use of the instrument in its intended setting (Fink 2003).
The pilot session to test the interview questions was carried out with four people; two
were IT security experts from Cyber Security Malaysia, and two were computer science
researchers from the University of Southampton. The interviewees were asked about
the security factors. After the pilot session, it was concluded that discussing each of the
security factors individually was better than showing a detailed diagram of the
proposed security framework.
5.6.1.4

Determination of sample size

Qualitative studies usually depend on non-probability sampling where participants are
chosen based on non-random criteria (Bhattachejee 2012). In expert sampling,
participants are chosen based on their knowledge of the area being studied
(Bhattachejee 2012). The size of a sample depends on saturation being reached when
no new knowledge can be collected (Guest et al. 2006). Saturation is often achieved
around twelve interviews (Guest et al. 2006).
5.6.1.5

Qualitative data analysis

Thematic analysis was used to analyse, identify and report the themes within raw data.
The themes reflect patterns that exist within the collected data, and the patterns
describing the phenomenon. Therefore, it is a method of organising and describing a
corpus in a way that helps researchers capture important things to describe their
research questions (Braun and Clarke 2006).
The interview questions revolve around security quality factors and their items.
Therefore, themes were factors, and the sub-themes address any related items. Nvivo
10 software was used in the qualitative data analysis to split the raw data into themes.
Each factor was given a node, each node had its characteristics and its items clustered
into “confirmed”, “irrelevant”, “additional” and “overlapped”. The next step was to code
and assign data from the transcript to related codes.
Besides, there was a node for the severity factors to which every statement concerning
severity factors linked. That is any statement that described the security concerns state
severity was coded and assigned to the node of severity factors. The next section will
explain the questionnaire design including participant context, data collection and
instruments, sample size, reliability test and quantitative data analysis.
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Questionnaire design
A survey was chosen to collect information to capture knowledge, attitudes and
behaviours. Questionnaires are a data collection tool in which participants are
requested to answer various predetermined questions. The detailed questions in the
questionnaire are provided in Appendix A.6. There are two types of questionnaire: selfadministered and interview-administered. A self-administered survey is one in which
the respondents take responsibility for reading and answering the questions, while the
communication medium used in interview-administered surveys is either a personal or
a telephone interview (Zikmund et al. 2012). The following subsections briefly describe
how the questionnaires were designed.
5.6.2.1

Context of the study and the participants

This study was conducted with IT security practitioners, particularly IT/Technical people
who have been involved in implementing, applying, or involved with, security measures
in cloud systems. The questionnaire was distributed in July 2015. The practitioners
involved were primarily from the industry and government sectors. All of the experts
had at least two years’ experience in IT Security.
5.6.2.2

Data collection process and instrument

The communication medium for data collection was self-administered via the University
of Southampton’s online application called iSurvey. Subsequently, the questionnaire
was distributed to IT security practitioners to capture their opinions of the factors
identified and ability to assess the security quality of protecting data properly. The
survey was also distributed to participants and speakers at the Information Security
Summer School, in Bilbao on 10 July 2015, as well as the Science and Information
Conference, in London on 28 July 2015.
The questionnaire was divided into three sections. The first collected demographic data
about the participant. The second section measured the practitioners’ opinions on the
importance of the proposed factors and items. The questionnaire featured five
identified determinants on a five-point Likert scale with the following ratings: ‘strongly
agree’ (=1); ‘agree’ (=2); ‘neutral’ (=3); ‘disagree’ (=4) and ‘strongly disagree’ (=5). The
last section checked whether there was any ambiguity in the survey and whether any
security factor needed to be added.
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5.6.2.3

Pilot survey

A pilot survey was conducted to see if the respondents understood the directions for
completing the questionnaire and each of the questions. This included the wording of
the questions and clarity on where to mark the responses. Usually, for a pilot, ten or
more people are needed to test a questionnaire (Fink 2003). The questionnaire was
tested by ten IT security practitioners drawn from the IT Division, Ministry of Higher
Education, Malaysia, from Cyber Security Malaysia, and from computer science
researchers at the Royal Holloway University of London, and the University of
Southampton.
The pilot produced two results: one question had unclear instructions, and some words
of the survey were not interpreted in the same way by all respondents. Overall,
respondents followed the directions correctly and the whole range of responses was
selected. An improvement was subsequently made to the questionnaire before it was
distributed online to respondents. Data obtained from this test was also used to
calculate the internal consistency using Cronbach’s alpha coefficient, as explained in
the next subsection.
5.6.2.4

Statistical reliability test

A statistical reliability test was conducted to see if each of the items from the
questionnaire was understood similarly by each respondent. Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient is one of the several analyses that may be used to gauge the reliability and
accuracy of research measurements (Cronbach and Shavelson 2004).
A Cronbach’s alpha analysis is able to measure the internal consistency; higher values
indicate a greater correlation between responses, with a maximum possible value of 1.
An alpha value of 0.5 is acceptable to establish the reliability of the internal consistency
of the questions in this study.
5.6.2.5

Determination of minimum sample size

Statistical power analysis was used to calculate the minimum sample size for this
study. Table 5.1 shows the sample size needed. G*Power software was applied to
facilitate the acquisition of the minimum sample size.
Table 5.1 Sample size according to G*Power software
Statistical Test
Tails

Means: Difference from constant
(one sample test)
Two
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Statistical Test
Effect size (d)
Error probability (α)
Power (1– β error probability)
Minimum sample size

Means: Difference from constant
(one sample test)
0.8
0.05
0.8
15

The parameters identified to determine the minimum sample size are detailed below.
•

Effect size, d

There are three effect sizes: small, medium and large (Cohen 1988). This effect size
for this exploratory research is large (0.8).
Type I error, α

•

The accepted value for this study is 0.05. The 0.05 value is the conventional value for
alpha, which is the level of significance.
Power, 1– β error probability

•

The accepted value for this study is 0.8. The 0.8 value is the conventional value for
power.
5.6.2.6

Quantitative data analysis

The one-sample t-test is a statistical procedure to test whether the mean value of a
distribution is significantly different from a constant. In this study, to accept a factor as a
reliable factor, the mean rating of a representative question of this factor needs to be
significantly lower than 2.5. The rationale behind choosing 2.5 is that this number falls
on the ‘somewhat agree’ before the ‘neutral’ point on the five-point Likert scale. An
alpha, α was set at 0.05 to conduct the hypothesis test for this statistical test.
The null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis were as follows:
H0: the mean value of a factor is not significantly different from 2.5
H1: the mean value of a factor is significantly lower than 2.5
The factor is accepted as a sound factor for this study if the null hypothesis was
rejected (ρ<0.05).

5.7

Ethical Approval

The participants have to give their informed consent before taking part in a survey; they
can formally agree to participate after being informed about the risks and benefits of
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participation, the terms of their participation and their rights as research subjects (Fink
2003). During the data collection process, a consent form with sufficient information
(participation information) was given to the interviewees to sign to ensure their
agreement to participate in the study in Appendix A.2 and Appendix A.3. Online
respondents were also given printed information (participation information) on the first
online page before they could start responding to the questionnaire in Appendix A.4.
The University of Southampton Ethics Committee approved the quantitative and
qualitative methodologies conducted in this study. Ethics approval was granted under
reference number 14962 on 15 May 2015 for both interviews and survey.

5.8

Analysis of Findings and Results of the CSSF Evaluation

This section presents the findings, results of security factors with regard to cloud
storage. The first section presents the findings from expert interviews, while the second
section describes the results of the survey of practitioners. A summary draws
conclusions from both data collected.
Findings of the Interviews
This section presents the findings of the interviews with security experts. The data was
collected using semi-structured interviews from 20 security experts in Malaysia and the
United Kingdom. The aim of this task was to review the security factors identified by the
literature review and to explore other factors. The result is divided into two sections:
general demographic information (quantitative data) and findings of qualitative data.
5.8.1.1

Demographic Information

Initially, 25 experts were invited by email to participate in an interview. Only 22 of them
responded and two later cancelled their participation. The interviews were then
conducted with remaining 20 security experts from different organisations in Malaysia
and the United Kingdom. All the interviewees had at least five years’ experience in IT
security, so they had the ability to understand and explain the current security
situations and trends. The interviews were carried out in June and July 2015. Most of
the interviews were performed via videoconferencing on the Internet using Skype. The
audio was recorded using the QuickTime recorder application. Some of the interviews
were performed face-to-face and this audio was recorded using the Livescribe2 pen.
Permission was sought from all the interviewees before any recording was made. Most
of the interviewees agreed that their audio could be recorded for transcribing purposes.
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Description of the IT experts interviewed in this study is presented in Table 5.2 and
Table 5.3.
Table 5.2 Demographic information of experts
Variable
Country
Domain

Job

Experience
Data Stored in the
Cloud

Using Cloud
Storage
Type of Cloud
Storage

Malaysia
UK
Academic
Government
Industry
Others
Consultant
IT Technical
Researcher
Policy Maker
5 years
6 – 10 years
0 – 25 %
26 – 50%
51 – 75%
76 – 100%
Yes
No
Commercial
Public Cloud Storage
provided by your
organisation
Private Cloud Storage
provided by your
organisation

Frequency
12
8
2
2
14
2
4
10
2
4
4
16
6
3
10
1
20
0
12
1

5.0

7

35.0

Table 5.3 Expert Interviewees involvement with the cloud
Domain
Academic
Government
Industry

Others

Job Description
Information Security Researcher
Information Security Officer
Cloud System Administrator
Information Security Consultant
Cloud Systems Implementer
IT Technical
Cloud System Administrator
Information Security Manager
Policy Maker
IT Technical
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%
60.0
40.0
10.0
10.0
70.0
10.0
20.0
50.0
10.0
20.0
20.0
80.0
30.0
15.0
50.0
5.0
100.0
0.0
60.0

Experts
L, P
E
H
A, J, Q, T
B, S
F, G, M, N, R
I
K, O
C
D

5.8.1.2

Qualitative Data

The purpose of the expert interviews was to review the possible security factors
identified from the literature and to identify whether there were any further factors. The
experts were given six closed questions before starting the interview regarding their
domain, and job role, the length of experience in cloud and security and whether they
stored their own data in the cloud. The result is shown in Table 5.2. Then, the experts
were shown a list of the factors and their opinions were asked on the importance of
each of the security factors. The next enquiry was to identify whether there were any
other factors not mentioned in the study. The experts were also asked about security
concerns happening in the cloud and potential risks of the concerns. Their opinions
were analysed and coded to produce the following findings.
5.8.1.3

Security factors

The interviewees answer the closed questions and proceeds to share the opinion on
security in the cloud. Some of the interesting quotes are:
Expert O: “An increasing number of organisations recognise that developing a security
framework is more important than designing protections because paying attention to
security factors in the early stage potentially saves millions of dollars.”
Expert S: “You can’t protect what you don’t specify.”
The interviewees were asked to indicate if they thought the factors were important
based on the list of the proposed factors. There was a consensus among the
interviewees that all the proposed factors were important: confidentiality, integrity,
availability, non-repudiation, authenticity, and reliability.
Overall: Experts A, E, L, O, P, and S mentioned that security policy implementation is
most important and confidentiality, integrity and availability are most basic and common
security factors.
The interviewees have given a review on the security factors as below:
5.8.1.3.1

Security in Cloud Storage

All agreed that security implementation in cloud storage must be initiated by having a
well-defined security policy in place. Below are some of the supporting statements by
the experts:
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Expert S: “It is important to have a defined security policy and process”
Expert A: “A security policy will inform users, staff, and managers, specify mechanisms
for security and provide a baseline”
Expert P also mentioned that in some organisation when going for certification and
compliance to standards that policy implementation is compulsory. He added: “Policy is
the best compliance tool – legislatively”
5.8.1.3.2

Confidentiality

All agreed that confidentiality is an important security factor.
Experts F, I, J, R, and T mentioned that identification, authentication, authorisation,
access control and encryption are practices and measures to prove confidentiality and
integrity. This is shown by some of these quotes:
Expert J: “Cloud storage should only show documents to authorised users. It should be
encrypted whenever necessary, encrypts data in transit and multiple times at rest.”
Expert R: "Systems require passwords as part of access control."
Expert T: “Most have Single-Sign-On (SSO) in place. Many are considering multi-factor
authentication – typically integrated into SSO solution.”
5.8.1.3.3

Integrity

Eighteen of the twenty agreed that integrity is an important security factor.
Experts N and Q mentioned that integrity involves ensuring data are not leaked or lost
in the cloud. Without integrity, data that is received or sent cannot be trusted.
Expert N: “In many cases, good people are doing bad things by circumnavigating IT
controls that have made their systems unusable. They might email a confidential file to
their personal email account so they can work on it at home. This breaches integrity
and leaks information.”
5.8.1.3.4

Availability

All agreed that availability is an important security factor.
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Expert J mentioned that although availability is more like a functional factor of a
system, it is important as it ensures the data can always be accessed.
Expert P mentioned that availability is the most important factor, as the user will always
expect the system to be accessible, regardless of any concerns.
“Cloud is becoming the only real choice when faced with the pressure of finance,
availability, security, ease-of-use, and scalability” (Expert T).
5.8.1.3.5

Non-repudiation

Fourteen of the twenty agreed that non-repudiation is important.
Expert H explained that non-repudiation is an assurance that any party cannot deny
sending or receiving the data. This includes obligations for contracts, standards, etc.
Expert P: “Non-repudiation can reduce fraud and promote the legal enforceability of
electronic agreements and transactions.”
5.8.1.3.6

Authenticity

Fifteen of the twenty agreed that authenticity is an important factor.
Expert M revealed that currently IT systems are also reviewed, based on their quality of
delivering authentic data. This involves verifying the source as genuine.
Expert R: “Solid authentication defends a system against the security risk of
impersonation, in which a sender or receiver uses a false identity to access a system.
Digital certificates can provide a more secure method of authentication while offering
other security benefits as well.”
5.8.1.3.7

Reliability

All of the experts mentioned that reliability is an important factor.
Experts G and T mentioned that reliability is the quality of measuring whether the
system is consistent and valid.
Expert T: “Multitenant Cloud allows customers to gain huge advantages in innovation
by the Cloud provider at a rate of change that traditional IT systems simply can’t hope
to provide. Features that may have been requested by one customer are delivered to
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all customers using the platform. Fixes are applied across all customers equally,
ensuring consistency in security and reliability for all users.”
5.8.1.4

Additional security factors

The interviewees were asked to suggest other security factors. The answers given
were:
5.8.1.4.1

Accountability

Expert A mentioned that accountability is provided on trust basis by having a contract
or SLAs with a clear and concise definition of security policy.
Expert K emphasises that accountability and trust is an important factor that must be
fulfilled by providers (internal or external). They have made it compulsory for Security
Level Agreement in many organisations as an extension to Service Level Agreements
(SLAs).
Expert Q mentioned that:
“Accountability involves the processes, policies, and controls necessary to trace
actions to their source. These develop trust among systems.”
5.8.1.4.2

Auditability

Expert C specified that organisations are providing security policies to ensure work
tasks follow guidelines and best practices.
Expert E stated that IT security standards are being implemented to gain confidence.
The system must enable assessment, examination and audit to be completed
smoothly.
Another important point stated by Expert T:
“A cloud storage should provide full access logs, allowing organisations to see how
data is being accessed, shared and used in real time. This audit data is available
through APIs to real-time systems allowing organisations to respond to data
governance issues and provide full audit logs where required.”
The experts explicitly mentioned that there is a difference between non repudiation,
accountability and auditability. Non repudiation looks specifically into security measures
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enabling assurance that a party cannot deny accessing and storing the data in cloud
storage. This includes binding keys to the data owners. Accountability involves trust
and responsibility of the provider as a whole such as the readiness of Service Level
Agreement (SLAs). SLAs will ensure conformance of responsibility among internal and
external parties. On the other hand, auditability is define by security assessment such
as security audits for cloud storage system. Security audits produce audit assertions,
audit logs, reports etc.
Concerns in Cloud Storage
Experts were asked about the following concerns happening in the cloud and to rate
their potential risk, according to their experience and knowledge. These are some of
the highlights:
Expert T: “In my experience, seeing many customers every year, their threats are
remarkably consistent. While external threats exist, the primary threat to customers is
not being in control of their data. By this I mean they do not know where it is, how it is
protected, what is shared externally and how externally shared data is being accessed.
This leads to data leakage and loss. ”
Expert P: “When a corporate doesn’t know where their data is, they can’t protect it. It
may not be backed up, it is likely to have no security measures around it, and it may
not be meeting corporate data retention policies and may considerably expose the
customer to data governance fines if they are in a regulated industry. Important threats
should be assessed to imply security measures.”
Expert Q: “Account hijacking via social hacking. An employee is persuaded to grant
access to a system or share information externally. This is not to say that traditional
hacking of systems doesn’t exist however, IT systems are continuously evolving to
meet these threats and social hacking is a far more successful mechanism when data
is protected well by traditional IT methods.”
All of the experts agree that the concerns are important. The concerns are listed below:
•

Data breach

•

Data leakage and loss

•

Insecure APIs

•

Malicious insiders
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•

Denial of service

•

Account hijacking

•

Abuse of cloud service

•

Shared technology vulnerabilities

•

Hardware failure

•

Cloud-related malware

•

Inadequate cloud planning

The interviewees have also rejected the concerns from natural disaster, hardware
failure, insufficient due diligence and closure of cloud service. The supporting
statements given are:
Expert J: “Organisations are realising that storing their data in a commercial cloud
storage is more secure than on-premise. While this may seem counterintuitive at first
glance – many people initially see Cloud as riskier – when educated about the security
infrastructure that it has in place, customers quickly realise that it is safer than their
own servers. The data centre is equipped with disaster recovery and hardware is
always configured with high availability.”
Expert L: “Security accreditations is included in many data centre. These include
ISO27001, HIPAA HITECH, Safe Harbor, PCI DSS 2.0, SSAE16 Type II, SOC1 &
SOC2 etc. These are measures to eliminate many concerns.”
Results of the Questionnaires
This section provides the result of the survey. The quantitative data was collected in
July and August 2015 using an online questionnaire. Initially, it was distributed to 40
respondents, only 36 of whom responded. Two abandoned the survey without saving it.
Overall, 34 were taken as the sample. All of the respondents are currently working in
an information or computer technology environment and have at least two years’
experience in information security. The aim of the survey was to confirm the updated
factors and concerns obtained from the interviews. The results of the survey are
divided into three sections. The first section relates to demographic information, while
the second and third sections present closed questions on nine factors and eleven
concerns in the cloud.
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5.8.3.1

Demographic information

Demographic data were collected to determine the respondent’s eligibility for the study.
Only respondents with at least two years’ experience of working in information security
were considered. The job role of the respondents varied: IT technical, IT security
consultant, researcher, and IT security policy maker. The majority of respondents were
working in the IT industry (41.2%), whereas 35.5% were academic researchers in IT
security and 23.5% were government IT employees. Most of the respondents were
either working in IT Technical (application security, digital forensics, threat intelligence
etc.), or security researchers showing more than five years’ experience in this domain.
All the respondents used cloud storage, especially commercial provisions (such as
Dropbox, Box), and other private cloud storage provided by their organisations.
Table 5.4 Demographic information of practitioners
Variable
Country
Domain

Job

Experience

Data Stored in the
Cloud

Using Cloud
Storage
Type of Cloud
Storage

Malaysia
UK
Academic
Government
Industry
Consultant
IT Technical
Policy Maker
Researcher
2 – 5 years
6 – 10 years
More than 10 years
0 – 25 %
26 – 50%
51 – 75%
76 – 100%
Yes
No
Commercial
Public Cloud Storage
provided by your
organisation
Private Cloud Storage
provided by your
organisation
Others
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Frequency
20
14
12
8
14
9
11
3
11
8
25
1
10
6
16
2
34
0
18
2

%
58.8
41.2
35.3
23.5
41.2
26.5
32.4
8.8
32.4
23.5
73.5
2.9
29.4
17.6
47.1
5.9
100.0
0.0
52.9
5.9

12

35.3

2

5.9

5.8.3.2

Security factors

The second section of the questionnaire was collected to gather opinions from
practitioners on factors obtained in the expert review. This section has 18 questions
that covered the nine factors. The responses to these questions were based on a fivepoint Likert scale, with 1 denoting ‘strongly agree’, 2 denoting ‘agree’, 3 denoting
‘neutral’, 4 denoting ‘disagree’, and 5 denoting ‘strongly disagree’. SPSS was used to
analyse the data. The hypothesis was tested for each factor using a one sample t-test
with a test value of 2.5. The justification of choosing 2.5 is that this number falls on the
‘somewhat agree’ before the ‘neutral’ point on the five-point Likert scale. The proposed
factors are considered to affect the security of cloud storage if they have a mean value
of less than 2.5.
The factors were considered to be statistically significant if the p-value is less than
0.0028. Bonferroni correction was used for controlling false positive results by dividing
alpha (α) by the number of items (n) included in the questions = (α/n), (0.05/18) =
0.0028. Table 5.5 shows the result of the analysis. This table clearly shows that all the
proposed factors are considered to have an effect on the security of a cloud storage as
each had a mean value of less than 2.5.
Table 5.5 Analysis of security factors using one sample t-testª
Factor

Mean

Cloud Storage Security policies are initiated to
Security
protect data in cloud storage
Procedures must be in place to
ensure all security measures are
followed
Confidentiality Sensitive data must not reach the
wrong person
Access must be restricted to
those authorised to view the data
Integrity
Data must not be changed or
altered by unauthorised people
Data is hidden from those that are
not supposed to see it
Availability
A functioning system environment
must be correctly maintained
Keeping up with the latest
necessary system upgrades
NonData correctly reflects the object

1.76

-4.098

1.62

-5.393
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t

Sig. (2-tailed)
<0.001**
<0.001**

1.65

-6.426

1.59

-7.152

1.79

-4.504

1.76

-4.098

1.62

-5.393

1.76

-4.217

1.94

-3.545

<0.001**
<0.001**
<0.001**
<0.001**
<0.001**
<0.001**
<0.002**

Factor
repudiation

Authenticity

Reliability

Accountability

Auditability

Mean
Owner of an account must not
allow other users to use his/her
account
A user whose authentication
request is approved becomes
authorised to access the
accounts of that account holder
Data across the system should be
in synch with each other
Critical components or functions
of a system are duplicated to
increase reliability of the system
Proof of the integrity and origin of
data must be provided
The data source is trustworthy

1.82

Accountable against data loss or
interruptions
A source must be able to provide
proof of identity
Data are protected with policies
by accredited bodies

t

Sig. (2-tailed)

-4.537
<0.001**

1.79

-4.504
<0.001**

1.68

-5.698

1.88

-4.265

<0.001**
<0.001**

1.85

-5.386

1.88

-4.095

1.74

-4.400

1.82

-5.206

1.88

-4.682

<0.001**
<0.001**
<0.001**
<0.001**
<0.001**

ª df =33
** p<0.0028
All the security factors were found to be statistically significant as all the p-values are
<0.0028. The overall reliability test of security factors, Cronbach’s alpha, is 0.919,
indicating that the results are reliable. Table 5.6 shows the results of each factors alpha
value.
Table 5.6 Reliability Statistics Test of security factors
Factors
Cloud Storage Security
Confidentiality
Integrity
Availability
Non-repudiation
Authenticity
Reliability
Accountability
Auditability

Number of Items
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Cronbach’s alpha Value
0.840
0.720
0.767
0.870
0.759
0.896
0.878
0.830
0.980

A Shapiro-Wilk test (p>0.05) (Shapiro and Wilk 1965, Razali and Wah 2011) and a
visual inspection of their histograms, normal Q-Q plots, and box plots, showed that the
security factors’ scores were approximately normally distributed for the respondents.
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For respondents data, the assumptions are approximately normally distributed in terms
of skewness and kurtosis (Cramer 1998, Cramer and Howitt 2004, Doane and Seward
2011).

5.9

Discussion of Findings and Results

The expert review confirmed the proposed factors as important and identified two
additional factors. The factors are confirmed in the survey. The following section
discusses the findings from both expert review and results from the survey.
Discussion of Expert Review Findings
A thematic analysis was carried out to examine themes within the interview results.
According to the theme coding, the proposed factors are considered important in
affecting the security of cloud storage.
Experts mentioned that security is the priority in an organisation. Organisations meet
this goal by striving to accomplish the following factors. Confidentiality, Integrity and
Availability (CIA) are known as the underlying security factors in information systems.
This is consistent with recommendations from industry standards (Catteddu and
Hogben 2009, CSA 2013c, NIST 2013b, ASD 2014b, CPNI 2014b). It was also
supported by all the experts.
Few of the experts have mentioned that Integrity and Authenticity combine to produce
what is known as non-repudiation. One expert considered Non-repudiation and
Authenticity as one but other experts said it addressed different issues. This finding is
interesting as it is consistent with existing studies on information security objectives
and practices conducted with certified information security professionals (Ma et al.
2008). One of the possible reasons behind this issue is the need for a trusted method
e.g., creating digital signature that has led to non-repudiation becoming a new security
objective. Another possible explanation is the interpretation of terms between experts.
This relation could be investigated in future.
The majority of experts agreed with the factors and there was no strong reason to
remove any of them. Two additional factors were determined by synthesising the
expert’s suggestions. These factors are Accountability and Auditability.
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Accountability was given emphasis as an important factor by two experts and three
more have stated clearly the importance of SLAs, contracts etc. as a medium to build
trust between provider and user. This finding is in agreement with a study on
accountability and trust in cloud computing (Ko et al. 2011b, Pearson et al. 2012, Na et
al. 2013) that highlighted that a cloud system should provide continuous auditing,
logging, and monitoring.
Auditability was also highlighted as an important factor by four of the experts. The
experts specified that organisations are providing policies to comply with international
IT security standards such as ISO27001. This has been supported by existing studies
on auditing the integrity of data stored in the cloud (Wang et al. 2011, Singh et al.
2012) which is consistent with the experts opinion that cloud storage should provide
audit records to allow users monitor data being accessed, shared and used in real
time.
There were other factors mentioned but rejected by the researcher, as they were
redundant with the proposed factors. The rejected factors are:
(a) Assurance overlaps with Non-repudiation
(b) Responsibility and Trust overlaps with Accountability
(c) Verification overlaps with Authenticity
Initially, there were fourteen concerns based on existing studies, industry reports and
white papers. Discussions with the experts discovered if there were any of the
concerns happening in their organisation and its potential risk. A majority of the experts
did not agree on the natural disaster, hardware failure, insufficient due diligence, and
closure of cloud service in the context of cloud storage. The experts mentioned that
these four concerns rarely happen. They have also mentioned, most data centres are
equipped with disaster recovery and hardware is always configured with high
availability. This is supported by a study that was conducted to identify security issues
in SaaS (Subashini and Kavitha 2011). One explanation behind this is cloud storage
delivers its service as SaaS, the user has to depend on CSP for proper security
measures. CSPs are expected to provide restrictions to keep multiple users’ from
seeing each other’s data.
It has been decided that hardware failure is an important concern as it is reported as
the third top concerns in the cloud (CSA 2013a). Only eleven concerns were
considered important affecting the security of a cloud storage. Three concerns (natural
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disaster, insufficient due diligence, and closure of cloud service) were removed before
it was asked in the questionnaire following expert’s recommendations.
Discussion of Questionnaire Results
All the factors proposed, based on existing studies and suggested in the expert review,
were deemed statistically significant. Confidentiality and Availability received the
strongest consensus. This shows that although security protections are important, the
availability of service and accessibility of data in the cloud is considered important too.
This is in agreement with existing studies that mentioned availability as an important
factor (Firesmith 2004, Brock and Goscinski 2010, Takabi et al. 2010, Zissis and
Lekkas 2012, Mapp et al. 2014). One of the arguments was on service outages that
cause disruption to access to data and revenue generated by storing data. This
statement is supported by a study conducted on data availability (Mouratidis et al.
2013). CSPs provide on request and reliable service with highest uptimes. If an
organisation’s data gets locked-in, service disruption could pose potential financial
damage to the organisation and its clients.
The confirmed framework is shown in Table 5.7 showing nine factors and 18 items
supported by security experts and security practitioners.
Table 5.7 Confirmed factors for Cloud Storage Security Framework
Factor
1. Cloud Storage
Security
2. Confidentiality
3. Integrity
4. Availability
5. Non-repudiation
6. Authenticity
7. Reliability
8. Accountability
9. Auditability
Factors: 9

Item
1. Cloud Storage Security Policies
2. Cloud Storage Security Procedures
3. Identification of cloud storage user
4. Authorisation to access data
5. Accurate ownership of data
6. Encryption of data
7. Accessible to the data
8. Up-to-date data available
9. Accurate time-stamping of accessed data
10. Assurance with user signature
11. Verified data based on authentication
12. Synchronised data in the storage
13. Consistency of cloud service
14. Valid service
15. Trustworthiness of cloud storage services
16. Accountability of providers and users
17. Proof of data stored in the cloud storage
18. Accredited policies implied by the cloud storage provider
Items: 18
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5.10

Chapter Summary

A mixed method was used to confirm the proposed security framework for cloud
storage. It consisted of qualitative and quantitative approaches. A methodological
triangulation technique was chosen to explore the factors extensively and improve the
reliability and accuracy of research findings. Semi-structured interviews were
conducted with experts, which included open-ended and closed questions. The
objective of the interviewing was to confirm the proposed security framework and
explore other factors. The questionnaire was used to gather data from IT security
practitioners using closed questions with a five-point Likert scale. Both the interviews
and survey are carried out for participants in Malaysia and the United Kingdom. The
instruments underwent a pilot test to ensure their suitability in the intended setting. A
statistical reliability test for the questionnaire was conducted using Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient for this study.
This chapter also presented the findings from the interviews and results from the
questionnaires. A semi-structured interview was conducted to review the factors and
concerns identified earlier and other factors and concerns that were not mentioned in
previous studies. The findings from interviews revealed that all the proposed factors
are important. In addition, the factors of Accountability and Auditability affect the
security of cloud storage. The result of the questionnaires supported the experts’ views.
The discussions of results have explained the consensus of the factors and reasons of
rejecting three other factors; responsibility, assurance, and verification as it is
overlapping with other confirmed factors in this study. On the other hand, based on the
interview findings, only ten concerns were rated important by the experts. The rejected
concerns were the natural disaster, hardware failure, insufficient due diligence and
closure of cloud service. The researcher has considered hardware failure to be rated
by practitioners as it is reported as the second highest concerns in the Cloud
Computing Vulnerabilities Incidents report. The survey results have shown that
hardware failure remains as an unimportant concern. The results from questionnaires
revealed that only five of the concerns are deemed as statistically significant (data loss
and leakage, insecure APIs, account hijacking, shared technology vulnerabilities, and
cloud-related malware).
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Chapter 6:

Development and Validation of the

Security Rating Score (SecRaS) Instrument
In chapter 5, a study confirmed the Cloud Storage Security Framework (CSSF). The
results support the factors of CSSF as theoretically sound and based on established
research in cloud storage and cloud security. Chapter 6 presents the development and
validation process of an instrument, the Security Rating Score (SecRaS), which can be
used to measure the level of security in cloud storage. SecRaS is used to answer the
second research question: How can stakeholder evaluate the level to which cloud
storage security framework (CSSF) is being followed? SecRaS was developed through
a stepwise approach using CSSF as a reference and guide. The development process
is described in the first section, the approach and methodology in the second, after
which a study was carried out to validate the instrument in the next section. Prior the
validation study, the instrument underwent a pre-test. The pre-test was carried out to
ensure the content validity. After pre-test, the validation study was undertaken to check
the validity and reliability between each item in a factor and how they relate to the
rating score (SecRaS) as a whole. The following section describes the data analysis
and results. Lastly, the final section summarises the chapter.

6.1

Development of the Security Rating Score (SecRaS) Instrument

A reliable measuring instrument was developed and validated. The diagram in Figure
6.1 shows the instrument’s development and validation process. The Security Rating
Score (SecRaS) instrument was developed to measure the level to which the Cloud
Storage Security Framework (CSSF) is being followed (Straub et al. 2004). Even
though the instrument is exploratory, the methods implemented for instrument
development and validation abide by conventional methodologies for instrument
development (Fink 2003, Dwivedi et al. 2006). In this section, the factors selection and
operational definitions will be described for each factor. The process also includes
generating items for the instrument.
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Development of Instrum ent

1. Selecting Factors
2. Generating general items for instrument

Goal-Question-Metrics
Approach

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Questionnaire Design

1. Demographic Information
2. Security Policy, Procedure & Practice
3. Security in Cloud Storage

Pre-test

Validation of Instrum ent

Building Security Viewpoint
Developing Goals
Refining Security Goals into Questions
Deriving Metrics
Detailing Metrics

1. Pre-test with five experts
2. Content Validity

1. Validation with 30 security practitioners
2. Correlation Analysis
3. Internal Reliability Test

Figure 6.1 The Security Rating Score (SecRaS) Development and Validation Process
Selecting factors and operational definition
Looking at the Cloud Storage Security Framework (CSSF) as a source of reference
and guide, nine factors were selected for inclusion in measuring the level of security to
protect data in cloud storage; (i) Security in Cloud Storage (ii) Confidentiality, (iii)
Integrity, (iv) Availability, (v) Non-repudiation, (vi) Authenticity, (vii) Reliability, (viii)
Accountability, and (ix) Auditability.
Generating general items for instrument
The following step is to generate items that represent those factors identified for
inclusion in the instrument. The Security Rating Score (SecRaS) instrument was
developed to measure the level of security in cloud storage. The following explains
each goal-driven factor used to formulate the operational definition used in the
instrument. The factors investigate the security of data and protection controls in a
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cloud storage system. The description for each of the nine factors is presented as
follows:
1. Cloud Storage Security (CS): The security policies implementation in an
organisation that includes policy, procedures and processes in ensuring
security measures in cloud storage.
2. Confidentiality (Co): The confidentiality of data held in cloud storage from the
stakeholder’s viewpoint including policy on identity management, access
management, authorisation, secure APIs and securing access communication
channel (s).
3. Integrity (In): The integrity of data stored in cloud storage from the stakeholder’s
viewpoint including policy on encryption, key management, data ownership and
stewardship, data deletion, and data protection for sensitive data.
4. Availability (Av): Extent of data availability in cloud storage from the
stakeholder’s viewpoint including policy on accessibility, backup and restoring
data stored in cloud storage.
5. Non-repudiation (Nr): Level of the non-repudiation of data stored in cloud
storage from the stakeholder’s viewpoint including policy on time stamp, bind
and validation, and geographical location as authentication factor.
6. Authenticity (At): The authenticity of data stored and accessed by authorised
user in cloud storage from the stakeholder’s viewpoint including policy on
cryptographic

protection,

anti-counterfeit

and

tampering

program,

and

authenticity of communication session.
7. Reliability (Re): The reliability of service provided

by cloud storage from the

stakeholder’s viewpoint including policy on disaster recovery plan, patch
management/maintenance, malicious code program and system monitoring.
8. Accountability (Ac): The Accountability of service provided by cloud storage
from the stakeholder’s viewpoint including conformance with external and
internal standards/policy, security functionality and security assurance.
9. Auditability (Au): Level of the auditability of data stored and accessed in cloud
storage from the stakeholder’s viewpoint including audit policy, audit records
and report generation.
With these operational definitions in mind, potential items were developed at this stage
(Appendix B) following a Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) approach that will be explained
in the next section.
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6.2

Research Approach for Developing SecRas Instrument

According to Kassou and Kjiri (2012), there are three approaches that support metrics
derivation from goals: GQM (Goal-Question-Metric) approach (Basili et al. 1994), GAM
(Goal-Argument-Metric) (Cyra and Górski 2008) and BSC (Balanced Scorecard
Framework) (Buglione and Abran 2000). In Table 6.1, a comparison and similarities
between GQM, GAM and BSC is shown. Metrics derivations are carried out to
generate items in an instrument. GQM approach provides an outline of process that
defines goals, refining them into questions and then specifying measurements and
finally data to be collected. GAM is a goal-oriented methodology for defining
measurement plans. BSC is a framework that look into several factors for describing,
implementing and managing strategy at different levels of an organisation by linking
objectives, initiatives and measures to an organisation’s strategy.
Considering the purpose and the general approach (top down derivation and bottom-up
interpretation) GQM and GAM look the same. The differences relate to the way of
defining and maintaining the relationship between the measurement goals and the
metrics. In GAM, the goals and sub-goals are denoted as claims and then the analysis
focuses on classifying which data and which properties of the data (further sub-goals)
are needed to fulfil these claims whereas in GQM referring to a goal, several questions
are defined in such a way that obtaining the answers to the questions leads to the
achievement of the measurement goal then based on the questions, metrics are
defined, which provide quantitative information then treated as answers to the
questions (Basili et al. 1994).
GQM goals are referred to as a mission, while BSC goals are referred to a certain
perspective and a certain particular tier in the organisational pyramid (hierarchy).
Besides, GQM can be defined as a technique for deriving quantitative measures from a
list of goals while BSC can be viewed as performance management framework that
uses a GQM-like technique to derive the indicators (Buglione and Abran 2000).
Assessing the security of cloud storage in organisation begins by defining relatively the
security metrics appropriate to the context of its information systems. For that purpose,
we propose a GQM approach to produce security metrics for organisation based on its
related security indicators (that is created as security questions).
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Table 6.1 GQM, GAM and BSC approach (adapted from Buglione and Abran (2000),
Kassou and Kjiri (2012))
Measurement
Approach
Approach Level
Conceptual
- Objects
Operational
- Assessment
Quantitative
- Objective/Subjective

GQM

GAM

BSC

Goal

Claim

Goal

Question

Assertion

Driver

Metric

Metric

Indicator

Goal-Question-Metrics (GQM) Approach
This section will present the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) and provide an example of
its application in security research. GQM approach is based upon the assumption that
for an organisation to measure in a purposeful way it must first specify goals for itself
and its projects, then it must match those goals to the data that are expected to define
those goals operationally, and finally provide a framework for interpreting the data with
respect to the stated goals. The GQM paradigm (Basili 1992, 1993, Basili et al. 1994) is
based on the notion that all measurement should be goal-oriented i.e. there has to be
some rationale and need for collecting measurements and each measurement
collected is stated in terms of the major goals. Questions are then derived from the
goals and help to refine, articulate, and determine if the goals can be achieved. The
metrics or measurements that are collected are then used to answer the questions in a
quantifiable manner.

Goal 1

Question

Metric

Question

Metric

Conceptual
Level

Goal 2

Question

Metric

Question

Metric

Metric

Question

Metric

Operational
Level
Quantitative
Level

Figure 6.2 GQM hierarchical approach
A GQM Model is a hierarchical structure as presented in Figure 6.2 starting from a goal
(specifying purpose of measurement, object/issue to measured, and viewpoint from
which measure is taken). GQM defines a measurement model on three levels:
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1. Conceptual level (Goal)
A goal is defined for an object, for a range of reasons, with respect to different
models of value, from different perspectives and relative to a specific domain.
2. Operational level (Question)
A set of questions is utilized to define models of the object of study and after that
concentrates on that object to describe the evaluation or accomplishment of a
particular goal.
3. Quantitative level (Metric)
A set of measurements, taking into account the models, associated with every
question in order to answer it quantifiably.
Application of GQM
Security goals are a set of conditions that describe properties such as confidentiality,
integrity, availability, authenticity, and non-repudiation etc. of the systems security goal
(Islam and Falcarin 2011). It is a set of requirements which consider organisation
policies, security goals and security policies. The security goals identified are based on
the security goal identified in the cloud storage security framework (CSSF). According
to (Kassou and Kjiri 2012), there are four steps to build security metrics using GQM as
follows.
6.2.2.1

Building Security Viewpoint

For each security goal, we need to define the viewpoint of the security context related
to control that is provided by other viewpoints: Infrastructure, Governance etc.
6.2.2.2

Developing Goals

Based on Cloud Security Alliance Control Matrix (CCM) and other controls from the
literature, we have identified security goals; confidentiality, integrity, availability, nonrepudiation, authenticity, and reliability. Each security goal has relationships to the
security of data in cloud storage.
6.2.2.3

Refining Security Goals into questions and deriving metrics

We present in Table 6.2 an example of the security goal of cloud storage security
framework (CSSF) that can be described with a set of questions on security measures
implementation.
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6.2.2.4

Detailing metrics

A set of questions and sub questions follows the key indicator. Examples include,
identity management, authentication, access management, access points etc. The four
steps is explained in the context of the stakeholders. In this scenario, the stakeholders
are IT managers in data centers that manage the cloud storage. IT managers are
responsible to maintain an organisation's effectiveness and efficiency by defining,
delivering, and supporting strategic plans for implementing secure information
technologies i.e. ensuring that security policy and controls are in place and
implemented in an organisation. Therefore, security goals in an organisation can be
assessed and achieved.
Table 6.2 Applying GQM for Cloud Storage Security Framework (CSSF)
Goal: Assessing the confidentiality of data accessed in cloud storage from the
stakeholder’s viewpoint
Goal
Purpose
Factor
Object
Where

Assessing
Confidentiality
Data
Cloud Storage

Viewpoint

Stakeholder’s

Question

Metric

Are there identity management system?
Are there authentication process/solutions?
Are there authorisation and restriction to data?
Are there detection of security defects in API?
Are there encrypted communication channel
used when transferring data (i.e. to virtual
machines etc.)?

Rating
Score*

* Rating Score 1 - No Plan to Implement, 2 - Planning to Implement, 3 - Do not know/Unsure, 4 - Partially Implement, 5 - Fully Implement

Goal: Assessing the integrity of data stored in cloud storage from the stakeholder’s
viewpoint
Goal
Purpose
Factor
Object
Where

Assessing
Integrity
Data
Cloud Storage

Viewpoint

Stakeholder’s

Question

Metric

Are there encryption of data at rest (on
disk/storage)?
Are there data ownership encryption keys?
Are data ownership documented?
Are there secure data deletion?
Are there additional protection for sensitive
data?

Rating
Score*

* Rating Score 1 - No Plan to Implement, 2 - Planning to Implement, 3 - Do not know/Unsure, 4 - Partially Implement, 5 - Fully Implement

Goal: Assessing the availability of data stored in cloud storage from the stakeholder’s
viewpoint
Goal
Purpose
Factor
Object
Where

Assessing
Availability
Data
Cloud Storage

Question

Metric

Are data logically segment for each user?
Are there backup or redundancy
mechanisms?
Are there data recovery mechanisms?

Rating
Score*
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Goal
Viewpoint

Question

Metric

Stakeholder’s

* Rating Score 1 - No Plan to Implement, 2 - Planning to Implement, 3 - Do not know/Unsure, 4 - Partially Implement, 5 - Fully Implement

Goal: Assessing the non-repudiation of data stored in cloud storage from the
stakeholder’s viewpoint
Goal
Purpose
Factor
Object
Where
Viewpoint

Assessing
Nonrepudiation
Data
Cloud Storage
Stakeholder’s

Question

Metric

Are there synchronised time-service protocol
(e.g., NTP etc.)?
Are there key management policies binding keys
to identifiable owners?
Are there restrictions of user data to specific
countries or geographic locations?

Rating
Score*

* Rating Score 1 - No Plan to Implement, 2 - Planning to Implement, 3 - Do not know/Unsure, 4 - Partially Implement, 5 - Fully Implement

Goal: Assessing the authenticity of data accessed and stored in cloud storage from the
stakeholder’s viewpoint
Goal
Purpose
Factor
Object
Where
Viewpoint

Question
Assessing
Authenticity
Data
Cloud Storage
Stakeholder’s

Metric

Are there cryptographic protection mechanisms?
Are there anti-counterfeiting policy?
Are there session-level protection where
needed?

Rating
Score*

* Rating Score 1 - No Plan to Implement, 2 - Planning to Implement, 3 - Do not know/Unsure, 4 - Partially Implement, 5 - Fully Implement

Goal: Assessing the reliability of service provided by cloud storage from the
stakeholder’s viewpoint
Goal

Question

Purpose
Factor
Object
Where

Assessing
Reliability
Service
Cloud Storage

Viewpoint

Stakeholder’s

Metric

Are there multi-failure disaster recovery?
Rating
Are there Patch Management or System
Score*
Maintenance policy?
Are there malicious code protection mechanisms
at entry and exit points?
Are there monitoring process or solutions?

* Rating Score 1 - No Plan to Implement, 2 - Planning to Implement, 3 - Do not know/Unsure, 4 - Partially Implement, 5 - Fully Implement

Goal: Assessing the accountability of services provided by cloud storage from the
stakeholder’s viewpoint
Goal
Purpose
Factor

Where

Assessing
Accountability
Service
provided
Cloud Storage

Viewpoint

Stakeholder’s

Object

Question

Metric

Are there conformance with external standards?
Are there conformance with internal
standards/policy?
Are there clarity of Service Level
Agreement/Guarantee (SLAs/SLGs)?
Are there penetration tests of cloud service
infrastructure regularly as prescribed by industry
best practices/guidance?

Rating
Score*
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* Rating Score 1 - No Plan to Implement, 2 - Planning to Implement, 3 - Do not know/Unsure, 4 - Partially Implement, 5 - Fully Implement

Goal: Assessing the auditability of data accessed and stored in cloud storage from the
stakeholder’s viewpoint
Goal
Purpose
Factor
Object
Where

Assessing
Auditability
Data
Cloud Storage

Viewpoint

Stakeholder’s

Question

Metric

Are there audit assertions using a structured,
industry accepted format
(e.g., CloudAudit/CloudTrust, ISACA's Cloud
Computing Management Audit, etc.)?
Are audit logs reviewed on a regular basis?
Are there on-demand audit review?
Are the audit log in original content or time?

Rating
Score*

* Rating Score 1 - No Plan to Implement, 2 - Planning to Implement, 3 - Do not know/Unsure, 4 - Partially Implement, 5 - Fully Implement

The GQM application above was used as the set of ideas in developing the statements
for questionnaire design in the next section.

6.3

Questionnaire Design

The constructs and statements of a questionnaire designed to validate the study were
administered in English. The whole questionnaire survey is shown in Appendix B.
Table 6.3 presents the set of statements items that has been used to describe each
factors.
Table 6.3 Questionnaire Statements
Item Code
CS1
CS2
CS3
CS4
Co1
Co2
Co3
Co4
Co5
Co6
In1
In2

Statements/Questions
My organisation has cloud storage security policy in place
My organisation has implemented security procedures to comply to
industry standards
My organisation has enforced security processes to support cloud
security storage policy/ies
My organisation has imposed security controls to support cloud storage
security policy/ies
My organisation has identity management policy
My organisation has user-based authentication process
My organisation has access management policy
My organisation has process to specify rights and restrictions for user
access to data
My organisation follows industry standards to build in security for
systems
My organisation has a secure communication channel policy
My organisation has documentation of encryption management
practices/guidelines
My organisation encrypt user data at rest (on disk/storage) within the
environment
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Item Code
In3
In4
In5
In6
Av1
Av2
Av3
Av4
Av5
Av6
Nr1
Nr2
Nr3
Nr4
Nr5
Nr6
At1
At2
At3
At4
At5
At6
Re1
Re2
Re3
Re4
Re5
Re6
Ac1
Ac2
Ac3

Statements/Questions
My organisation leverage encryption to protect virtual machine images
during transport between hypervisor instances
My organisation supports data stewardship
My organisation support secure deletion (e.g.,
degaussing/cryptographic wiping) of archived data
My organisation supports additional protection for user to store sensitive
data
My organisation segments data logically for each user
My organisation has backup or redundancy mechanisms
My organisation has data recovery mechanisms
My organisation verifies data authenticity after restore process
My organisation documents the restore or redundancy mechanisms
My organisation has define restore procedure for responding to
requests for user data from governments or third parties
My organisation has key management policies binding keys to
identifiable owners
My organisation uses synchronised time-service protocol (e.g., NTP
etc.)
My organisation uses geographical location as an authentication
My organisation has restriction of user data to specific countries or
geographic locations
My organisation provides the means for authorised individuals to
determine the identity of the data producer
My organisation support integration of location as an authentication
factor
My organisation has cryptographic protection mechanisms
My organisation ensures the origin authentication
My organisation has verification assurances to ensure session
authenticity
My organisation has anti-counterfeiting policy
My organisation provide session-level protection where needed
My organisation provides mechanisms to protect the authenticity of
communications sessions
My organisation has multi-failure disaster recovery
My organisation has system maintenance process/policy
My organisation has patch management policy/process
My organisation has continuous monitoring process/solutions
My organisation has malicious code protection mechanisms at entry
and exit points
My organisation has conducted failover test
My organisation has process to conformance with external standards
My organisation has mechanisms to put internal security policies in
effect
My organisation supports transparency and participation to
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Item Code

Au2
Au3
Au4
Au5

Statements/Questions
conformance process with internal standards/policy
My organisation ensures clarity of Service Level Agreement/Guarantee
(SLAs/SLGs)
My organisation conducts penetration tests of cloud service
infrastructure regularly as prescribed by industry best
practices/guidance
My organisation has means of remediation for internal enforcement
My organisation produces audit assertions using a structured, industry
accepted format (e.g., Cloud Audit/Cloud Trust, ISACA's Cloud
Computing Management Audit, etc.)
My organisation reviews audit logs on a regular basis
My organisation has on-demand audit review
My organisation generates audit report
My organisation ensures the audit log is in original content or time

Au6

My organisation has a process to audit records for events of interest

Ac4
Ac5

Ac6
Au1

An online questionnaire was distributed electronically through emails and posted on
security group pages in LinkedIn and Facebook. The online questionnaire comprised
four pages and a brief introduction page. The introduction page consisted of three
parts: a welcome statement, the description of the Security Rating Score (SecRaS) and
consent information. The other four pages covered the different parts of the study, and
these are:
Part I: Demographic information: this part included a request for general information
such as organisation domain, job role, experience (in ICT security) and estimation of
percentage data stored in cloud storage. This part was important to give the researcher
an overview of information that may be needed for the purposes of group comparison.
Part II: Security Policy, Procedure & Practice information: this part comprises the
participants’ organisation’s existing security policies in general ICT security policies,
cloud storage security policies and whether the security procedures and practices have
been implemented.
Part III: Security in Cloud Storage information: this part was designed to obtain the
security measures in cloud storage in their organisations. Questions were asked to
what extent they agree with the controls/statements associated with factors.
The University of Southampton Ethics Committee approved the quantitative
methodologies conducted in this study. Ethics approval was granted under reference
number 18945 on 1 February 2016 for the online questionnaire.
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6.4

Response Item

iSurvey software was used to generate the questionnaire, with a five-level Likert scale
implemented for all statements. Based on the nature of the item that acquiring user’s
opinion about SecRaS applicability in security in cloud storage, the agreement with the
following ratings were used:
1. Strongly agree (rating score=5)
The highest scale that indicates a total agreement of the application of security
factors to protect data in cloud storage. The rating shows an important effect to
the items in SecRaS.
2. Agree (rating score= 4)
The satisfactory scale that indicates an agreement to the application of security
factors to protect data in cloud storage. The rating shows a satisfactory effect to
the items in SecRaS.
3. Neutral (rating score= 3)
The medium scale that indicates an undecided agreement to the application of
security factors to protect data in cloud storage. The rating shows some effect
to the items in SecRaS.
4. Disagree (rating score= 2)
The low scale that indicates disagreement agreement to the application of
security factors to protect data in cloud storage. The rating shows minor effect
to the items in SecRaS.
5. Strongly disagree (rating score= 1)
The lowest scale that indicates total disagreement with the application of
security factors to protect data in cloud storage. The rating shows little effect to
the items in SecRaS.

6.5

Validity and Reliability

After completing the design of the questionnaire, it was necessary to ensure that the
statements in the questionnaire were measuring the factors in the instrument
accurately; thus, validity and reliability tests were considered to obtain accurate results
from the instrument (Saunders et al. 2009). Instrument validation is essential to ensure
that the question is measuring what it is supposed to measure i.e. the factors (Pallant
2013). The validity represents a high degree of confidence that the data collected and
findings represent a scientific and truthful investigation. On the other hand, reliability
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ensures the multiple items are consistent in the same construct and the results of the
study are able to be repeated and reliable (Cramer and Howitt 2004). Validity and
reliability tests are independent of each other; this means that if the instrument is valid
it is not necessarily also reliable, and also that if it is reliable it is not necessarily valid
(Field 2013). There are different methods of establishing validity and reliability. The
following sections discuss the validity and reliability tests in detail carried out in pre-test
and validation study.

6.6

Validating the SecRaS Instrument

A study was designed to validate the Security Rating Score (SecRaS) instrument
developed in the previous section. The accuracy of findings and interpretations are
based on strong validation of the instruments that are used to collect the data (Straub
et al. 2004).
The validation process involves two parts: (a) a pre-test, and (b) a validation study. The
following sections describe each of the parts in detail.
Pre-test
A pre-test of the instrument was conducted with five security experts that consist of
respondents from IT manager of an IT Department in a government office, security
experts and academic researchers. Experts were selected to undertake content validity
during pre-test. Content validity is sufficient to be performed with experts that are
experienced in the research context (Lynn 1986). The experts were asked to complete
the questionnaire to determine whether they could understand the wording of the
questions and to suggest improvements. The objectives of the pre-test were to
evaluate whether:
1. An item is relevant and adequate in examining the concept being studied,
2. An item’s wording, response format, instructions, instrument length and layout
is appropriate, and
3. The instrument as a whole is easy to read and understand.
The pre-test participants suggested that all the items for one construct should be
measured in the same direction. The content validity experts also made this comment.
Another issue that the respondents commented upon was the length of the
questionnaire. Therefore, issues were carefully considered and such changes were
made wherever required. For example, bearing in mind the suggestion of the pre-test
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participants the total length of pages in the questionnaire was reduced from six to four
pages. Apart from the changes and a few spelling and typographical errors, the
respondents from the pre-test studies supported the content of the questionnaire.
6.6.1.1

Content Validity

This study was validated using content validity. Content validity refers to how
accurately the instrument is representative of the construct of the items; this type of
validity relies on the knowledge of experts, either in the particular content area or as
researchers (Cronbach, 1971; Straub 1989). Content validity is largely a matter of
judgment, involving two distinct phases: a preliminary process by the instrument
developer to enhance content validity through conceptualisation and domain analysis
prior to item generation, and later evaluate the relevance of the instrument’s content
through expert assessment (Lynn 1986, Polit and Beck 2006). Content validity was
established after designing the questionnaire and before conducting the survey.
Without undertaking content validity, the instrument validity is questionable (Garver and
Mentzer 1999).
Essentially, there are two stages in the process of assessment of content validity: the
developmental stage and the judgment quantification stage (Lynn 1986). The
developmental stage begins with measurement of the objective of the instrument and
identification of the full content domain; this step can be accomplished through a
literature review and consulting experts. Then the cognitive measure is to ensure that
each item in the instrument is representing appropriately the scope of the content and it
is clear that generating many indicators is better than only one or two indicators for
each construct; although three indicators are acceptable at minimum, it is better when
the construct has four indicators or more (Hair et al. 2014). The next stage is
adjustment of the indicators into useable form. In the next step, the indicators need to
be refined and revised. If necessary, the last two steps can be justified personally by
the main researcher (Lynn 1986). The instrument of the study was constructed and the
statements in the questionnaire were informed from previous studies related to the
area of study (CSA 2014) and additional statements were devised be the researcher.
These statements referred to cloud storage security factors that were not included in
previous studies within an academic context.
The second stage of judgment quantification is concerned with two concepts; all item
indicators are content valid and the developed instrument is content valid for the
research context. This stage is accomplished through justification by experts (Lynn
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1986). Quantification of expert judgements was performed amongst five security
experts during pre-test. Through this, the researcher gathered valuable insights and
suggestions from different researchers’ perceptions and could verify whether
respondents were able to understand and answer all the questions. The experts were a
selection of five security experts from various organisation in UK and Malaysia. The
number of experts is hard to decide and there is no a standard number, because it is
based on the number of accessible people who gave consent to participate; however,
Lynn (1986) advised a minimum of three experts, but indicated that more than 10 was
probably unnecessary.
The first step of judgment quantification involved a one and a half hour meeting with
two researchers, during which they were asked to identify key issues in relation to
which questions and statements could be developed or removed. Through their reading
of the questionnaires some questions and comments emerged around ambiguous
statements and repeated indicators. Each expert has filled up a response for whether
each question or item is necessary for the concept being studied. Their responses
were “important”, “neither important nor unimportant” or “unimportant”. By the end of
the meeting significant comments had been received; therefore, appropriate changes
were made. Thus a new version of the questionnaire was prepared to present to the
next three experts. The following step of the stage were conducted in the same way,
but through individually meeting with experts, and amendments to the statements were
implemented during each meeting. During the last two meetings there was no
significant adjustment. Overall, through content validity, about forty three statements
and questions were reformulated, as well as the welcome statement.
6.6.1.2

Results of Content Validity

Responses from all experts were gathered and items indicated “important” by the
experts were calculated. A statistical significant level for each factor was estimated
based on the content validity ratio (CVR). CVR is a quantitative approach to content
validity introduced by Lawshe (1975), the calculation is as follow:
𝑁𝑁
2

𝑁𝑁
2

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = �𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒 − � / ( )

6.1

where 𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒 is number of experts agreeing that the item is “important” and 𝑁𝑁 is the total
number of participating experts in the pre-test study. For a 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 to be considered as

important, the level of agreement among experts was greater than 50% i.e. the value

must be 0.5 or more to be considered significant at 0.05 and items lower than 0.5 is
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considered as not significant (Lawshe 1975, Ayre and Scally 2014). Lawshe (1975)
reported a table of critical CVR values, where critical CVR is the level of agreement of
probability for a given item and for a given alpha (Type I error probability, suggested to
be 0.05 using a one-tailed test). The results shows that from a pool of 52 questions,
only 43 are significant at the range of 0.8 (highest) to 0.6 (lowest), at 0.05 significant
level. These CVR indicate that the items in SecRaS has adequate content validity,
which means that the items in SecRaS is measuring the concept being studied.
Table 6.4 Content Validity Ratio for 52 potential items
Factor

CS
Co
In
Av
Nr
At
Re
Ac
Au
Total

Total
of
Items
4
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
52

Significant
Items
3
6
6
4
4
5
5
5
5
43

CVR
item
1
1
0.6
0.6
1
1
0.6
1
1
1

CVR
item
2
1
0.6
1
1
0.6
1
0.6
0.6
0.6

CVR
item
3
1
1
0.6
1
1
1
1
1
0.6

CVR
item
4
0.2
1
0.6
1
1
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

CVR
item
5
0.6
1
0.2
0.2
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

CVR
item
6
1
1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.0
0.2

Average
CVR
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.73
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.63
0.60

Items with CVR value less than 0.5 were removed from the instrument. From a pool of
52 items (see Appendix B.3), the refined instrument now consists of 43 items (see
Appendix B.7). From the assessment the experts also provided a number of
suggestions. The suggestions were mostly about the wording, the structure of the
sentence, and adding example for the items. The suggestions was to ensure that the
meaning of the items can be delivered as it should be. The response items (5 –
strongly agree to 1 – disagree) were considered as appropriate.
Validation Study
A study was conducted to determine the response rate and learn of any discrepancies
within the questions, which included determining whether the format of the
questionnaire and questions were suitable. Additionally, the duration required to
complete the questionnaire was also established. Next, the refined instrument was
distributed to a sample of respondents and an analysis of the responses was
conducted to obtain the instrument’s reliability. The objectives of the validation study
are to investigate:
1. The relationship between items and the factor, and
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2. The relationship between each factor and the scale as a whole.
Analysing the relationship is important to look into the intercorrelation between items
and factors and explore the suitability of applying factor analysis in the next stage.
Factor analysis is suitable if most correlations exist are not too low (𝑟𝑟 < .30) and not too
high (𝑟𝑟 > .90) (Field 2013, Pallant 2013).
A number of 30 security practitioners were invited to participate in the study.
Statisticians mentioned that a sample size of 30 (above about 30) is large enough for a
study considering the principles of the Central Limit Theorem (Field 2013). The
practitioners were recruited on the basis of their interest in security, their research in
security and their experience. The majority of the respondents reported that the
questionnaire was easily understandable and required 15-20 minutes for completion.
Additionally, the majority of the respondents validated the content of the
questionnaires, although minor changes to the final design of the questionnaire were
undertaken based upon the received feedback, and a final questionnaire was
developed. Changes made to the original instrument include selecting an adequate
number of items to represent a factor.
6.6.2.1

Correlations Analysis

Correlations analysis show the value of the correlation coefficient. This can range from
-1.00 to 1.00. This value will indicate the strength of relationship between variables. A
correlation of 0 indicates no relationship at all, a correlation of 1.00 indicates a perfect
positive correlation, and a value of -1.0 indicates a perfect negative correlation. The
relationship guideline (Cohen 1988) suggests the following:
1. Small,

𝑟𝑟 = .10 to .29

2. Medium, 𝑟𝑟 = .30 to .49
3. Large,

𝑟𝑟 = .50 to 1.0

These guidelines apply whether or not there is a negative sign on the front of the 𝑟𝑟

value. The negative sign refers only to the direction of the relationship, not the strength
(Field 2013, Pallant 2013, Hair et al. 2014).
6.6.2.1.1

Correlation among security factors

The correlation matrix shows the strength of relationship between the factors. The
correlation gives us information to decide whether it was reasonable to assume that the
factors were not related. When applying correlation between the factors, the correlation
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matrix retrieved is shown in Table 6.5. The results shows the significant correlations for
the factors related to this research.
•

Cloud Storage Security (CS) score is significantly correlated to Confidentiality,
𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.375, Integrity, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.370, Non-repudiation, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.392, Authenticity,

𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.378, Reliability, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.394, and Auditability, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.396, (all
𝑝𝑝<0.05). There is also a significant correlation to Availability, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.602 and

•
•
•

Accountability, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.518, (both 𝑝𝑝<0.01).

Confidentiality (Co) score is significantly correlated to Integrity, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.432, and

authenticity, 𝑟𝑟(30) =0.388, (both 𝑝𝑝<0.05) and availability, 𝑟𝑟(30) =0.490, 𝑝𝑝<0.01.

Integrity (In) score is significantly correlated to Availability, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.411, Nonrepudiation, 𝑟𝑟(30) =0.467 and Accountability, 𝑟𝑟(30) =0.396, (all 𝑝𝑝<0.05).

Availability (Av) score is significantly correlated to Non-repudiation, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.585,

•

and Accountability, 𝑟𝑟(30) =0.378, (all 𝑝𝑝<0.01).

•

𝑝𝑝<0.01, Accountability, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.378, and Auditability, 𝑟𝑟(30) =0.391, (both 𝑝𝑝<0.05).

•

𝑝𝑝<0.05 and Authenticity, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.564, 𝑝𝑝<0.01.

Non-repudiation (Nr) score is significantly correlated to Authenticity, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.515
Authenticity (At) score is positively correlated to Accountability, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.429,
Reliability (Re) score is significantly correlated to Auditability, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.415,
𝑝𝑝<0.05.

Table 6.5 Correlation Matrix for nine factors
Factors

Co

CS. Cloud Storage
Security
Co. Confidentiality

0.375*

0.370*

0.602**

0.392*

0.378*

0.394*

0.518**

0.396*

-

0.432*

0.490**

0.221

0.388*

0.270

0.280

0.199

-

0.411*

0.467*

0.755**

0.307

0.396*

0.540**

-

0.585**

0.352

0.148

0.519**

0.231

-

0.515**

0.125

0.378*

0.391*

-

0.110

0.429*

0.564**

-

0.268

0.415*

-

0.179

In. Integrity
Av. Availability
Nr. Nonrepudiation
At. Authenticity

In

Av

Nr

Re. Reliability
Ac. Accountability
Au. Auditability

At

Re

Ac

Au

-

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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6.6.2.1.2

Correlations for Cloud Storage Security (CS)

The results from Table 6.6 show the correlations from the cloud storage security
implementation factor. The first item, security policy is significantly correlated to
security procedures, 𝑟𝑟(30) =0.85 and security processes, 𝑟𝑟(30) =0.80, (all 𝑝𝑝<0.01).

Table 6.6 Correlation for Cloud Storage Security Factor

CS2
CS1. My organisation has cloud storage
.850**
security policy in place
CS2. My organisation has implemented
security procedures to comply to industry
standards
CS3. My organisation has enforced security
processes to support cloud storage security
policy/ies
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

6.6.2.1.3

CS3
.801**
.816**

-

Correlations for Confidentiality (Co)

The results from Table 6.7 show the correlations from the confidentiality factor. The first
item, identity management is significantly correlated to user-base authentication, 𝑟𝑟(30)

=0.71, access management, 𝑟𝑟(30) =0.54, rights and restriction, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.48, standards

to build-in security systems, 𝑟𝑟 (30) = 0.48, (all 𝑝𝑝<0.01), and secure communication

channel, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.36, (𝑝𝑝<0.05).

Table 6.7 Correlations for Confidentiality Factor
Co2
Co1. My organisation has identity
.707**
management policy
Co2. My organisation has user-based
authentication process
CO3. My organisation has access
management policy
Co4. My organisation has process to specify
rights and restrictions for user access to data
Co5. My organisation follows industry
standards to build in security for systems
Co6. My organisation has a secure
communication channel policy
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

6.6.2.1.4

Co3

Co4

Co5

Co6

.537**

.482**

.484**

-.363*

.576**

.625**

.363*

-.314

-

.628**

.546**

-.344

-

.661**

-.452*

-

-.400*
-

Correlations for Integrity (In)

The integrity factor shows encryption management is significantly correlated to encrypt
user data at rest, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.88, leverage encryption on VM, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.60, Data
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stewardship, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.70, secure deletion, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.70, and data protection for

sensitive data, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.6, (all 𝑝𝑝<0.01).

Table 6.8 Correlations for Integrity Factor
In2
In1. My organisation has documentation of
.878**
encryption management practices/guidelines
In2. My organisation encrypt user data at rest
(on disk/storage) within the environment
In3. My organisation leverage encryption to
protect virtual machine images during
transport between hypervisor instances
In4. My organisation supports data
stewardship
In5. My organisation support secure deletion
(e.g., degaussing/cryptographic wiping) of
archived data
In6. Data protection for sensitive data My
organisation supports additional protection for
user to store sensitive data
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

6.6.2.1.5

In3

In4

In5

In6

.592**

.683**

.683**

.611**

.754**

.715**

.715**

.708**

-

.627**

.573**

.675**

-

.889**

.884**

-

.884**

-

Correlations for Availability (Av)

The availability factor shows the item logically segments each user data to have
significant correlation to backup/redundancy mechanism, 𝑟𝑟 (30) = 0.82, recovery of
data, 𝑟𝑟 (30) = 0.59, and verifying the restored data, 𝑟𝑟 (30) = 0.54, (all 𝑝𝑝<0.01).

Table 6.9 Correlations for Availability Factor

Av2
Av1. My organisation segments data logically
.822**
segment for each user
Av2. My organisation has backup or
redundancy mechanisms
Av3. My organisation has data recovery
mechanisms
Av4. My organisation verifies data
authenticity after restore process
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

6.6.2.1.6

Av3

Av4

.587**

.536**

.507**

.495**

-

.777**
-

Correlations for Non-Repudiation (Nr)

The correlation for non-repudiation factor has shown that the key management policies
binding key to identifiable owners have significant correlation to synchronised timeservice protocol, 𝑟𝑟 (30) = 0.81, geographical location as authentication factor, 𝑟𝑟 (30) =
0.65, and restriction of user data to specific countries or geographical location, 𝑟𝑟 (30) =

0.54, (all 𝑝𝑝<0.01). There is also a significant correlation between using synchronised
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time-service protocol and restriction of user data to specific countries or geographic
locations, 𝑟𝑟 (30) = 0.36, 𝑝𝑝<0.05.

Table 6.10 Correlations for Non-Repudiation Factor
Nr2
Nr1. My organisation has key management
.807**
policies binding keys to identifiable owners
Nr2. My organisation uses synchronised
time-service protocol (e.g., NTP etc.)
Nr3. My organisation uses geographical
location as an authentication
Nr4. My organisation has restriction of user
data to specific countries or geographic
locations
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

6.6.2.1.7

Nr3

Nr4

.651**

.543**

.896**

.385*

-

.204
-

Correlations for Authenticity (At)

The results from Table 6.11 show the correlations from the authenticity factor. The
cryptographic protection is significantly correlated to ensuring origin authentication,
𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.82, verification for session authenticity, 𝑟𝑟(30) =0.76, anti-counterfeiting policy,
𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.55, (all 𝑝𝑝<0.01), and session-level protection, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.46, 𝑝𝑝<0.05.

Table 6.11 Correlations for Authenticity Factor

At2
At1. My organisation has cryptographic
.817**
protection mechanisms
At2. My organisation ensures the origin
authentication
At3. My organisation has verification
assurances to ensure session authenticity
At4. My organisation has anti-counterfeiting
policy
At5. My organisation provide session-level
protection where needed
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

6.6.2.1.8

At3

At4

At5

.758**

.549**

.460*

.729**

.424*

.350

-

.688**

.604**

-

.536**
-

Correlations for Reliability (Re)

The reliability factor shows multi-failure disaster recovery is significantly correlated to
system maintenance, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.69, malicious code protection mechanism, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.57,

(all 𝑝𝑝<0.01), and continuous monitoring, 𝑟𝑟(30) = 0.37, 𝑝𝑝<0.05. Patch management has

a significant correlation to continuous monitoring, 𝑟𝑟 (30) = 0.73, and malicious code

protection, 𝑟𝑟 (30) = 0.70, (all 𝑝𝑝<0.01).

Table 6.12 Correlations for Reliability Factor
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Re2
Re1. My organisation has multi-failure
.690**
disaster recovery
Re2. My organisation has system
maintenance process/policy
Re3. My organisation has patch management
policy/process
Re4. My organisation has continuous
monitoring process/solutions
Re5. My organisation has malicious code
protection mechanisms at entry and exit
points
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

6.6.2.1.9

Re3

Re4

Re5

.359

.365*

.567**

.357

.570**

.612**

-

.730**

.696**

-

.785**
-

Correlations for Accountability (Ac)

The correlation for accountability factor has shown that conformance with external
standards have significant correlation to mechanisms to put internal security policies in
effect, 𝑟𝑟 (30) = 0.75, supports transparency and participation to conformance process
with internal standards/policy, 𝑟𝑟 (30) = 0.77, ensures clarity of Service Level
Agreement/Guarantee (SLAs/SLGs), 𝑟𝑟 (30) = 0.78, and conducts penetration tests of

cloud service infrastructure regularly as prescribed by industry best practices/guidance,
𝑟𝑟 (30)=0.88, (all 𝑝𝑝<0.01).

Table 6.13 Correlations for Accountability Factor
Ac2
Ac1. My organisation has process to
.750**
conformance with external standards
Ac2. My organisation has mechanisms to put
internal security policies in effect
Ac3. My organisation supports transparency
and participation to conformance process
with internal standards/policy
Ac4. My organisation ensures clarity of
Service Level Agreement/Guarantee
(SLAs/SLGs)
Ac5. My organisation conducts penetration
tests of cloud service infrastructure regularly
as prescribed by industry best
practices/guidance
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

6.6.2.1.10

Ac3

Ac4

Ac5

.768**

.776**

.883**

.854**

.584**

.592**

-

.637**

.656**

-

.871**

-

Correlations for Auditability (Au)

The results from Table 6.14 show the correlations from the auditability factor. The audit
assertions using a structured, industry accepted format (e.g., Cloud Audit/Cloud Trust,
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ISACA's Cloud Computing Management Audit, etc.) is significantly correlated to
reviews audit logs on a regular basis, 𝑟𝑟 (30) = 0.58, on-demand audit review, 𝑟𝑟 (30)

=0.58, generates audit report, 𝑟𝑟 (30) = 0.55, and ensures the audit log is in original

content or time, 𝑟𝑟 (30) = 0.71, all 𝑝𝑝<0.01.

Table 6.14 Correlations for Auditability Factor
Au2
Au1. My organisation produces audit
assertions using a structured, industry
.579**
accepted format (e.g., Cloud Audit/Cloud
Trust, ISACA's Cloud Computing
Management Audit, etc.)
Au2. My organisation reviews audit logs on a
regular basis
Au3. My organisation has on-demand audit
review
Au4. My organisation generates audit report
Au5. My organisation ensures the audit log is
in original content or time
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Au3

Au4

Au5

.579**

.681**

.709**

.739**

.528**

.533**

-

.812**

.774**

-

.813**
-

Reliability of the SecRaS Instrument
There are two reliability test methods which are widely used: internal consistency and
test-retest reliability (Pallant 2013). Internal consistency is the extent to which the items
are interrelated and internally consistent to a specific construct, whereas test-retest
reliability refers to conducting the same test with the same group on different
occasions; the correlation between the two results indicates the degree of reliability
(Pallant 2013).
The study used an internal consistency reliability test which is the Cronbach’s Alpha (α)
test. The Cronbach Alpha (α) test is a statistical method calculated through SPSS. The
results provide the average correlation of all items in the same construct (Pallant 2013).
The reliability scores obtained using Cronbach alpha range between 0 and 1; a result
closer to 1 indicates higher reliability. However, the reliability scores rely on the size of
the questions’ scales: if the scales were ten or less, the minimum score of reliability
accepted is 0.7 (Hair et al. 2014). A reliability value of 0.5 is accepted for item-to-total
correlation (Sekaran 2003, Hair et al. 2014). Table 6.15 shows the reliability score
range and the level of acceptance of the study, based on the literature review.
Table 6.15 Cronbach’s Alpha Reliability Scores (Pallant 2013, Hair et al. 2014)
Cronbach alpha
α ≥ 0.9

Level of Internal Consistency
Excellent
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Cronbach alpha
0.9 > α ≥ 0.8
0.8 > α ≥ 0.5
α < 0.5

6.6.3.1

Level of Internal Consistency
Good
Acceptable
Poor

Internal consistency for security factors

The internal consistency reliability test was undertaken for the nine factors in a
stepwise process; the factor’s reliability is checked and if the Cronbach’s alpha value
for the factor is low, suitable items in the factor that could raise the alpha value will be
removed. Items with low item-to-item and item-to scale correlations, which would raise
alpha value if deleted, would be considered for elimination. The factors have shown a
good alpha value therefore, no items from any factors were eliminated. The overall
Cronbach’s Alpha as shown in Table 6.16 for the instrument is 0.954 which indicates
an excellent level of internal consistency.
Table 6.16 Total Reliability Statistics for SecRaS
Cronbach's Alpha

Cronbach's Alpha Based on
Standardised Items

N of Items

.954

.952

43

The findings of the reliability test has demonstrated an acceptable level of reliability for
each the constructs as shown in Table 6.17. The Cronbach’s alpha value is between
0.5 and 0.9 indicating an acceptable level of internal consistency.
Table 6.17 Reliability Test
Factor
Cloud Storage Security
Confidentiality
Integrity
Availability
Non-repudiation
Authenticity
Reliability
Accountability
Auditability

6.6.3.2

Number of Items
3
6
6
4
4
5
5
5
5

Cronbach’s α
0.933
0.749
0.936
0.874
0.841
0.879
0.867
0.933
0.518

Internal consistency for Cloud Storage Security (CS) factor

The Cronbach’s α = .933 shown in Table 6.18 is considered an excellent value for
indicating the consistency of three items in CS factor. Therefore, all items were
remained.
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Table 6.18 Reliability Statistics for Cloud Storage Security (CS) factor
Cronbach's Alpha

Cronbach's Alpha Based on
Standardised Items

N of Items

.933

.933

3

Table 6.19 Item-Total Statistics for Cloud Storage Security (CS) factor
Scale Mean if
Item Deleted

Scale
Variance if
Item Deleted

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Squared
Multiple
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted

CS1

5.87

5.706

.867

.758

.898

CS2

6.07

5.926

.879

.774

.888

CS3

6.27

6.271

.841

.708

.919

6.6.3.3

Internal consistency for Confidentiality (Co) factor

The Cronbach’s α = .749 shown in Table 6.20 is considered an acceptable value for
indicating the consistency of six items in Co factor. Although if deleting item Co6, the
alpha value will increase but the total alpha value is sufficient. Therefore, all items were
remained.
Table 6.20 Reliability Statistics for Confidentiality (Co) factor
Cronbach's Alpha

Cronbach's Alpha Based
on Standardised Items

N of Items

.749

.666

6

Table 6.21 Item-Total Statistics for Confidentiality (Co) factor

Co1
Co2
Co3
Co4
Co5
Co6
6.6.3.4

Scale
Mean if
Item
Deleted
15.07
14.97
15.30
15.80
15.87
17.17

Scale
Variance if
Item
Deleted
16.823
16.171
14.976
15.821
16.740
28.144

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Squared
Multiple
Correlation

.649
.683
.687
.709
.584
-.464

.589
.654
.497
.658
.543
.243

Cronbach's
Alpha if
Item
Deleted
.667
.654
.647
.645
.684
.864

Internal consistency for Integrity (In) factor

The Cronbach’s α = .936 shown in Table 6.22 is considered an excellent value for
indicating the consistency of six items in In factor. Therefore, all items were remained.
Table 6.22 Reliability Statistics Integrity (In) factor
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Cronbach's Alpha

Cronbach's Alpha Based
on Standardised Items

N of Items

.936

.940

6

Table 6.23 Item-Total Statistics Integrity (In) factor
Scale Mean if
Item Deleted

Scale
Variance if
Item Deleted

14.73
14.73
15.00
14.77
14.77
14.83

25.513
25.857
29.034
27.771
27.909
28.833

In1
In2
In3
In4
In5
In6
6.6.3.5

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Squared
Multiple
Correlation

.783
.873
.716
.857
.844
.846

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted

.805
.864
.646
.846
.853
.859

.932
.916
.936
.919
.921
.922

Internal consistency for Availability (Av) factor

The Cronbach’s α = .874 shown in Table 6.24 is considered a good value for indicating
the consistency of four items in Av factor. Therefore, all items were remained.
Table 6.24 Reliability Statistics for Availability (Av) factor
Cronbach's Alpha

Cronbach's Alpha Based on
Standardised Items

N of Items

.874

.875

4

Table 6.25 Item-Total Statistics for Availability (Av) factor
Scale Mean if
Item Deleted
Av1
Av2
Av3
Av4

11.57
11.63
12.00
12.30

6.6.3.6

Scale
Variance if
Item Deleted
8.944
9.344
9.310
9.114

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation
.792
.733
.719
.683

Squared
Cronbach's
Multiple
Alpha if Item
Correlation
Deleted
.869
.815
.853
.838
.654
.844
.618
.860

Internal consistency for Non-repudiation (Nr) factor

The Cronbach’s α = .841 shown in Table 6.26 is considered a good value for indicating
the consistency of four items in Nr factor. Therefore, all items were remained.
Table 6.26 Reliability Statistics Non-repudiation (Nr) factor
Cronbach's Alpha

Cronbach's Alpha Based
on Standardised Items

N of Items

.841

.847

4
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Table 6.27 Item-Total Statistics Non-repudiation (Nr) factor
Scale Mean if
Item Deleted
Nr1
Nr2
Nr3
Nr4

8.45
8.41
8.41
8.66

6.6.3.7

Scale
Variance if
Item Deleted
10.470
10.037
11.966
12.734

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation
.821
.848
.679
.412

Squared
Cronbach's
Multiple
Alpha if Item
Correlation
Deleted
.722
.733
.893
.717
.830
.798
.350
.916

Internal consistency for Authenticity (At) factor

The Cronbach’s α = .879 shown in Table 6.28 is considered a good value for indicating
the consistency of five items in At factor. Therefore, all items were remained.
Table 6.28 Reliability Statistics for Authenticity (At) factor
Cronbach's Alpha

Cronbach's Alpha Based on
Standardised Items

N of Items

.879

.879

5

Table 6.29 Item-Total Statistics for Authenticity (At) factor
Scale Mean if
Item Deleted
At1
At2
At3
At4
At5

12.10
12.13
11.73
12.10
11.53

6.6.3.8

Scale
Variance if
Item Deleted
18.852
20.120
18.823
21.472
21.982

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation
.795
.701
.867
.648
.561

Squared
Cronbach's
Multiple
Alpha if Item
Correlation
Deleted
.736
.833
.720
.856
.757
.816
.518
.868
.410
.888

Internal consistency for Reliability (Re) factor

The Cronbach’s α = .867 shown in Table 6.30 is considered a good value for indicating
the consistency of five items in Re factor. Therefore, all items were remained.
Table 6.30 Reliability Statistics for Reliability (Re) factor
Cronbach's Alpha

Cronbach's Alpha Based
on Standardised Items

N of Items

.867

.870

5

Table 6.31 Item-Total Statistics for Reliability (Re) factor
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Scale
Mean if
Item
Deleted
Re1
Re2
Re3
Re4
Re5

15.17
14.93
14.73
14.80
14.90

6.6.3.9

Scale
Variance if
Item
Deleted

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Squared
Multiple
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if
Item
Deleted

15.316
15.168
15.651
14.510
14.714

.583
.679
.635
.743
.834

.567
.624
.604
.738
.728

.868
.842
.852
.825
.806

Internal consistency for Accountability (Ac) factor

The Cronbach’s α = .933 shown in Table 6.32 is considered an excellent value for
indicating the consistency of five items in Ac factor. Therefore, all items were remained.
Table 6.32 Reliability Statistics for Accountability (Ac) factor
Cronbach's Alpha

Cronbach's Alpha Based
on Standardised Items

N of Items

.933

.933

5

Table 6.33 Item-Total Statistics for Accountability (Ac) factor
Scale Mean if
Item Deleted

Scale
Variance if
Item Deleted

13.23
13.47
13.57
13.07
12.93

20.185
20.947
20.185
21.099
20.961

Ac1
Ac2
Ac3
Ac4
Ac5
6.6.3.10

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Squared
Multiple
Correlation

.901
.771
.814
.791
.837

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted

.863
.768
.771
.769
.877

.902
.927
.919
.923
.915

Internal consistency for Auditability (Au) factor

The Cronbach’s α = .518 shown in Table 6.34 is considered an acceptable value for
indicating the consistency of five items in Au factor. Therefore, all items were remained.
Table 6.34 Reliability Statistics for Auditability (Au) factor
Cronbach's Alpha

Cronbach's Alpha Based
on Standardised Items

N of Items

.518

.515

5

Table 6.35 Item-Total Statistics for Auditability (Au) factor
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Scale
Mean if
Item
Deleted
Au1
Au2
Au3
Au4
Au5

12.79
11.86
11.93
11.83
11.72

Scale
Variance if
Item
Deleted

Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Squared
Multiple
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if
Item
Deleted

18.241
6.909
5.709
6.933
6.635

.717
.546
.874
.753
.700

.588
.634
.806
.870
.850

.406
.265
.205
.163
.164

Discussion of the Validation Study
A careful consideration has been made to validate the instrument in two experiments;
pre-test and validation study. The outcome of the experiments has shown that SecRaS
instrument has provided an effective measure of the developed constructs.
1. Pre-test
The content validity result as presented in Table 6.4 shows the content validity ratio
(CVR) for each factors and items in the instrument. On the scale of 0 to 1, the CVR
value must be more than .50. This is to indicate that more than 50% of the experts
agree with the suitability of the items and its importance to the instrument (Ayre and
Scally 2014). Thus the instrument consist of nine factors and 52 items was evaluated.
The results shown that from a pool of 52 items, only 43 are accepted; obtained an
acceptable value of CVR.
2. Validation Study
Correlation analyses was conducted to analyse the strength of the relationship
between factor to factor, item to item and the instrument as a whole. The result has
shown that there is a significant relationship among the factors and among the items in
each factors. As a whole the correlation result suggest a moderate and strong
relationship. Therefore, it is considered to measure the underlying concept in Cloud
Storage Security Framework (CSSF).
The internal reliability test was conducted to examine the internal consistency of the
instrument as a whole, the factors, and the items for each factors. In previous research
internal reliability was conducted as an indicator for stable and valid construct,
especially newly developed instrument. The results have shown the factors to have a
good internal consistency. Therefore, this result indicates that the items are measuring
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the same related concept. Thus it is concluded that the nine factors and 43 items have
good internal reliability.
The items for the factors has shown a statistically significant measure for the measured
content. Therefore, the final version of SecRaS instrument is concluded to have a
reliable nine factors and 43 items.

6.7

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, a detail explanation was described on the development of a measuring
instrument, Security Rating Score (SecRaS) using Cloud Storage Security Framework
(CSSF) as a reference guide. The SecRaS instrument was developed following the
Goal-Question-Metric

(GQM)

approach.

The

approach

emphasises

that

all

measurement should be goal-oriented and each measurement collected is stated in
terms of the major goals. Questions are then derived from the goals to refine and
determine if the goals can be achieved. The metrics measurements that are collected
are then used to answer the questions in a quantifiable manner.
A study was later designed to validate the SecRaS instrument. Based on the CSSF,
nine factors were selected and 52 items were generated for further consideration. Next,
a pre-test that uses content validity ratio (CVR) was conducted with five experts to
refine the instrument after which only 43 items remained in the revised instrument.
Following the pre-test, a validation study with 30 security practitioners was conducted
using the revised SecRaS. Data analysis was conducted using correlation analysis to
examine the relationship between each item in a factor and the relationship between
the factors and the instrument as a whole. Results suggest that the SecRaS has
statistically significant correlations between items and factors and towards the
instrument as a whole. Reliability analysis showed that SecRaS has good internal
consistency reliability and may be used in a research scenario. Information gathered
using SecRaS can be useful and insightful to inform the security practitioners on the
security factors in cloud storage implementation. Next, Chapter 7 will demonstrate a
study to establish the relationship(s) among security factors that affect the cloud
security implementation in cloud storage. This study makes use of the validated
SecRaS in a research scenario.
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Chapter 7: Using Structural Equation Modelling
to Establish the Relationship(s) Among Security
Factors that Affects Security in Cloud Storage
Implementation
This chapter will explain about structural equation modelling (SEM) that was carried out
on the data obtained from the Security Rating Score (SecRaS) instrument. In
answering the third research question, “What are the relationship(s) among security
factors identified from Security Rating Score (SecRaS)?”, this chapter aims to establish
the relationship(s) among the security factors and identify which relationship(s) will
affect security implementation in cloud storage using factor analysis and SEM.

Security Rating Score
(SecRaS)

Exploratory Factor Analysis
(EFA)

1. Large scale study; 218 Respondents
2. Demographic Information
3. Cloud Security Implementation
4. Agreement on Cloud Storage Security
Control

1. Sample Size
2. Strength for the Relationship KMO
3. Data Screening
4. Factor Extraction
5. Factor Rotation and Interpretation

Confirmatory Factor Analysis
(CFA)

1. Defining Individual Constructs
2. Developing the Overall Measurement Model
3. Using existing study (SecRaS) to produce
empirical results

Measurement Model

1. Assessing Measurement Model
2. Validity (Convergent, Construct, Discriminant
Validity)
3. Reliability (Internal Reliability – Cronbach
Alpha, Construct Reliability and AVE)

Structural Model

1. Assessing Structural Model
2. Structural Model Goodness-of-Fit
3. Estimation Method
4. Testing Structural Relationship

Figure 7.1 Steps to Establish the Relationship that Affects Security Implementation in
Cloud Storage
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The following sections are presented as follows, an introduction of SecRaS instrument
that was developed and validated in Chapter 6, applying SecRaS in a large-scale
study, analysis of the results; demographic and summarising the data using exploratory
factor analysis (EFA). Later a comprehensive analysis using SEM; how Confirmatory
Factor Analysis and SEM was used to measure how well the item indicators represent
a construct. In the next section, the measurement model is tested, analysed and results
are presented. The final section explains on testing the structural model, the analysis
and results of the structural model. The diagram presented in Figure 7.1 shows the
process involved in building a model using data obtained from SecRas in this chapter.

7.1

Security Rating Score (SecRaS)

The validated instrument in Chapter 6 has shown an acceptable value for each factors
and therefore, SeCRaS was carried out in a larger sample. The population of the study
only targets security experts and practitioners in ICT and preferably with cloud storage
experience as the context of the study is from the view of stakeholders. The sampling
is non-probability sampling, in which the participant responses are based on their
willingness and availability (Gravetter and Forsano 2012). A large number of
researcher have claimed that there is no fixed number for sample size but an adequate
sample size is required in order to ensure the reliability of the study and allowing
possibility of generalising the results from the data collection (Saunders et al. 2009,
Hair et al. 2014). Selecting the sample size is also based on the preliminary test
considerations (Saunders et al. 2009); in this case the results retrieved will be tested
using Structural Equation Modelling (SEM). According to Kline (2005), SEM requires at
least 200 sample in order to run adequately. Furthermore, the number of respondents
of the study was established based on the observation that most published articles that
have applied SEM as the analysis technique have at least 200 cases. The number of
respondents in this study is 218.
The security variables in the study are inter-related, 43 questions regarding security
policies and controls were given to security practitioners in Malaysia. The survey (or
questionnaire) was posted online using iSurvey. iSurvey is survey generation and
research tool for distributing online questionnaires provided by the University of
Southampton. The survey link was distributed in cloud security groups in Malaysia
(Linkedin and Facebook). The groups also include, Persatuan Juruanalisa Sistem
Sektor Awam (PERJASA), which is the Information Technology (IT) officers group for
the Government of Malaysia. Their experience and expertise in security will help the
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study to identify the significant aspect to protect data in cloud storage. Moreover, the
43 variables were only answered by security practitioners that have at least two years’
experience in cloud security. Each variable for this analysis has a five point Likert-type
scale; from strongly disagree (which is equal to one) to strongly agree (which is equal
to five).

7.2

Analysis and Results of Security Rating Score (SecRaS)

This section presents the analysis and results of SecRaS instrument. First, missing
data from the collected data is discussed and then the internal reliability of instrument
are also shown in details. Next, the data is analysed for demographic information and
results are presented. The IBM SPSS 22 software is used to perform the analysis.

Missing Data
Missing data is a crucial issue in data analysis stage when a questionnaire is the form
of data collection method. Thus, before conducting data analysis, missing data must be
resolved. A variety of methods are used in resolving missing data, but when
considering the application of SEM, it is recommended to use the Listwise Deletion
(LD), Pairwise Deletion (PD), Multiple Imputation (MI), and Full Information Maximum
Likelihood (FIML) (Graham et al. 2007, Graham 2009, Hair et al. 2014). MI is a
statistical technique that works by the process of replacing missing values with
estimated values (Graham et al. 2007), whereas in the FIML technique, the process
works by estimating parameters directly from the raw data for each individual.
However, generating values for missing values by applying the MI method may lead to
bias, and therefore invalid outcomes. The FIML methods provide more accurate results
but due to their computational complexity and sensitivity (Enders and Bandalos 2001),
this process is not applied in the present study. LD is a method in which any case that
contains single or multiple missing data from the analysis is eliminated. This method
may affect the sample if there are many missing items in relation to the data size which
can result in reducing the statistical power (Hair et al. 2014). On the other hand, PD
takes into consideration all the non missing data. Another consideration in selecting an
approach is the specification of sample size; if the missing data are random, less than
10% of the observations, and factor loadings are high (0.7 or greater), then any
approach are appropriate (Enders and Bandalos 2001). In this study, we have used the
pairwise deletion (PD) to handle missing data issues as it provides fewer problems with
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convergence, factor loading estimates relatively free of bias and easy to implement
using the AMOS program (Hair et al. 2014).
Reliability
The study applied a measure of construct reliability based on the Cronbach Alpha test.
The overall Cronbach Alpha value is 0.939 and in Table 7.1, the Cronbach Alpha
values for most constructs are shown between 0.8 and 0.9, which indicates very good
internal consistency of items, whereas the Cronbach Alpha reliability of the constructs;
integrity, accountability and auditability is above 0.9 which indicates excellent internal
consistency (Pallant 2013).
Table 7.1 Reliability Analysis using Cronbach Alpha
Concept measured
Cloud Storage Security (CS)
Confidentiality (Co)
Integrity (In)
Availability (Av)
Nonrepudiation (Nr)
Authenticity (At)
Reliability (Re)
Accountability (Ac)
Auditability (Au)

Item used
3
6
6
4
4
5
5
5
5

Cronbach Alpha
0.937
0.855
0.917
0.893
0.872
0.855
0.893
0.938
0.901

Reliability Results
Excellent
Very good
Excellent
Very good
Very good
Very good
Very good
Excellent
Excellent

Demographic Data
Demographic background of the respondents is described in this section. Table 7.2
shows the demographic data of the participant responses. The demographic section
includes four questions about the respondents’ domain/sector, job/position, experience
in ICT and the percentage of involvement in a cloud storage environment. The
objective of this section is to focus on ICT security practitioners involved with a cloud
storage environment.
Table 7.2 Demographic data
Questions
Domain/Sector

Job/Position

Answer Options
Academic/Education
Government
Industry
Others
IT Officer/Assistant IT Officer
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Frequencies
28
127
45
18
136

Percentage
12.8
58.3
20.6
8.3
62.4

Questions

Experience in ICT
security
Percentage of
involvement in
cloud storage
environment

Answer Options
IT Manager
IT Technical
Consultant
Analyst/Expert
Policy Maker
Researcher
Others
2-5yrs
6-10yrs
more than 10 years
0-25%
26-50%
51-75%
76-100%

Frequencies
18
16
9
10
3
4
22
64
107
47
99
54
40
25

Percentage
8.3
7.3
4.1
4.6
1.4
1.8
10.1
29.4
49.0
21.6
45.4
24.8
18.3
11.5

The majority respondents are from the government sector, 58.3 percent and the largest
group of participant was IT officers/Assistant IT officers. The questionnaire also asked
about the participant’s experience in ICT security; the result shows that 29.4 percent of
the respondent had at least two years of experience, 49 percent had over six years of
experience and over 20 percent had over ten years of experience in ICT security. From
this data, it can be concluded that the majority of respondents have good and well
established knowledge in ICT security. To obtain further information about the
respondents’ involvement in a specific domain, respondents are asked of their
involvement in cloud storage and the approximate percentage of involvement in a cloud
storage environment. The results showed 99 respondents have none or less than 25
percent involvement in a cloud storage environment. Nevertheless, the majority
number of respondents have been involved in a cloud storage environment (119
respondents in total).
Cloud Storage Security Policy, Procedures and Processes/Practice
Implementation
The security policy, procedure & practice/process information is described in this
section. Figure 7.2 shows the implementation of cloud security policy(s), procedures,
and processes for cloud storage in their respective organisations. This section was
intended to give the researcher a general knowledge about the participants’
organisation’s existing security policies in their existing ICT security policies targeting
the cloud security policies and whether the security procedures and practices have
been implemented.
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Cloud Security Policy, Procedure, and Process Implementation
35

32.1
25.2 25.2

25.2 24.3

25

22
17.9
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19.7
14.7

15
10

29.4

28

30

8.3

12.8

7.8

7.3

5
0
Cloud Security Policy/ies

Cloud Security Procedures

No plan to implement

Planning to implement

Partially Implement

Fully Implement

Cloud Security Processes

Do not know/unsure

Figure 7.2 Cloud Security Implementation in Organisations
The results show that more than 50% or the respondents have cloud security in place
in their organisations. Although most of the procedures may not be implemented, a
high number of organisations have partially implemented the cloud security procedures
and have cloud security process/practices planned for implementation in their
organisations.
Security Measures in Cloud Storage
The final section of the questionnaire describes on the security in cloud storage, this
part was designed to obtain knowledge about the security of cloud storage in their
organisations. The questions were used to measure how much does an organisation
follows the Cloud Storage Security Framework (CSSF). Questions were asked to what
extent they agree with the statements associated with the security factors. Each factors
have several items indicators. This section was concerned with the empirical
measurements for the suggested factors and their item indicators. Overall, the results
shows that there was a strong agreement on the measuring items for each of the
security factors.
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Strongly Disagree
50
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Neutral

Identity Management

Authentication

Access Mangement

Authorisation

Secure API

Secure Communication Channel

Figure 7.3 Confidentiality Factor
The practitioners agreed on the required security measures, it is predicted to perceive
that most of the respondents strongly agree on the importance of security control
implementations to protect data accessed in cloud storage. The controls includes;
Authentication, Identity Management, Secure Communication Channel, and Access
Management as shown in Figure 7.3 for the confidentiality factors. In addition, results
shown in Figure 7.4 have shown how practitioners perceived in having controls to
protect data stored in cloud storage. In short, the practitioners agrees on having key
management, encryption, and protection for sensitive data.
Strongly Disagree
50
40
30
20
10
0

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Neutral

Encryption

Key management

Data Ownership

Data Stewardship

Data Deletion

Protection for sensitive data

Figure 7.4 Integrity Factor
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Strongly Disagree
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Strongly Agree

Disagree

Agree
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Accessibility to data stored

Backup of data stored

Recovery of data

Verify restored data authenticity

Figure 7.5 Availability Factor
In ensuring the availability of data, the majority of practitioners strongly agrees on
accessibility of data stored and the backup of data stored in cloud storage; more than
50% supports both controls (Figure 7.5). The agreement on the security measures in
cloud storage also includes the non-repudiation factors showing a neutral agreement
on most of the items indicators; bind and validate identities, geographical location as
authentication, time stamp and restriction of storage according to location. Although
20% of the respondents strongly disagrees that storage access should be restricted
based on the geographical location, most of the other controls are being agreed. This
shows an interesting response from the practitioners as having the restriction may
affect the accessibility to the data in general (Figure 7.6). Restriction of access to data
based on geographical location was discussed as efforts to track the provenance i.e.
the chronology of the ownership, custody, or location of the data in cloud storage.
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Strongly Disagree
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Agree

Disagree

Neutral

Bind and Validate Identities

Time stamp

Geographical Location as Authentication

Restrict storage access to location

Figure 7.6 Non-repudiation Factor
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Cryptographic protection

Origin authentication

Anti-counterfeit

Authenticity of Session

Verification assurance

Figure 7.7 Authenticity Factor
As for the authenticity factor, most of the respondents agrees on the authenticity of
data and verification assurance of data stored and accessed in cloud storage as shown
in Figure 7.7.
Strongly Disagree
50
40
30
20
10
0

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Neutral

Multi-failure Disaster Recovery

Monitoring service continuity

System Maintenance

System Monitoring

Malicious Code Protection mechanism

Figure 7.8 Reliability Factor
In terms of reliability of cloud storage, the respondents strongly agrees that system
maintenance and system monitoring are among the important security measures to
ensure service reliability. The service continuity has more than 40% of agreement
although a small number of respondents disagrees Figure 7.8. In Accountability factors,
there is a fair distribution of respondents between strongly agrees and agrees on
conformance to external standards, security functionality, and security assurance. The
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majority of respondents have neutral ratings on the accountability measuring items as
shown in Figure 7.9.
Strongly Disagree
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20
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree
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Conformance to External Standards

Mechanism internal security policies in effect

Transparency and participation

Security Functionality

Security Assurance

Figure 7.9 Accountability Factor
On the other hand, the Auditability factor shows strong agreement on Audit Policies,
Audit Logs, and Report Generation with agreements of more than 40% for each items,
presented in Figure 7.10.
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Automated Audit Logs

Report generation

Original Content of audit records

Figure 7.10 Auditability Factor

7.3

Factor Analysis

Factor analysis is carried out to explain the underlying structure among variables (Hair
et al. 2014). In other words, factor analysis is used to regroup variables into a limited
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set of clusters based on shared variance. Hence, it helps to isolate constructs and
concepts. The numerous observed variables have correlated patterns of responses
since they are all related with a latent (i.e. not specifically measured) variable. The
relationship with an underlying latent variable; the factor, which cannot be directly
measured is assumed to be identified with various quantifiable variables. The general
purpose of factor analysis is to summarise data so that relationships and patterns can
be easily interpreted and understood (Gie Yong and Pearce 2013). There are several
assumptions when applying factor analysis; linear relationship, no multicollinearity,
includes relevant variables, and correlation between variables and factors. By applying
factor analysis in this study, the security variables (or indicator items) are analysed to
construct the security factors using factor analysis.

7.4

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA)

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) is utilised to explore the underlining hypothetical
structure and distinguish the structure of relationship between the variables (Cramer
and Howitt 2004). EFA is also conducted to understand the measurements and
significance of the variables from the survey (or questionnaire). In addition, EFA can
help to provide a summary for data inter-relationship and place those variables into
their groups accordingly. EFA tries to uncover patterns by exploring the dataset; in this
study EFA will summarise the relationships between data retrieved from SecRaS and
groups these variables accordingly in an unconstrained manner i.e. the items are not
pre-specified to belong to any cluster/group prior the analysis. The IBM SPSS Statistics
22 software is utilised to perform EFA.

7.5

Using EFA to Understand the Underlying Relationship between
Item Indicators and Constructs in SecRaS

The suitability and appropriateness of conducting EFA on the data need to be checked.
There are several issues to consider when determining the suitability of the data; the
sample size, the strength of the relationships among the variables (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
(KMO) measure), data screening, factor extraction, factor rotation and interpretation,
correlation, and the analysis of the factors. These are discussed below.
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Sample Size
The reliability of factor analysis depends on the sample size. The common rule to apply
to sample size is that a study has at least 10 to 15 participants per variable (Field
2013). It was also recommended to have between 5 and 10 participants per variable
which add up to a total of 300 participants (Kass and Tinsley, 1979). A smaller sample
size was also suggested to be sufficient if solutions have several variables with higher
loading (above 0.80) (Tabachnick and Fidell 2007). In this analysis, the sample size is
218; most of the variables have loadings above 0.80 (see Table 7.5).
Strength for the Relationship using Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) Measure
Another test to ensure the data is suitable for factor analysis is by observing the
strength of inter-correlations among the variables. One of the statistical measures used
to identify this is called Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO); a measure of sampling adequacy
which ranges from 0 to 1. If the value yields more than 0.7, then the correlation on the
whole are sufficient to perform factor analysis. Values between 0.5 and 0.7 are
mediocre, values between 0.7 and 0.8 are good, values between 0.8 and 0.9 are great
and lastly values above 0.9 are superb (Kaiser 1974). A KMO with 0.6 is suggested as
the minimum value for a good factor analysis (Tabachnick and Fidell 2007). As
measured from the sample, a KMO value of 0.856 was acquired from the data (Table
7.3). Therefore, it is justified that the factor analysis is suitable for these data sets.
Table 7.3 KMO and Bartlett’s Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of
Approx. Chi-Square
Sphericity
df

0.856

Sig.

<0.001

7818.674
903

Data screening
Before running the analysis, data was screened to remove any variables that should be
excluded before the analysis is run. Some of the test includes detecting for outliers.
Reasons to check for outliers include to eliminate the possibility of incorrect data entry,
failure to specify missing values in the computer syntax so missing values are read as
real data, identify if respondent is not the population intended to sample or if the outlier
is representative of the population intended to sample but population has more extreme
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scores than a normal distribution (Tabachnick and Fidell 2007). Many statistical
methods are sensitive to outliers so it is important to identify outliers and make
decisions about what to do with them. Factor analysis can be sensitive to outliers, so
as part of the preliminary data screening process, outliers are detected through
extreme values; multivariate outlier is an extreme score on one or more variables
(Pallant 2013). Another data screening involves observing the correlation matrix with all
variables. The matrix will indicate which variables that do not correlate with any other
variables or correlate very highly with other variables (𝑟𝑟 < 0.9) (Field 2013). None of the
variables in this study fits the description therefore all the variables are included in the
analysis.
Factor Extraction
Factor extraction is performed as one of the steps in factor analysis. It involves finding
the minimum number of factors (or factors) that can be identified to best represent the
interrelations among the set of variables. The most commonly used approach is
principal components analysis (PCA) and common factor analysis. The selection of
approach depends on the objective of factor analysis. In this analysis, the objective of
factor analysis is for data summarisation and to define structure, therefore PCA is more
suitable to summarise most of the original information (variance) in a minimum number
of factors prediction (Hair et al. 2014).
In PCA, the techniques that can be used to assist in the decision concerning the
number of factors to retain are Kaiser’s criterion and Scree test. In order to determine
how many numbers of factors are extracted, eigenvalues (or Kaiser criterion) and scree
plot (Field 2013, Pallant 2013) are two sets of information that can be referred to.
7.5.4.1

Kaiser Criterion

The first method, eigenvalues or Kaiser’s criterion will extract and retain the factors that
have eigenvalues greater than 1 for further investigations. The eigenvalue of a factor
represents the amount of the total variance explained by that factor. Table 7.4
summarises the factors that have eigenvalues greater than one (factor 1 to 9).
Table 7.4 Total Variance Explained
Factors

Eigenvalues (Total)

Eigenvalues (% of Variance)

Eigenvalues (Cumulative %)

1
2
3

12.485
3.690
2.917

29.034
8.582
6.783

29.034
37.616
44.399
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Factors

Eigenvalues (Total)

Eigenvalues (% of Variance)

Eigenvalues (Cumulative %)

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
.
..
43

2.603
2.289
2.125
1.940
1.768
1.626
0.961
.
..
0.048

6.052
5.324
4.942
4.512
4.113
3.782
2.234
.
..
0.111

50.451
55.775
60.717
65.230
69.342
73.124
75.358
.
..
100.000

7.5.4.2

Scree Plot

On the other hand, using the scree plot, the point at which the curve changes direction
and becomes horizontal suggest the number of factors. This involves plotting each of
the eigenvalues of the factors and inspecting the plot to find a point at which the shape
of the curve changes direction and becomes horizontal. It is recommended to retain all
factors above the elbow, or break in the plot, as these factors contribute the most to the
explanation of the variance in the data set. As described above, the scree plot
suggests retaining only factors above this point (Figure 7.11).

Factor (or Component) Number

Figure 7.11 Factor Analysis Scree Plot
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Factor Rotation and Interpretation
After the number of factors has been identified, the next step is to interpret the set of
grouped variables. Factor rotation is useful to assist in this process. The factors are
presented in the pattern of loadings in a manner that is easier to interpret. There are
two techniques in rotating factors; orthogonal (varimax) and oblique (oblimin). In order
to see which rotation technique is appropriate for our data, we tried both orthogonal
and oblique techniques (Pallant 2013). In oblique rotation, the pattern matrix contains
the factor loadings after the rotation while the structure matrix describes the
relationship between the factors. The interpretation is mainly completed from the
pattern matrix; however the structure matrix is useful for the purpose of double
checking (Field 2013). Table 7.5 provides summary for the nine factors and their
related indicators.
Table 7.5 Factor Loadings using orthogonal rotation
Factors (or
Components)
1

2

3

4

Item Variables
My organisation has cloud storage security policy in
place
My organisation has implemented security procedures to
comply to industry standards
My organisation has enforced security processes to
support cloud security storage policy/ies
My organisation has identity management policy
My organisation has user-based authentication process
My organisation has access management policy
My organisation has process to specify rights and
restrictions for user access to data
My organisation follows industry standards to build in
security for systems
My organisation has a secure communication channel
policy
My organisation has documentation of encryption
management practices/guidelines
My organisation encrypt user data at rest (on
disk/storage) within the environment
My organisation leverage encryption to protect virtual
machine images during transport between hypervisor
instances
My organisation supports data stewardship
My organisation support secure deletion (e.g.,
degaussing/cryptographic wiping) of archived data
My organisation supports additional protection for user to
store sensitive data
My organisation segments data logically for each user
My organisation has backup or redundancy mechanisms
My organisation has data recovery mechanisms
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Loadings
0.861
0.930
0.902
0.685
0.798
0.794
0.793
0.684
0.617
0.789
0.784
0.786

0.763
0.772
0.818
0.802
0.800
0.830

Factors (or
Components)

Item Variables

My organisation verifies data authenticity after restore
process
5
My organisation has key management policies binding
keys to identifiable owners
My organisation uses synchronised time-service protocol
(e.g., NTP etc.)
My organisation uses geographical location as an
authentication
My organisation has restriction of user data to specific
countries or geographic locations
6
My organisation has cryptographic protection
mechanisms
My organisation ensures the origin authentication
My organisation has verification assurances to ensure
session authenticity
My organisation has anti-counterfeiting policy
My organisation provide session-level protection where
needed
7
My organisation has multi-failure disaster recovery
My organisation has system maintenance process/policy
My organisation has patch management policy/process
My organisation has continuous monitoring
process/solutions
My organisation has malicious code protection
mechanisms at entry and exit points
8
My organisation has process to conformance with
external standards
My organisation has mechanisms to put internal security
policies in effect
My organisation supports transparency and participation
to conformance process with internal standards/policy
My organisation ensures clarity of Service Level
Agreement/Guarantee (SLAs/SLGs)
My organisation conducts penetration tests of cloud
service infrastructure regularly as prescribed by industry
best practices/guidance
9
My organisation produces audit assertions using a
structured, industry accepted format (e.g., Cloud
Audit/Cloud Trust, ISACA's Cloud Computing
Management Audit, etc.)
My organisation reviews audit logs on a regular basis
My organisation has on-demand audit review
My organisation generates audit report
My organisation ensures the audit log is in original
content or time
*loading below 0.5

Loadings
0.823
0.866
0.886
0.860
*0.465
0.841
0.821
0.765
0.636
0.587
0.714
0.741
0.830
0.799
0.728
0.822
0.842
0.846
0.840
0.840

0.601

0.729
0.816
0.865
0.853

Factor loadings with 0.5 and below is an indicator of which variables to drop if the KMO
measure value is low (Woolford 2015). The factor loading below 0.5 is included in this
study as the KMO measure value is more than 0.6. For a sample size of 200 a loading
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should be greater than 0.36 (Tabachnick and Fidell 2007, Field 2013, Gie Yong and
Pearce 2013).
Analysis of the Factors
This section presents the analysis of factors obtained from the Security Rating Score
(SecRaS) instrument. Figure 7.12 shows the nine construct retrieved from the 43 item
indicators in SecRaS instrument.

Confidentiality

Authenticity

Reliability

Integrity
Security in Cloud
Storage

Accountability

Availability

Non-Repudiation

Auditability

Figure 7.12 Nine Construct in Security Rating Score (SecRaS) Instrument

7.5.6.1

Factor 1: The Security Implementation for Protecting Data in Cloud
Storage

This factor can be interpreted as the cloud security implementation in general. The
indicator item with the highest loadings is security procedures implementations in an
organisation. This factor looks into the policy implementation, procedure/process and
security measures/practices in an organisation. With these loadings, this factor can be
interpreted as the ‘Security Implementation for Cloud Storage Aspects’.
7.5.6.2

Factor 2: The Confidentiality of Data accessed in Cloud Storage

This factor shows the importance of security measures implementation for data
accessed in cloud storage. The indicator items with highest loading are access
management, authorisation and authentication. In general, the controls associated with
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this cluster describes securing data access to the data stored in cloud storage. Having
these loadings, factor 2 is interpreted as ‘Confidentiality Aspects’.
7.5.6.3

Factor 3: The Integrity of Data stored in Cloud Storage

The second factor is loaded by six indicators. The highest loadings explain the
important of data stewardship in a cloud storage service. Data stewardship involves the
management of data. This is followed by the encryption mechanisms items that
indicates the importance of having data encrypted at rest. From the loadings, it can be
seen that practitioners are concern with the key management. It is considered
reasonable to name these three loadings as ‘Integrity Aspects’.
7.5.6.4

Factor 4: The Availability of Data stored in Cloud Storage

The fourth factor resulting from factor analysis explained on the accessibility to the data
aspect. A variable, ‘My organisation has data recovery mechanisms are in place in
case of a security event’ shows that the practitioners strongly agree that recovery of
data ensures the availability of data stored in cloud storage. The rest of the loadings in
this factor are clearly showing the importance of the availability of access to the data
stored in cloud storage. This factor is interpreted as ‘Availability Aspects’.
7.5.6.5

Factor 5: The Non-repudiation of Data stored in Cloud Storage

The factor contains loadings that provide meanings about non-repudiation of data
stored in cloud storage. The top items are time stamp, bind and validations between
identities and geographical location as authenticating factor. Time stamp involves using
a synchronised time-service/protocol (e.g., Network Time Protocol (NTP) etc.). The
factor also explains that the practitioners agreed that binding keys to identifiable
owners and support integration of location as an authentication factor (e.g. generation
location-based cryptographic keys etc.). However, capability to restrict the storage of
user data to specific countries or geographic locations has a loading of less than 0.5.
Therefore, these loadings are interpreted as ‘Non-repudiation Aspects’.
7.5.6.6

Factor 6: The Authenticity of Data stored and accessed by authorised
user in Cloud Storage

This factor has five loadings representing the importance of authenticity of data stored
and accessed in cloud storage. The highest indicator is cryptographic protection, ‘My
organisation has cryptographic protection mechanisms (e.g. digital signatures, signed
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hashes using asymmetric cryptography, key to generate the hash, public key to verify
the hash information etc.)’. The loadings for the factor can be described as
‘Authenticity Aspects’.
7.5.6.7

Factor 7: The Reliability of Service provided by Cloud Storage

Factor seven is showing loadings about the reliability and consistency of cloud storage
services. The loadings describe the importance of service continuity in cloud storage.
This involves the disaster recovery, system maintenance and patch management,
system monitoring and malicious protection. In this analysis, there is one loading in this
factor (‘My organisation has Patch Management or System Maintenance policy’) which
is the highest indicator loading in the survey. The loadings demonstrate on consistency
of services in cloud storage and can be described as the ‘Reliability Aspects’.
7.5.6.8

Factor 8: The Accountability of Service provided by Cloud Storage

This factor has five loadings in total. Three of the loadings which are describing the
conformance with external and internal and the transparency of the responsibilities etc.
The key loading- ‘My organisation allows for transparency and external participation’
indicates the importance of clarity, or in other words – ‘In my organisation, the clarity of
Service Level Agreement/Guarantee (SLAs/SLGs) is emphasised’. This reflects the
importance of conformance with external, internal etc. responsibilities are vital. Besides
that, the loading also indicates the importance of security functionality and security
assurance. All of these have supported the interpretation of factor 8 ‘Accountability
Aspects’.
7.5.6.9

Factor 9: The Auditability of Data stored and accessed in Cloud
Storage

In the last factor, all the five loadings are describing mainly on the needs of having a
well audit policy, audit log review and report generation in cases of security events. The
indicator, ‘My organisation does no alteration from the original content or time ordering
of audit records’ has the highest agreement with 0.896 showing emphasis of the
agreement that audit logs are valid and cannot be changed in terms of content and
time of the security incident. Other loading are also high (greater than 0.8); automated
audit logs and report generation. Therefore, these loadings are best to be described as
‘Auditability Aspects’.
The analysis of factors have summarised that when conducting the analysis in an
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unconstrained manner through EFA, a structure for data obtained from SecRaS was
identified; 43 items indicators are clustered into nine constructs. The next section will
test the structure identified in a constrained manner using CFA. CFA will validate how
much the 43 item indicators explains the nine constructs through a measurement
model.

7.6

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA)

Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is a type of structural equation modelling (SEM) that
deals specifically with measurement models, that is, the relationships between
observed measures or indicators (e.g., test items, test scores, behavioural observation
ratings) and latent variables or factors (Brown 2006). CFA approach will then validate
the relationship of item indicators in the constructs. The result will test how well the
measured variables represent the number of constructs in SecRaS. The IBM SPSS
AMOS 22 software is used to perform CFA. AMOS is an additional module for SPSS
that has the functionality to undertake CFA and Structural Equation Modelling (SEM).

7.7

Structural Equation Modelling (SEM)

Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) is a statistical analysis technique developed to
analyse the inter-relationships among multiple variables in a conceptual model
(Zainuddin 2012). It is a multivariate technique which combines both factor analysis
and multiple regression analysis to simultaneously examine a series of interrelated
dependence relationships among the latent and observed variables or between the
latent variables themselves (Hair et al. 2014). Latent variables, which are known as
factors, constructs or unobserved variables, are the hypothetical constructs of interest
in a study which cannot be measured directly; these include attitude or knowledge
whereas observed variables, which are known as latent indicators, manifesting
variables or measuring items, are variables that can be measured directly using
developed instruments or tests. Observed variables are used to define or infer latent
variables.
SEM could be seen as a statistical methodology which takes a confirmatory approach
rather than an exploratory to analyse a structural theory involving certain phenomenon
(Byrne 2010). In the confirmatory approach, a researcher hypothesises a specific
conceptual model, gathers data, and tests whether the data fit the model. In this model,
the conceptual model is either confirmed of disconfirmed, based on a chi-square
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statistical test of significance and/or meeting acceptable model-fit criteria (Schumacker
and Lomax 2010). SEM was used in the study in the measurement model and
structural model (Hair et al. 2014). The measurement model analysis allows the
researcher to evaluate how well observed variables logically and systematically
represent hypothesised constructs (Hair et al. 2014). The measurement model is the
primary step in SEM and without applying it the analysis will be inadequate (Kline
2005). Through measurement analysis, the researcher needs to verify the factor
structure of a set of indicators and this allows the researcher to define the relationship
between a set of measured variables and a set of latent variables (Suhr 2006).
Moreover, verification of construct validation and construct reliability is completed
through the measurement model (Hair et al. 2014). Besides testing a measurement
model, SEM can also be used to test a structural model. The structural model is a
conceptual representation of structural relationship(s) between constructs; expressed
with a set of structural equations and typically illustrated with a diagram (Hair et al.
2014). In this research, the structural relationship between the construct (security
factors) is represented empirically by structural estimates known as path estimate. The
path estimates show how the structural model i.e. the causal model assumes that the
relationships meet the conditions necessary for causation.

7.8

The Measurement Model

To determine whether the security rating score instrument (SecRaS) is a good model
for measuring the security of cloud storage, it was tested using Structural Equation
Modelling (SEM). CFA through SEM was used to validate the relationship between
item indicators for constructs in SecRaS.
The process begins by defining individual constructs; listing constructs that will
comprise the measurement model. Using the results obtained in SecRaS, an EFA
analysis was carried out (described in the previous section) to define the underlying
structure of the data. The pattern structure has identified that the 43 item indicators can
be grouped into nine constructs. The defined constructs are cloud storage security,
confidentiality,

integrity,

availability,

non-repudiation,

authenticity,

reliability,

accountability, and auditability.
The measurement model of the study was performed to nine construct or latent
variables (unobserved variables) that were measured by 43 item indicators or
measured variables (observed variables) in the proposed model. The latent variables
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and their indicators is shown in Table 7.6. Measured variables were concepts acquired
from the initial study on Cloud Storage Security Framework (CSSF); previous studies
on goal-driven security factors in cloud storage domain in chapter 4 and chapter 5,
which were then used as a reference to develop the SecRaS instrument in chapter 6.
Table 7.6 Latent constructs and indicator variables
Latent Variable

Items’ Code

Items’ used

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

CS
Co
In
Av
Nr
At
Re
Ac
Au

CS1, CS2, CS3
Co1, Co2, Co3, Co4, Co5, Co6
In1, In2, In3, In4, In5, In6
Av1, Av2, Av3, Av4
Nr1, Nr2, Nr3, Nr4
At1, At2, At3, At4, At5
Re1, Re2, Re3, Re4, Re5
Ac1, Ac2, Ac3, Ac4, Ac5
Au1, Au2, Au3, Au4, Au5

Cloud Storage Security
Confidentiality
Integrity
Availability
Non-repudiation
Authenticity
Reliability
Accountability
Auditability

Table 7.7 AMOS output for the hypothesised model summary statistics
Computation of degrees of freedom:
Number of distinct sample moments
Number of distinct parameters to be estimated
Degrees of freedom (630-106)
Result:
Chi-Square
Degree of freedom
Probability Level

630
106
524
872.313
524
<0.001

The Measurement Model Validity
Before assessing fit of the measurement model, it would be beneficial to look at the
details related to SEM; validity, and reliability test used in this study.
7.8.1.1

Validity

Validity of a measurement model is the ability to measure what is supposed to measure
for a construct in a measurement model (Zainuddin 2012). It includes convergent
validity, construct validity and discriminant validity. The Table 7.8 presents an overview
of the validity requirement for a measurement model. A detail description of each
validity requirement will be explained in the next sub-section.
Table 7.8 Requirement for the validity of the measurement model
Type of validity

Requirement
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Convergent validity
Construct validity

Discriminant validity

7.8.1.1.1

Average Variance Extracted (AVE) ≥ 0.5
Fitness index is achieved as:
GFI ≥ 0.90; CFI ≥ 0.90;
RMSEA ≤ 0.08;
Chisq/df < 5.0
Free from redundant items
Correlation coefficient between each pair of latent
construct ≤ 0.85

Convergent Validity

Convergent validity assesses the degree to which two measures of the same concept
are correlated (Hair et al. 2014). In other words, all the items that indicate a specific
construct should share a high proportion of variance in common. It could be verified
using factor loading value as a high value indicates that the item converge on the same
latent factor. To get a high convergent validity, factor loadings should be statistically
significant and the value should be 0.5 or higher. The best is more than 0.7 as the
square of standardised factor loading represents how much variation in an item is
explained by the latent factor. Or, it could also be verified through average variance
extracted (AVE), and to achieve adequate convergence the value of AVE should be 0.5
or higher (Zainuddin 2012). This high correlation value indicated that the scale is
measuring the intended concept. With CFA, the average variance explained (AVE) is
calculated as the mean variance extracted for the items loading on a construct and is
the summary indicator of convergence. This value can be calculated using
standardised loadings (see equation 7.1):

The

𝒏𝒏

𝑳𝑳𝒊𝒊

∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝐿𝐿2𝑖𝑖
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 =
𝑛𝑛

7.1

represents the standardised factor loading and 𝒊𝒊 is the number of items. So for

items, AVE is computed as the total of all squared standardised factor loadings

(squared multiple correlations) divided by the number of items. In other words, it is the
squared completely standardised factor loadings or communality. Using the same logic,
an AVE of 0.5 or higher is a good rule of thumb suggesting good convergence. An AVE
of less than 0.5 indicates that on average more error remains in the items than
variance explained by the latent factor structure imposed in the measure. An AVE
measure should be computed for each latent construct in a measurement model.
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7.8.1.1.2

Construct Validity

Construct validity is the extent to which a set of items actually reflect the theoretical
latent construct those items are designed to measure (Hair et al. 2014). The validity
could be verified through the fitness indices value (Zainuddin 2012). Construct validity
defines how well a test or experiment measures up to its claims. It refers to whether the
operational definition of a variable actually reflect the true theoretical meaning of a
concept. In this study, construct validity refers to whether the data obtained from
SecRaS instrument measures the construct adequately. An example is a measurement
of the security of cloud storage measured through confidentiality, integrity, availability,
non-repudiation, authenticity, reliability, accountability, and auditability.
7.8.1.1.3

Discriminant Validity

Discriminant validity means that individual measured items should represent only one
latent construct (Hair et al. 2014, p. 778). It could be achieved when the measurement
model is free from redundant items. This is checked from the modification indices value
and then followed by the deletion of item or by setting the correlated pair of items as
‘free parameter estimates’. And, to look for distinctiveness between constructs, the
correlation between constructs should be less than 0.85 (Kline 2005). Discriminant
validity is “extent to which a construct is truly distinct from other constructs both in term
of how much it correlate with other constructs and how distinctly measured variables
represent only this single construct” (Hair et al. 2014, p.662). Discriminant validity is
measured by comparing the Average Variance Extracted value (AVE) for a construct
with the square correlation estimate between the construct and another construct, in
other words, comparing the square root of AVE with the correlation estimate between
these constructs (Hair et al. 2014). To pass the discriminant validity test, the value of
AVE for each construct is higher than the square correlation estimate between
constructs (Hair et al. 2014). In Table 7.10, the AVE of construct factors: all AVE were
higher than the square correlation estimate between the constructs. Therefore, this is
sufficient evidence of discriminant validity of the constructs.
7.8.1.2

Reliability

Reliability of a measurement model is a measure of the degree to which a set of
indicators of a latent construct is internally consistent in their measurements (Hair et al.
2014). A reliable model does not guarantee that the model is valid. However, reliability
could be an indicator of convergent validity (Hair et al. 2014). In this study, three types
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of reliability were employed. They are internal reliability, construct reliability (CR) and
average variance extracted (AVE).
Internal reliability refers to the degree to which all the items are measuring the same
underlying construct (Pallant 2013). Internal reliability is measured by Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient and it is quite sensitive to the number of items measured. The study has
calculated the reliability by using Cronbach alpha (α), in fact α can be used for
estimating reliability only when the number of indicators are equally loaded on a
constructs’ variable or for the model underlying a single construct (Novick and Lewis
1966).
Construct reliability (CR) is intended to determine the consistency of the items
representing a latent construct (Zainuddin 2012). To achieve CR, a value of square of
total standardised loading divided by the sum of a square of total standardised loading
and measurement error (Said et al., 2011) and the value should be 0.6 or more to
represent the existence of internal consistency (Hair et al., 2006). Construct reliability
or composite reliability (CR) or is often used in conjunction with SEM to examine the
reliability of the construct and “measure of reliability and internal consistency of the
measured variables representing a latent construct” (Hair et al. 2014, p.601). The next
formula (see equation 7.2) was used to calculate CR (Hair et al. 2014):

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =

(∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 )2

2
�∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 �

+

�∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 �

7.2

The equation above is based on standardised factor loading 𝑳𝑳𝒊𝒊 , where 𝒏𝒏 is the number

of items and there are

𝒆𝒆𝒊𝒊

error variance terms for a construct. A reliability of between

0.6 and 0.7 is acceptable, but a good reliability is higher than 0.7, and internal
consistency is increased with high reliability (Hair et al. 2014).
Average variance extracted (AVE) refers to the average percentage of variation
explained by the items in a construct (Zainuddin 2012). A value of 0.5 or higher
indicates the items share a high proportion of variance in common whereas a value
less than 0.5 indicates that on average, more error remains in the items than variance
explained by the latent factor structure imposed on the measure (Hair et al. 2014). The
requirements of all the reliability are shown in Table 7.9.
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Table 7.9 Requirement for the reliability of the measurement model
Type of reliability
Internal reliability
Construct reliability (CR)
Average Variance Extracted (AVE)

Requirement
Cronbach Alpha ≥ 0.7
CR ≥ 0.6
AVE ≥ 0.5

Assessing the CFA Measurement Model
In reviewing the validity and reliability of the measurement model, the incorporation of
the error covariance or in other words, by allowing six measurement errors (e8-e9, e8e10, e14-e15, e27-e28, e35-e36, and e38-e39), to be correlated had made a
substantially large improvement to model fit.
Table 7.10 The CFA results for the measurement model
Construct
Cloud Storage
Security (CS)

Confidentiality
(Co)

Integrity (In)

Availability (Av)

Nonrepudiation
(Nr)

Authenticity
(At)

Reliability (Re)

Item
CS1
CS2
CS3
Co1
Co2
Co3
Co4
Co5
Co6
In1
In2
In3
In4
In5
In6
Av1
Av2
Av3
Av4
Nr1
Nr2
Nr3
Nr4
At1
At2
At3
At4
At5
Re1
Re2
Re3

Standardised Factor
Loading (>0.5)
0.83
0.97
0.94
0.70
0.84
0.77
0.74
0.59
0.60
0.66
0.67
0.66
0.84
0.83
0.94
0.68
0.68
0.92
0.90
0.90
0.99
0.93
0.44
0.90
0.86
0.78
0.56
0.57
0.60
0.66
0.89
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CR Alpha
(>0.7)

CR
(>0.6)

AVE
(>0.5)

0.937

0.941

0.918

0.855

0.860

0.714

0.917

0.899

0.775

0.893

0.878

0.805

0.872

0.902

0.844

0.855

0.858

0.746

0.893

0.880

0.775

Construct

Item

Accountability
(Ac)

Auditability
(Au)

Re4
Re5
Ac1
Ac2
Ac3
Ac4
Ac5
Au1
Au2
Au3
Au4
Au5

Standardised Factor
Loading (>0.5)
0.91
0.76
0.87
0.91
0.88
0.81
0.78
0.60
0.69
0.81
0.97
0.88

CR Alpha
(>0.7)

CR
(>0.6)

AVE
(>0.5)

0.938

0.930

0.853

0.901

0.898

0.802

Note: CR Alpha = Cronbach Alpha, CR = Construct Reliability, AVE = Average Variance
Extracted

7.9

The Structural Model

Previous sections have presented verification of construct validity and composite
reliability; hence, the structural model stage will assess the hypotheses that proposed
the relationships among the construct variables that are represented as a causal path.
Table 7.11 displays the hypotheses represented by the path’s estimation.
Table 7.11 Hypotheses assessed in structural model
Construct

Hypotheses

Confidentiality of Data Accessed (Co)
Integrity of Data Stored (In)
Availability of Data Stored (Av)
Non-repudiation of Data stored (Nr)
Authenticity of Data Accessed and Stored (At)
Reliability of Cloud Storage Services (Re)
Accountability of Cloud Storage Services (Ac)
Auditability of Data Accessed and Stored (Au)

H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8

Hypothesised
relationships
Co → CS
In → CS
Av → CS
Nr → CS
At → CS
Re → CS
Ac → CS
Au → CS

Note: CS = Cloud Storage Security

Structural Model Goodness of Fit (GoF)
Goodness-of-fit indices are fit indices of SEM. There are many measures developed
but only some will be utilised in this study, as shown in Table 7.12 (Kline 2005, Hooper
et al. 2008, Hair et al. 2014). In general, there are three groups of measures: practical
fit measures, absolute fit measures and incremental fit measures. It is suggested that
the study should report at least three fit indexes with at least one from each category
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(Hair et al. 2014). Chi-square statistics (X2), also known as CMIN (minimum
discrepancy), is a value representing the discrepancy between the unrestricted sample
covariance matrix and the restricted covariance matrix (Byrne 2010). But, it has
limitations. With large sample sizes, it is common to get a large X2 value relative to
degrees of freedom. So, large samples mean poor fit. However, with small samples,
the Chi-square statistics lack power and yet could not discriminate between good and
poor fitting models (Hooper et al. 2008). A fitness index developed to minimise the
sensitivity of sample size on the Model Chi-Square is normed chi-square (X2/df) and it
is grouped under practical, subjective or ad hoc indices of fit. Normed chi-square is a
value representing value of X2 divided by the degrees of freedom resulting in a lower
value (Kline 2005). And, the recommended value for a reasonable fit model is between
2.0 and 5.0. Next is an absolute fit index which measure of how well the hypothesised
model fits in comparison with no other models (Byrne 2010). They estimate the
proportion of variability in the sample covariance matrix explained by the predicted
covariance matrix in the model (Kline 2005). Included in this category are GFI
(Goodness-of-Fit), AGFI (Adjusted GFI) and RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation) (Hooper et al. 2008). GFI is an index measuring the amount of
covariance between the latent variables in the model (Kline 2005). For data with low
factor loading and sample size, the cut-off is suggested to be 0.95 instead of 0.9
(Hooper et al. 2008). Furthermore, with a large number of degree of freedom compared
to the number of sample size, its value tends to have a downward bias. Recently, this
index is becoming less popular due to its sensitivity. It is even recommended not to be
used. AGFI also adjusts the GFI based upon degrees of freedom in the specified
model. There will be greater reduction of values of GFI when it comes to more complex
models (Kline 2005). However, AGFI is becoming less popular nowadays as it is not
well-performed in some computer simulation study.
RMSEA is an index measuring the discrepancy between the observed and estimated
covariance matrices per degree of freedom (Hoe 2008). It is not sensitive to sample
size as the discrepancy measured is in terms of the population and not the sample.
However, it is quite sensitive to the number of estimated parameters in the model
(Byrne, 2010) and it favours models with the lesser number of parameters (Hooper et
al. 2008). Next are incremental or comparative fit indices, NFI (Normed Fit Index), CFI
(Comparative Fit Index) and TLI (Tucker Lewis Index). These fit indices compare the
chi square value of the hypothesised model against the chi square value of some
standard, such as the null model. The null model assumes zero population co-
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variances among the observed variables (Kline 2005). In other words, the null model
assumes that all measured variables are uncorrelated. Since incremental indices
measure the increase in fit relative to a null model, higher value of the indices indicate
larger improvement in fit (Lei and Wu 2007). CFI is actually a revised form of NFI.
When choosing the index, CFI should be given priority compared to NFI, as suggested
by Bentler in Byrne (2010) because NFI tends to underestimate the fit of a small
sample sized model (Kline 2005) whereas CFI is the least effected by sample size
(Hooper et al. 2008). With NFI, the fit of a sample size less than 200 will be
underestimated. CFI is also the most widely used due to its relative insensitivity to
model complexity (Hair et al. 2014). Furthermore, CFI provides a measure of complete
co-variation in the data (Byrne 2010). With regards to which indices should be reported,
Hooper et al. (2008) believe that CFI and RMSEA are preferred over other indices for
they are the most insensitive to sample size, model misspecification and parameter
estimates.
Table 7.12 Goodness of Fit Indices
Goodness-of-fit Index
Chi-square (X2)
Practical indices of fit:
Normed chi-square (X2/df)

Acceptable
Value
ρ > 0.05 (nonsignificant)

Comments
Indicates exact fit of the model. Value
is sensitive to large sample size

[ 2.00, 5.00 ]

This is to reduce the sensitivity of X2
to sample size
X2/df < 3.0: good fit

Absolute fit index:
The Goodness-of-Fit
Index(GFI)

[ 0.00, 1.00 ]

GFI = 1.00: perfect fit
GFI > 0.9: good fit

The Adjusted GFI (AGFI)

[ 0.00, 1.00 ]

Values close to 1.00: good fit
GFI > 0.9: good fit
RMSEA < 0.05: good fit
RMSEA 0.05 - 0.08: adequate fit
Values up to 0.10: poor fit

Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation (RMSEA)

RMSEA ≤ 0.08

Incremental fit indices:
Normed Fit Index (NFI)
Comparative Fit Index
(CFI)
Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI)

7.9.1.1

NFI ≥ 0.90
CFI ≥ 0.90

NFI = 1.00: perfect fit
Values close to 0.00: poor fit
0.00 > CFI > 1.00 for acceptance

TLI > 0.90

0.0 > TLI > 1.00 for acceptance

Estimation Method

In this study, maximum likelihood (ML) estimation method is used. ML is an estimation
method used in generating parameter estimates of structural equation models. It is an
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estimation method that works simultaneously where estimates of model parameters for
all variables are calculated all at once (Kline 2005). Being the most widely used, it is an
iterative procedure that seeks to minimise a discrepancy between the model and the
sample covariance. The Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation technique was used to
calculate the GoF indices using AMOS (version 22). The GoF statistics for the
structural model are displayed in Table 7.13, and it is clear that the indices confirm that
the model has a good fit with the observed data.
The magnitude of the factor loadings was substantially significant. For this model, it
showed that X2/df =1.650; GFI=0.794; AGFI=0.761; NFI=0.846; CFI=0.932; TLI=0.925
and RMSEA=0.055 indicating a good fit. The fit indices indicated that the nine-factor
model schematically portrayed in Figure 7.13 was the most optimal model representing
security of cloud storage implementation. In other words, the hypothesised nine-factor
model fits the sample data. In addition, (Byrne 2010) asserted that assessment of
model

adequacy

should

be

based

on

theoretical,

statistical

and

practical

considerations.
Table 7.13 Goodness of Fit indices for the structural model
Chi-square X 𝟐𝟐 = 1163.372,
ρ < 0.001

The Proposed Model fit
indices

Model fit indices
for sample size < 250
(Hair et al. 2014)

N
218
Normed chi-square X2/df
1.650
<3.00
RMSEA
0.055
<.08
CFI
0.932
≥ .900
RMR
0.092
< 0.1
Standardised RMR
0.0703
<.09
Note: N = number of sample, df = degree of freedom, X2/df = normed chi-square or ratio of
likelihood (X2) to degrees of freedom, RMSEA = Root mean square error of approximation,
CFI = Comparative fit index, RMR = Root Mean Square Residual

Assessing the Construct Relationships
Although it is confirmed above that there is a good fit between the proposed model and
the observed data, a good fit alone is insufficient evidence to support the proposed
structural model. Thus, the hypothetical relations among the construct variables will be
assessed by examining the following variables: ρ-value, regression coefficients
(standardised path coefficient β), Z- value and squared multiple correlations (R2) (Hair
et al. 2014).
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ρ-value is used to evaluate how statistically significant the relationship is between
measured variables and latent variables at the level 0.05. The standardised path
coefficient for each variable indicates the size of its effect on the model: standardised
path coefficients with values less than 0.1 indicate a small effect, while values larger
than 0 indicate a large effect (Suhr 2008). Critical Ratio (CR, or t-value) refers to
standard normal distribution; the t-value is computed through dividing the
unstandardised regression coefficient by the standard error (SE). A coefficient value is
considered significant at the .05 level (1.96 or higher, -1.96 or lower) (Hair et al. 2014).
The squared multiple correlations (R2) represent “the proportion of variance that is
explained by the predictors of the variable in question” (Byrne 2010), so through the R2
value the strength of the structural relation will be defined: for a stronger relationship
between two variables, it is close to 1, whereas a value close to 0 indicates to a weak
relationship.
Table 7.14 shows the standardised path coefficient and t-values for all hypotheses. The
paths estimated for hypotheses H1, H2, and H6 were positive and statistically
significant and exogenous variables have strong relationships with endogenous
variables. Furthermore, ρ-values of hypotheses H1, H2 and H6 were above the critical
value 0.05 with critical ratio values of 0.637, 0.655 and 0.772 respectively. The path
estimated for hypothesis H3, H4, H5, H7, and H8 was below the critical t-value of Type
I error, 0.05; also ρ-value was greater than 0.05, indicating a not statistically significant
relationship with security implementation (CS) to protect data in cloud storage.
Therefore, availability, non-repudiation, authenticity, accountability, and auditability
have no direct relationship with security implementations (CS). By including the effects
of the interacting variables, a larger proportion of the respective variances in security
implementation (R2 = 0.56) are accounted for according to Figure 7.13.
Table 7.14 Hypotheses analysis
Hypothesised Path
H1: Co → CS
H2: In → CS
H3: Av → CS
H4: Nr → CS
H5: At → CS
H6: Re → CS
H7: Ac → CS
H8: Au → CS

β
0.32
0.36
0.01
0.02
0.07
0.82
0.14
0.02

Critical Ratio (CR)
6.37
6.55
-3.58
-1.72
0.34
7.72
0.47
0.23

ρ
< 0.001***
< 0.001***
0.732
0.086
0.735
< 0.001***
0.086
0.735

Note: β = Standardised estimates, CR/t-value = Critical ratio, *** probability (ρ) < .001, CS =
Cloud Storage Security, Co = Confidentiality, In = Integrity, Av = Availability, Nr = Non-
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Hypothesised Path

β

Critical Ratio (CR)

ρ

repudiation, At = Authenticity, Re = Reliability, Ac = Accountability, Au = Auditability

Assessment of Hypotheses
Path analysis was used in the study in examining the hypothesised relationship of the
proposed model, through using the standardised path coefficients, as shown in the
previous sections. This section will discuss in detail the proposed hypothesised
relationships that have been tested and supported by the data.
H1: Confidentiality (Co) will positively affect the Security Implementation of Cloud
Storage (CS) to protect data accessed in cloud storage. Confidentiality (Co) was found
to have a significant direct influence and positive effect on security implementations to
protect data in cloud storage: the standardised regression weight of CS (β), 0.32, with
t-value of 6.37, suggests that the path between Co and CS is statistically significant at
the ρ<0.001 level. Therefore, this result indicates strong support for the hypothesis
(H1), as proposed in the conceptual model. From the result it is clear that a one
standard deviation increase in confidentiality scores, is associated with increasing
security implementation to protect data stored in a cloud storage, by 0.32 points (based
on the standardised Beta coefficient value).
H2: Integrity (In) will positively affect the Security Implementation of Cloud Storage
(CS) to protect data accessed in cloud storage. Integrity (In) was found to have a
significant direct influence and positive effect on security implementations to protect
data in cloud storage: the standardised regression weight of CS (β), 0.36, with t-value
of 6.55, suggests that the path between In and CS is statistically significant at the
ρ<0.001 level. Therefore, this result indicates strong support for the hypothesis (H2), as
proposed in the conceptual model. From the result it is clear that a one standard
deviation increase in integrity scores, is associated with increasing security
implementation to protect data stored in a cloud storage, by 0.36 points (based on the
standardised Beta coefficient value).
H3: Availability (Av) was found to have no direct effect on the security implementation
of cloud storage, at a level of p-value = 0.732 > 0.05. Thus hypothesis H3 is not
supported.
H4: Non-repudiation (Nr) was found to have no direct effect on the security
implementation of cloud storage, at a level of p-value = 0.086 > 0.05. Thus hypothesis
H4 is not supported.
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H5: Authenticity (At) was found to have no direct effect on the security implementation
of cloud storage, at a level of p-value = 0.735 > 0.05. Thus hypothesis H5 is not
supported.
H6: Reliability (Re) will positively affect the Security Implementation of Cloud Storage
(CS) to protect data accessed in cloud storage. Reliability (Re) was found to have a
significant direct influence and positive effect on security implementations to protect
data in cloud storage: the standardised regression weight of CS (β), 0.82, with t-value
of 7.72, suggests that the path between Re and CS is statistically significant at the
ρ<0.001 level. Therefore, this result indicates strong support for the hypothesis (H6), as
proposed in the conceptual model. From the result it is clear that a one standard
deviation increase in reliability scores, is associated with increasing security
implementation to protect data stored in a cloud storage, by 0.82 points (based on the
standardised Beta coefficient value).
H7: Accountability (Ac) was found to have no direct effect on the security
implementation of cloud storage, at a level of p-value = 0.086 > 0.05. Thus hypothesis
H7 is not supported.
H8: Auditability (Au) was found to have no direct effect on the security implementation
of cloud storage, at a level of p-value = 0.735 > 0.05. Thus hypothesis H8 is not
supported.
The structural model in Figure 7.13 consists of significant paths indicated by straight
arrows connecting one factor to another. The figure also shows that 56% variance of
security implementation in cloud storage is described by eight factors. The symbol of *
indicates a significant path shown in the structural model. E1 – E9 represents the
error/disturbance from each factor. Table 7.14 and Figure 7.13 can be represented by
the following equations:
F1 = 0.32 Confidentiality* + E2

(1)

F2 = 0.36 Integrity* + E3

(2)

F3 = 0.01 Availability + E4

(3)

F4 = 0.02 Non-repudiation + E5

(4)

F5 = 0.07 Authenticity + E6

(5)

F6 = 0.82 Reliability* + E7

(6)

F7 = 0.14 Accountability + E8

(7)

F8 = 0.02 Auditability + E9

(8)
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From equation F1 until F8, an estimated value for security implementation in cloud
storage can be calculated using the following equation:
Security = F1* + F2* + F3 + F4 + F5 + F6* + F7 + F8 + E1

(9)

E2

Confidentiality
E3

Integrity
E4

Availability

β=0.32*
β=0.36*

E5

β=0.01

Non
Repudiation

β=0.02

Security

β=0.07

E6

Authenticity

E1

R2=0.56

β=0.82*
β=0.14

E7

β=0.02

Reliability
E8

Accountability
E9

Auditability
Note :
represent a latent variables
Path coefficient
represents direct/significant effects
represents indirect/insignificant effects

β = standardised coefficients

R2 = squared correlations
* ρ < 0.001
E = error/disturbance

For simplicity, the observed variables and their corresponding paths have been removed from the figure

Figure 7.13 Path Diagram of the Structural Model
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The relationships for the factors are shown in the above equation. There are three
significant paths in the model for relationships and hypotheses of:
H1: Confidentiality factor is positively related to the Security Implementation in Cloud
Storage.
H2: Integrity factor is positively related to the Security Implementation in Cloud
Storage.
H6: Reliability factor is positively related to the Security Implementation in Cloud
Storage.
The rest of the relationships are shown to be insignificant.

7.10

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the Security Rating Score (SecRaS) instrument was distributed to
security practitioners in Malaysia and a number of 218 usable responses were
obtained. The data was analysed using IBM SPSS 22 for demographic information.
The study applied a measure of construct internal reliability based on the Cronbach’s
Alpha test. The study has an overall Cronbach Alpha value of 0.939 and the
Cronbach’s Alpha values for most constructs are between 0.8 and 0.9, which indicates
very good internal consistency of items rating score. The study shows that the majority
respondents are from IT officers in government sector. The result also shows more that
60 percent of the respondents have over six years of experience in ICT security and 50
percent are involved in a cloud storage environment. From this data, it can be
concluded that the majority of respondents have a good and well-established
knowledge in ICT security. More than 50 percent of respondents rated that their
organisation have cloud security policy in place in their organisation although not all
procedures and practices have been implemented. Nevertheless, most of the
respondents rated that their organisation had planned for an implementation of cloud
security practices and processes. The study also reveals that there is a strong
agreement for cloud storage security implementations in eight factors (confidentiality,
integrity, availability, non-repudiation, authenticity, accountability, and auditability).
Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was carried
out to test the data obtained from security rating score instrument (SecRaS). EFA was
performed in an unconstrained manner whereas CFA was performed in a constrained
manner. When EFA was performed, nine factors were extracted and retained for
further investigation following the eigenvalue rules. Each cluster of factors was found to
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have high loadings (greater than 0.8). A Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) statistical measure
was carried out and resulted a value of more than 0.8 indicating a good value for factor
analysis. Therefore, the sample of data has undergone initial considerations of
suitability for performing factor analysis. When applying correlation between the
extracted factors, the correlation matrix has shown a moderate relationship among
most of the factors. After the rotation is performed, the indicators that were loaded into
those nine factors are interpreted and they are defined as: (I) Factor 1: the security
implementation to protect data in cloud storage, (II) Factor 2: the Confidentiality of Data
accessed in Cloud Storage, (III) Factor 3: the Integrity of Data stored in Cloud Storage,
(IV) Factor 4: the Availability of Data stored in Cloud Storage, (V) Factor 5: the Nonrepudiation of Data stored in Cloud Storage, (VI) Factor 6: the Authenticity of Data
stored and accessed by authorised user in Cloud Storage, (VII) Factor 7: the Reliability
of Service provided by Cloud Storage, (VIII) Factor 8: the Accountability of Service
provided by Cloud Storage and lastly for (IX) Factor 9: the Auditability of Data stored
and accessed in Cloud Storage.
The next stage was performing Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) to the data; a
hypothesised measurement model has pre-specified 43 item indicators and nine
constructs. Four main steps are undertaken in CFA; defining individual constructs,
developing the measurement model, using existing study (SecRaS) to produce
empirical result and assessing model validity. In assessing the model validity, several
validity and reliability tests were taken into considerations such as convergent validity,
construct reliability, discriminant validity and the reliability of the measurement model.
After several error terms are co-varied; better indices values are obtained. The model
has revealed fit indices value; X2/df =1.650; GFI=0.794; AGFI=0.761; NFI=0.846;
CFI=0.932; TLI=0.925 and RMSEA=0.055. The result has indicated that the model is a
good fit with the dataset. In structural model analysis, the result has shown that there
were direct effects among construct variables. Through standardised path coefficients it
was found that there were positive influences towards security implementation in cloud
storage between confidentiality, integrity, and reliability. In contrast, insignificant
relationships

were

found

between

availability,

non-repudiation,

authenticity,

accountability, and auditability towards security implementation in cloud storage. The
main goal of conducting SEM is to provide predictive factors for organisation to
consider a secure cloud storage implementation.
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Chapter 8:

Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter provides an overview of the study, presents conclusions drawn from
results, and outlines the future research.

8.1

Conclusion

The cloud is an environment where users share the resources and to store their data
online. To secure data in the cloud, many different security frameworks have been
proposed. The existing security frameworks, industry accepted standards, and best
practices have focused on securing the generic cloud implementation. A review of
existing studies revealed a lack of insights and guidelines to secure data specifically in
cloud storage facilities. There has been no study conducted on synthesising security
factors specifically for cloud storage. Cloud storage has not been well explored. Many
researchers have considered cloud storage within a generic cloud computing model.
However, since cloud storage by necessity stores data outside the control of the data
owner, this has raised specific security concerns. In order to understand security
challenges for securing data in cloud storage, the security concerns are abstracted
from the threat landscape at a higher level. As the result, security measures can be
addressed more effectively by specifying the important security concerns. What is
particularly missing in the existing literature is a research to identify the security factors,
security measures affecting these factors, and the underlying relationships between the
factors.
In order to understand more on the security factors and measures, a framework was
developed by synthesising existing research, industry-accepted standards and best
practices on cloud security and cloud storage. The framework, Cloud Storage Security
Framework (CSSF) was further discussed with experts and practitioners before it was
confirmed. Following the confirmed framework, an instrument was developed to
measure how much organisation follows the framework. The instrument, Security
Rating Score (SecRaS) can be applied to help stakeholders assess how much their
organisations are following the framework. SecRaS was developed using goalquestion-metrics approach and validated using a content validity ratio (CVR), the
internal reliability and correlation analyses. The validated instrument was then
distributed to the security practitioners in Malaysia whereby it discovered a three causal
relationship model that shows a significant effect towards the implementation of
security in cloud storage.
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8.2

Cloud Storage Security Framework (CSSF): A summary

In this section, a summary of the development, confirmation and the applicability of
Cloud Storage Security Framework (CSSF) is briefly explained.
Development of the framework
Initially, a synthesis process of assessing, combining, and comparing data discovered
from a detailed literature review of security frameworks, industry-accepted standards,
and technical white papers, was conducted in order to identify the security factors as
shown in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3. Similar patterns were obtained from the synthesis
and these were used as an initial set of factors presented in Table 4.4. The purpose of
this investigation was to identify the factors needed to construct the Cloud Storage
Security Framework (CSSF).
Confirmation of CSSF
The next stage involved a confirmation study that employed both qualitative and
quantitative methods using the triangulation approach. Semi-structured interviews were
conducted with 20 security experts to assess and explore if there were additional
factors. The findings revealed that all the proposed factors are important. The experts
suggested two additional factors (Accountability and Auditability). The final stage
involved an online survey that was distributed to 34 security practitioners. The aim of
the questionnaire was to confirm the recommended factors. The results showed that all
the factors are statistically significant. The factors are confidentiality, integrity,
availability, non-repudiation, authenticity, reliability, accountability, and auditability. As a
result, a security framework for cloud storage was constructed based on the literature
synthesis, recommendations from experts and supported by the practitioner’s survey.
The confirmed framework has nine security factors as shown in Table 5.7.
Application of CSSF
CSSF was used as a reference to build a measuring instrument, Security Rating Score
(SecRaS). SecRaS is used to measure how much an organisation follows CSSF. The
Goal-Question-Metrics (GQM) approach was used following the development of the
instrument. Each factor in CSSF was constructed as a goal, and each goal has
questions describing the metrics. Based on CSSF, nine factors were selected and 52
items were generated for further consideration. Next, a pre-test was conducted with
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five experts to refine the instrument after which only 43 items remained in the revised
instrument. Following the pre-test, a validation study with 30 security practitioners was
conducted using the revised SecRaS. Data analysis was conducted using correlation
analysis to examine the relationship between each item in a factor and the relationship
between the factors and the instrument as a whole. Results suggest that the SecRaS
has statistically significant correlations between items and factors and towards the
instrument as a whole. Reliability analysis showed that SecRaS has good internal
consistency reliability. The refined SecRaS consists of nine factors with 43 items.
These results suggest that SecRaS has the required level of reliability and may be
used in a research scenario.
Information gathered using SecRaS can be useful and insightful to inform the security
practitioners on the security factors in cloud storage implementation. Information
gathered gives understanding for the causality of the security factors.
The study has suggested that for successfully implementing a secure cloud storage in
an organisation, security measures that look into protecting (i) the confidentiality of
data, (ii) the integrity of data, and (iii) the reliability of cloud storage provider should be
considered which subsequently lead to secure cloud storage implementation.
Significant paths from the Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) can serve as guidelines
to the managers to understand how each of the factors has an influence on each other
in a secure cloud storage implementation.

8.3

Contributions of the research

Three main contributions were made by this research; the development of the
framework that could address the security of data in cloud storage, the application of
the framework by developing a measuring instrument and after validating the
instrument, finally the application of the instrument is carried out in a research scenario.
Results obtained from the large scale survey proposes a three way relationship model
instead of the eight relationship model tested on the data.
A Framework: Cloud Storage Security Framework (CSSF)
The framework, CSSF is the main contribution of this research. The aspects that made
this possible were:
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•

Incorporation of appropriate cloud computing and computer security literature in
order to improve knowledge in cloud storage security that acts as the guideline

•

Analysis of cloud storage threats

•

A list of cloud storage security factors

•

Introducing a potentially measurable security factors in cloud storage based on
the security threats
An Instrument: Security Rating Score (SecRaS)

The instrument was developed to measure how much does organisation follows CSSF.
A set of metrics was developed using a goal oriented approach. Each security factors
have goals and metrics and a set of questions were developed to measure the metrics
in a form of a questionnaire. The questionnaire was then validated with experts and
practitioners. During the development and validation process, related contributions
were:
•

Analysis of suitable approach to instrument development

•

Application

of

exploratory

approach

while

following

widely

accepted

methodologies for instrument development
•

Integration of established methodologies for instrument validation
o

Content validity was undertaken whether the instrument measures the
security concepts

o

Correlation analysis was used to look into the relationship of the questions
items, and

o

Internal reliability looks into the consistency of the instrument.

A Security Model: Establishing the Relationship(s) among the Security
Factors
Finally, SecRaS has provided some insights into its first generalisation in
demonstrating applicability. Besides developing measuring instruments with different
objectives and usages, more importantly this research demonstrated that SecRaS has
the potential to be generalised in developing security tools across related domains. In
addition to applying the instrument in a research scenario, this study further constructs
a model consisting of factors that affects the security implementation for cloud storage.
The model proposes three type of causal relationships in terms of how the security
implementation in cloud storage could be affected by the security factors. The
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proposed relationship based on the structural model may be tested as hypotheses that
can be explore in the future. In addition, the model also points out that the security
factors have different strengths. Lastly this study represents one of the first efforts that
attempt to theorise how stakeholders can make cloud security implementation
successful in some depth. It contributes to the accumulation of knowledge in the area
of organisation-wide IT innovation by systematically identifying patterns and constructs
with details using quantitative data.

8.4

Implications

This research has made an effort to produce significant contributions to protecting data
in cloud storage systems. Furthermore, the obtained research data and findings will
give input to policy makers, practitioners and researchers. The implications of the
findings and results with regards to methodological and practical are presented in this
section.
For Security Managers
For security managers, CSSF opens a new paradigm on how stakeholders can make
cloud security implementation successful in some depth i.e. the measurement to
manage security improvements and to outline the appropriate way to design and
produce a comprehensive security metrics. Insights discovered from CSSF have
shown patterns that can be applied in their organisations. The SEM models from this
study can help provide security managers with some checklists and predictions for
accomplishing a secure cloud storage system implementation in their organisation.

For Security Practitioners
For security practitioners, the CSSF enables deconstruction of the concept of security
in cloud storage into smaller, conceptually distinct and manageable factors to guide the
design of security in cloud storage.
For Security Researchers
For researchers, the CSSF provides a common framework to conceptualise their
research and make it easier to see how the security factors fit into the larger picture.
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8.5

Limitations of the study

The proposed framework is not free of lacks. The framework makes the first attempt to
integrate the goal driven security measures that take into accounts the value of
confidentiality,

integrity,

availability,

non-repudiation,

authenticity,

reliability

accountability and auditability. Because the subjective factors of security and new
findings outside the studied security environment, the specification could often
experience changes. Therefore, security is not static.
The subjective factor has been reduced as much as possible but as in all human
analysis, it is hard to remove it completely. Because security is related to the way it is
perceived, there is no objective security. Thus most probably the same scenario
analysed by other person leads to a slightly different specification.

8.6

Future Work

This research opens different directions and works in the field of cloud security
management. While the framework provides new insights and benefits to the security
implementation in cloud storage, this section presents a research and development
plan designed to improve the understanding of security in cloud storage. The
underlying goal is to help make sure that cloud storage security is developed
systematically with scientific validation principles. The result of this plan will be a set of
tools to improve approaches to securing security in cloud storage. Continuing research
is aimed at developing an enhanced SecRaS. The plan is divided into five years and
ten years milestone with specific research tasks to be achieved. Based upon the typical
maturation span, the aim for a short term plan is after doctoral research i.e. the 5 year
span. A long term goal is roughly 10 years. The plan of future work is described below:
•

Short term plan (5 years)
o

Further validation of the measuring instrument

o

Initial prototype of an automated instrument tool

o

Refine measuring tool

o

Empirical results can show how the instrument supports multiple
domains

•

Long term plan (10 years)
o

Automated and fully adaptable measuring instrument tool
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o

Guidelines for designing security in cloud storage

o

Systemise policies, measures, and standards through an automated
software tool allowing a more accurate control and measurement.

An Automated Measuring Tool to Enable Evaluation of Cloud Storage
Security
The first step in the measurement development process is to specify the constructs i.e.
security factors to be measured. This requires analysis of the content domain into its
constituent lists of items. The long-term goal is to develop an automated measuring
tool, available to a wider community of academics and practitioners, and, in addition,
for the measuring tool to be adaptable to different domains. Currently, work planned for
the first three years has been completed and the Security Rating Score (SecRaS) was
produced. A series of experiments was conducted to validate and demonstrate the first
use of SecRaS in a research scenario. Further work is needed to prototype the
measuring tool based on the SecRaS, then conduct experiments to refine and validate
the measuring tool across different domains.

Designing Security Guidelines to Enable Integration of Cloud Storage
Security
A focus of this research task is to develop guidelines, processes, methodologies, and
tools to enable the integration of security in cloud storage. A key goal is to simplify the
steps in designing security implementation in cloud storage. Designing tools are
needed to simplify the security design processes with few intermediate steps and the
ability to hide the underlying complexity of the security design work. Existing and
emerging security models need to be re-examined, while experiments that demonstrate
the use of these security tools are needed. At present, synthesis of the relevant
literature in cloud storage and cloud security applications has been completed. Further
work in this area is needed to produce a set of requirements so that an automated tool
prototype can be developed. Then a series of experiments needs to be conducted to
validate, refine and demonstrate the use of the automated tool. The long-term results of
this research would produce security guidelines of strategies for cloud storage that can
be applied to different domains.
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8.7

Final Remarks

The researcher has found that although empirical research is challenging, it is very
interesting and most importantly when applied correctly, valuable results are obtained.
Finally, it was found that applying statistical analyses can be highly useful in empirical
cloud security research; however finding the suitable statistical analysis for the
collected data requires good understanding of the data itself, the goals of the research
as well as the statistical test available to fulfill the specified goal.
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Appendix A: Confirming Cloud Storage Security
Framework (Initial Study)
Interview Questions
Interview Questions
Part I General
Background questions
1. What is your organisation domain?
( ) Industry
( ) Education/Academic
( ) Government
( ) Others, please specify: ________________________________________________
2. Which of these roles fits your job description?
( ) IT/Technical (Application Security, Digital Forensics Investigation, Threat Intelligence etc.)
( ) Consultant/Advisory (Consultant, Industry Research/Analyst)
( ) Security Researcher (Academic, PhD Researcher etc.)
( ) Security Policy Maker (CIO, CTO, CSO, Chief Security Information Officer etc.)
( ) Others, please specify: _________________________________________________
3. How long have you been working in computer and information technology security i.e Cyber
Security?
( ) 5 years
( ) 6-10 years
( ) More than 10 years
4. What is the estimated percentage of data stored in your information or cloud systems (example:
cloud storage)?
( ) 0% - 25%
( ) 25%- 50%
( ) 50%- 75% ( ) 75%- 100%
5. Do you use a cloud storage?
( ) Yes
( ) No
6. What type of Cloud Storage do you frequently use?
( ) Commercial
( ) Public Cloud Storage provided by your organisation
( ) Private Cloud Storage provided by your organisation
( ) Others, please specify: ________________________________________________
Thank you for your answers. In Part II, we will discuss some of the important security factors objectives in a cloud
system.
Part II Security Factors
7. How important are these security factors in the cloud?
a) Security Implementation in Cloud Storage (policy, procedures etc.)
b) Confidentiality
c) Integrity
d) Availability
e) Non-Repudiation
f) Authenticity
g) Reliability
8. In your opinion, are there any other factors or issues that you think would matter besides the seven factors
above?
Part III Security Concerns
A technical report by Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) and Georgia Technology University etc. has identified these
concerns as below.
a) Data Breach
b) Data Loss & Leakage
c) Insecure APIs
d) Account/Service Hijacking
e) Denial of Service
f) Malicious Insiders
g) Abuse of Cloud Service
h) Inadequate Cloud Planning/Design
i)
Cloud-Related Malware
j)
Closure of cloud service
k) Natural Disaster
l)
Hardware Failure
m) Shared Technology Vulnerabilities
n) Insufficient due to diligence
9. Let’s discuss about this. What do you think of the concerns?
10. In your experience, what are the important and high risk concerns?
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Participant Information
Participant Information
Ethics reference number: ERGO/FPSE/14962

Version: 1

Date: 2015-05-05

Study Title: A Security Framework to Protect Data in Cloud Storage
Investigator: Farashazillah B Yahya
Please read this information carefully before deciding to take part in this research. If you are happy to
participate you will be asked to sign a consent form. Your participation is completely voluntary.
What is the research about? This is a research project that aims to investigate the appropriate security
framework to protect data in cloud storage. The study is sponsored by the University of Southampton at
the end of the study, you may request how your data is used as the study findings.
Why have I been chosen?

You have been approached because of your expertise in the field of

Computer and Information Technology Security.
What will happen to me if I take part? You will be informed of the study purpose and procedures. Your
participation is voluntary, and it’s your right to unconditionally withdraw at any time and for any reason.
You will first sign a consent and then will be asked some questions with regard to the study. It will take
about 50 minutes in total give and a 10 minutes break.
Are there any benefits in my taking part? The study will contribute to current knowledge about
managing threats in cloud systems and protecting data in cloud storage.
Are there any risks involved? There are no particular risks associated with your participation.
Will my participation be confidential? All data collected is anonymous and your data will be kept
confidential on a password-protected computer and used only for the purposes of this study. It will be
linked to your consent form by a code. The investigator will destroy it once the study is done. If you would
like to access your data after your participation, change it, or withdraw it, please contact the investigator
(e-mail: fara.yahya@soton.ac.uk ) or project supervisor (rjw1@soton.ac.uk) who will arrange this.
What happens if I change my mind? You may withdraw at any time and for any reason. You may
access, change, or withdraw your data at any time and for any reason prior to its destruction. You may
keep any benefits you receive.
What happens if something goes wrong? Should you have any concern or complaint, contact me if
possible (investigator e-mail: fara.yahya@soton.ac.uk), otherwise please contact the FPSE Office (e-mail:
lg11@soton.ac.uk ) or any other authoritative body such as Dr Martina Prude, Head of Research
Governance (02380 595058, mad4@soton.ac.uk).
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Ethics Consent Form (Interview)
Consent Form for the Interview
Ethics reference number: ERGO/FPSE/14962

Version: 1

Date: 2015-05-05

Study Title: A Security Framework to Protect Data in Cloud Storage
Investigator: Farashazillah B Yahya

Please initial the box(es) if you agree with the statement(s):
I have read and understood the Participant Information (version 1 dated
2015-05-05) and have had the opportunity to ask questions about the
study.
I agree to take part in this study and agree for my data to be used for
the purpose of this study.

I understand my participation is voluntary and I may withdraw at any
time and for any reason.
Data Protection
I understand that information collected and recorded during my participation in this study is
completely anonymous and will be stored on a password protected computer and that this
information will only be used for the purpose of this study.
Name of participant (print name)……………………………………………………
Signature of participant……………………………………………………………….
Date………………………………………………………………………………………..
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Survey Questions

Practitioners Survey
Part I General
1. What is your organisation domain?
□ Industry
□ Education/Academic
□ Government
□ Others, please specify: ……………………………………………………………………
2. Which of these roles fits your fits your job description?
□ IT/Technical (Application Security, Digital Forensics Investigation, Concern
Intelligence etc.)
□ Consultant/Advisory (Consultant, Industry Research/Analyst)
□ Security Researcher (Academic, PhD Researcher etc.)
□ Security Policy Maker (CIO, CTO, CSO, Chief Security Information Officer etc.)
□ Others, please specify: ……………………………………………………………………
3. How long have you been working in Cyber Security?
□ 2-5 years
□ 6-10 years □ More than 10 years
4. What is the estimated percentage of data stored in your cloud storage? This includes
files stored in private cloud storage (your organisation) and public cloud storage
including Dropbox, Google Drives etc.
□ 0% - 25%
□ 26%- 50%
□ 51%- 75%
□ 76%- 100%
5. Do you use a cloud storage?
□ Yes

□ No

6. What type of Cloud Storage do you frequently use?
□ Commercial
□ Public Cloud Storage provided by your organisation
□ Private Cloud Storage provided by your organisation
□ Others, please specify: ……………………………………………………………………
7. In which country are you working at the moment?
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□ Malaysia
□ United Kingdom
□ Others, please specify: ……………………………………………………………………

Part II Security Factors
8. Please state whether you find the security objectives important.
Factors

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Cloud storage security policy
must be implemented in an
organisation
Procedure must be implemented
to fulfill the implementation of
security policy(s)
Sensitive data must not reach
the wrong person
Access must be restricted to
those authorised to view the
data
Data must not be changed or
altered by unauthorised people
Data is hidden from those that
are not supposed to see it
A functioning system
environment must be correctly
maintained
Keeping up with the latest
necessary system upgrades
Data correctly reflects the object
Individual owner of an account
must not allow other user to use
his/her account
A user whose authentication
request is approved becomes
authorised to access the
accounts of that account holder
Data across the system should
be in synch with each other
Critical components or functions
of a system are duplicated to
increase reliability of the system
A proof of the integrity and origin
of data must be provided
The data source is trustworthy
Accountable against data loss or
interruptions
A source must be able to
provide proof of identity
Data are protected with policies
by accredited bodies

Part III Security Concerns
9. The literature identified the following issues as the most frequent concerns,
could you list the highest risk of cloud storage concerns in your organisation?
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Concerns

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Data breached intentionally to an
untrusted environment
Unintentionally data disclosure to
an untrusted environment
Accidental data deletion by the
cloud provider
Data leaked unintentionally to a
trusted/untrusted environment
Current or former employee,
contractor, or others who has or
had intentionally exceeded
authorised access to
organisation's resources
Sabotage of the organisation’s
systems or data.
Interfaces are not designed to
protect against both accidental
and malicious
Bypassing authentication
defenses and data validation via
third party APIs
System slowdown due to
inordinate amounts of finite
system resources consumption
Service outages as system isnt
responding
Credentials are stolen
Phishing, fraud, and exploitation
of software vulnerabilities
Abuse of legitimate cloud
infrastructure
Computing resources are used
without authorisations
Vulnerability or misconfiguration
leading to a compromise across
an entire cloud.
Compromise of an integral piece
of shared technology
Malfunction within the cloud
service
Services are unavailable
Hostile or intrusive software,
including computer viruses,
worms, trojans, ransomware,
spyware, adware, scareware, and
other malicious programs
Data compromised by software
used to disrupt computer
operation, gather sensitive
information, or gain access to
private computer systems
Poor and inadequate cloud
planning and design
Unrealistic expectations and lack
of proper training for cloud users
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Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Interview Analysis - Thematic Analysis
Codes
Cloud Storage
Security
Implementation

Themes
All agreed that security implementation in cloud storage
must be initiated by having a well-defined security policy in
place.

Confidentiality

It is important to have a defined security policy and process
A security policy will inform users, staff, and managers,
specify mechanisms for security and provide a baseline
Some organisation when going for certification and
compliance to standards that policy implementation is
compulsory. Policy is the best compliance tool – legislatively
All agreed that confidentiality is an important security factor.

Integrity

Availability

Non-repudiation

Cloud storage should only show documents to authorised
users
Systems require passwords as part of access control.
Experts mentioned that confidentiality, integrity and
availability are most basic and common security factors. A
system is secured through these three factors.
Experts mentioned that identification, authentication,
authorisation, access control and encryption are practices
and measures to prove confidentiality and integrity.
The majority eighteen over twenty agreed that integrity is an
important security factor

Experts mentioned that confidentiality, integrity and
availability are most basic and common security factors. A
system is secured through these three factors.
Data integrity ensures data are not leaked or lost in the
cloud.
Without integrity, data that is received or sent cannot be
trusted.
All agreed that availability is an important security factor.

Cloud is becoming the only real choice when faced with the
pressure of finance, availability, security, ease-of-use, and
scalability
Experts mentioned that confidentiality, integrity and
availability are most basic and common security factors. A
system is secured through these three factors.
Expert mentioned that although availability is more like a
functional factor of a system, it is important as it ensures the
data can always be accessed.
Expert mentioned that availability is the most important
factor, as the user will always expect the system to be
accessible, regardless of any concerns.
The majority fourteen over twenty agreed that nonrepudiation is important.
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Expert
L, P, E, H,
A, J, Q, T,
B, S, F, G,
M, N, R, I,
K, O, C, D,
F
S

Flag

A

C

P

C

L, P, E, H,
A, J, Q, T,
B, S, F, G,
M, N, R, I,
K, O, C, D,
F

C

J

C

R

C

A, E, L, O,
P, and S

C

F, I, J, R

C

A, G, K, E,
L, O, P, N,
Q, S, T, B,
C, D, F, H,
I, J

C

A, E, L, O,
P, S

C

N

C

Q

C

L, P, E, H,
A, J, Q, T,
B, S, F, G,
M, N, R, I,
K, O, C, D,
F

C

T

C

A, E, L, O,
P, and S

C

J

C

P

C

P, H, I, A,
J, K, L, B,
M, N, O,

C

C

C

Codes

Authenticity

Reliability

Accountability

Auditability

Themes
Non-repudiation can reduce fraud and promote the legal
enforceability of electronic agreements and transactions
Expert explained that non-repudiation is an assurance that
any party cannot deny sending or receiving the data. This
includes obligations for contracts, standards, etc.
A contract or scope of work is an assurance that security
protection is met - assurance
The majority fifteen over twenty agreed that authenticity is
an important factor.

Solid authentication defends a system against the security
risk of impersonation, in which a sender or receiver uses a
false identity to access a system. Digital certificates can
provide a more secure method of authentication while
offering other security benefits as well
Expert revealed that currently IT systems are also reviewed,
based on their quality of delivering authentic data. This
involves verifying the source as genuine.
Verification is part of authenticity
All experts mentioned that reliability is an important factor.

Measuring whether the system is consistent
Is the system reliable and valid?
Expert mentioned that accountable services are provided on
trust basis by having a contract or SLAs with a clear and
concise definition of security policy.
Expert emphasises that accountability and trust is an
important factor that must be fulfilled by providers (internal
or external). They have made it compulsory for Security
Level Agreement in many organisations as an extension to
Service Level Agreements (SLAs).
Accountability involves the processes, policies, and controls
necessary to trace actions to their source. These develop
trust among systems
-Accountability is overlapping with trust
Expert specified that organisations are providing security
policies to ensure work task follows the guidelines and best
practices.
Expert stated that IT security standards are being
implemented to gain confidence. The system must enable
assessment, examination and audit to be completed
smoothly.
A cloud storage should provide full access logs, allowing
organisations to see how data is being accessed, shared
and used in real time. This audit data is available through
APIs to real time systems allowing organisations to respond
to data governance issues and provide full audit logs where
required

C: Confirmed, I: Irrelevant, A: Additional and O: Overlapped
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Expert
C, D, E,

Flag

P

C

H

C

I

O

J, K, F, L
C, D, E, O
R, M, N, P
H, B, C

C

R

C

M

C

N
L, P, E, H,
A, J, Q, T,
B, S, F, G,
M, N, R, I,
K, O, C, D,
F
G
T

O

A

A

K

A

Q

A

C

A

E

A

T

A

C

C
C

Ethics Consent Form (Survey)
Consent Form for the Questionnaire
Ethics reference number: ERGO/FPSE/14962

Version: 1

Date: 2015-05-05

Study Title: A Security Framework to Protect Data in Cloud Storage
Investigator: Farashazillah B Yahya

Please press ‘I agree’ if you agree with the following statement(s):
I have read and understood the Participant Information sheet provided
on the previous page (version 1 dated 2015-05-05)

I agree to take part in this research project and agree for my data to be
used for the purpose of this study.

I understand my participation is voluntary and I may withdraw at any
time without consequence and my data will be deleted if I withdraw at
any time.

Data Protection
I understand that that this study is anonymous and no personal data will be stored.

When ‘I agree’ is pressed on the online the participant will be moved to the next page to
start the questionnaire.
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Survey Analysis - Statistical Analysis
One sample t-test
One-Sample Statistics
N
CloudStorageSecurity1
CloudStorageSecurity2
Confidentiality1
Confidentiality2
Integrity1
Integrity2
Availability1
Availability2
Nonrepudiation1
Nonrepudiation2
Authenticity1
Authenticity2
Reliability1
Reliability2
Accountability1
Accountability2
Auditability1
Auditability2

CloudStorageSecurity1
CloudStorageSecurity2
Confidentiality1
Confidentiality2
Integrity1
Integrity2
Availability1
Availability2
Nonrepudiation1
Nonrepudiation2
Authenticity1
Authenticity2
Reliability1
Reliability2
Accountability1
Accountability2
Auditability1
Auditability2

34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34

t
-4.098
-5.393
-6.426
-7.152
-4.504
-4.098
-5.393
-4.217
-3.545
-4.537
-4.504
-5.698
-4.265
-5.386
-4.095
-4.400
-5.206
-4.682

Mean
1.76
1.62
1.65
1.59
1.79
1.76
1.62
1.76
1.94
1.82
1.79
1.68
1.88
1.74
1.88
1.85
1.82
1.88

Std. Deviation
1.046
0.954
0.774
0.743
0.914
1.046
0.954
1.017
0.919
0.869
0.914
0.843
0.844
0.828
0.880
0.857
0.758
0.769

Std. Error Mean
0.179
0.164
0.133
0.127
0.157
0.179
0.164
0.174
0.158
0.149
0.157
0.145
0.145
0.142
0.151
0.147
0.130
0.132

One-Sample Test
Test Value = 2.5
95% Confidence Interval
Mean
of the Difference
Differenc
df Sig. (2-tailed)
e
Lower
Upper
33
0.001
-0.735
-1.10
-0.37
33
0.001
-0.882
-1.22
-0.55
33
0.001
-0.853
-1.12
-0.58
33
0.001
-0.912
-1.17
-0.65
33
0.001
-0.706
-1.02
-0.39
33
0.001
-0.735
-1.10
-0.37
33
0.001
-0.882
-1.22
-0.55
33
0.001
-0.735
-1.09
-0.38
33
0.002
-0.559
-0.88
-0.24
33
0.001
-0.676
-0.98
-0.37
33
0.001
-0.706
-1.02
-0.39
33
0.001
-0.824
-1.12
-0.53
33
0.001
-0.618
-0.91
-0.32
33
0.001
-0.765
-1.05
-0.48
33
0.001
-0.618
-0.92
-0.31
33
0.001
-0.647
-0.95
-0.35
33
0.001
-0.676
-0.94
-0.41
33
0.001
-0.618
-0.89
-0.35
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One-Sample Statistics
N
Databreach1
Dataleak2
Dataleak1
Databreach2
Insecureapi1
Insecureapi2
Insider1
Insider2
Dos1
Dos2
Acchijacking1
Acchijacking1
Abuse1
Abuse2
Sharedtech1
Sharedtech2
Malware1
Malware2
Planning1
Planning2

Mean
2.59
2.06
2.38
2.62
1.94
2.09
2.68
2.47
2.85
2.59
2.50
2.32
2.71
2.56
2.26
2.29
1.97
2.09
2.56
2.74

34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34

Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean
1.328
0.228
.919
0.158
1.303
0.223
1.206
0.207
0.952
0.163
1.083
0.186
1.249
0.214
1.237
0.212
1.105
0.189
1.104
0.189
1.354
0.232
1.007
0.173
1.244
0.213
0.824
0.141
1.189
0.204
1.001
0.172
0.834
0.143
1.026
0.176
1.021
0.175
0.828
0.142

One-Sample Test
Test Value = 2.5

Databreach1
Dataleak2
Dataleak1
Databreach2
Insecureapi1
Insecureapi2
Insider1
Insider2
Dos1
Dos2
Acchijacking1
Acchijacking1
Abuse1
Abuse2
Sharedtech1
Sharedtech2
Malware1
Malware2
Planning1
Planning2

t
-1.807
-5.970
-2.764
-1.848
-6.488
-4.907
-1.511
-2.496
-0.776
-2.174
-2.153
-3.918
-1.379
-3.124
-3.607
-4.112
-7.194
-5.182
-2.520
-1.864

df
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33

Sig. (2-tailed)
0.080
0.000
0.009
0.074
0.000
0.000
0.140
0.018
0.443
0.037
0.039
0.000
0.177
0.004
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.017
0.071

Mean Difference
-0.412
-0.941
-0.618
-0.382
-1.059
-0.912
-0.324
-0.529
-0.147
-0.412
-0.500
-0.676
-0.294
-0.441
-0.735
-0.706
-1.029
-0.912
-0.441
-0.265
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95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper
-0.88
0.05
-1.26
-0.62
-1.07
-0.16
-0.80
0.04
-1.39
-0.73
-1.29
-0.53
-0.76
0.11
-0.96
-0.10
-0.53
0.24
-0.80
-0.03
-0.97
-0.03
-1.03
-0.33
-0.73
0.14
-0.73
-0.15
-1.15
-0.32
-1.06
-0.36
-1.32
-0.74
-1.27
-0.55
-0.80
-0.09
-0.55
0.02

Appendix B Security Rating Score (SecRaS)
Participant Information
Participant Information
Ethics reference number: ERGO/FPSE/18945

Version: 1

Date: 2015-02-01

Study Title: A Security Rating Score (SecRaS) Instrument to Evaluate Security in Cloud Storage
Investigator: Farashazillah B Yahya
Please read this information carefully before deciding to take part in this research. If you are happy to
participate you will be asked to sign a consent form. Your participation is completely voluntary.
What is the research about? This is a research project that aims to develop and validate the security
rating score (SecRaS) instrument based on the security framework to protect data in cloud storage. The
instrument is constructed from a set of questions that describes the component in the security framework.
The study is sponsored by the University of Southampton at the end of the study, you may request how
your data is used as the study findings.
Why have I been chosen?

You have been approached because of your expertise in the field of

Computer and Information Technology Security.
What will happen to me if I take part? You will be informed of the study purpose and procedures. Your
participation is voluntary, and it’s your right to unconditionally withdraw at any time and for any reason.
You will first sign a consent and then will be asked some questions with regard to the study. It will take
about 60 minutes in total give and a 10 minutes break.
Are there any benefits in my taking part? The study will contribute to current knowledge about security
in cloud systems and protecting data in cloud storage.
Are there any risks involved? There are no particular risks associated with your participation.
Will my participation be confidential? All data collected is anonymous and your data will be kept
confidential on a password-protected computer and used only for the purposes of this study. It will be
linked to your consent form by a code. Once submitted, you will no longer be able to interact with, modify
or remove your input, since it can no longer be identified with you. The investigator will destroy the data
once the study is done.
What happens if I change my mind? You may withdraw your participation at any time and for any
reason.

If you would like to withdraw your participation, please contact the investigator (e-mail:

fara.yahya@soton.ac.uk) or project supervisor (rjw1@soton.ac.uk) who will arrange this.
What happens if something goes wrong? Should you have any concern or complaint, contact me if
possible (investigator e-mail: fara.yahya@soton.ac.uk), otherwise please contact the FPSE Office (e-mail:
lg11@soton.ac.uk ) or any other authoritative body such as the Head of the Research Governance Office
(02380 595058, rgoinfo@southampton.ac.uk).
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Consent Form
Consent Form for the expert review and validation study (questionnaire)
Ethics reference number: ERGO/FPSE/18945

Version: 1

Date: 2015-02-01

Study Title: A Security Rating Score (SecRaS) Instrument to Evaluate Security in Cloud Storage
Investigator: Farashazillah B Yahya

Please press ‘I agree’ if you agree with the following statement(s):
I have read and understood the Participant Information sheet provided on the previous page
(version 1 dated 2016-02-01)
I agree to take part in this research project and agree for my data to be used for the purpose
of this study.
I understand my participation is voluntary and I may withdraw at any time without
consequence and my data will be deleted if I withdraw at any time.
Data Protection
I understand that information collected during my participation in this study is completely
anonymous / will be stored on a password protected computer/secure University server and that
this information will only be used in accordance with the Data Protection Act (1998). The DPA
(1998) requires data to be processed fairly and lawfully in accordance with the rights of
participants and protected by appropriate security.

I agree

When ‘I agree’ is pressed on the online the participant will be moved to the next page to
start the questionnaire.
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Initial Instrument

Practitioners Survey
Part I General
1. What is your organisation domain?
□ Academic
□ Government
□ Industry
□ Others, please specify: ……………………………………………………………………
2. Which of these roles fits your fits your job description?
□ IT/Technical (Application Security, Digital Forensics Investigation, Concern
Intelligence etc.)
□ Consultant/Advisory (Consultant, Industry Research/Analyst)
□ Security Analyst/Expert (Information Security)
□ Security Policy Maker (CIO, CTO, CSO, Chief Security Information Officer etc.)
□ Security Researcher (Academic, PhD Researcher etc.)
□ Others, please specify: ……………………………………………………………………
3. How long have you been working in computer & IT security (i.e. cyber security?
□ 5 years □ 6-10 years □ More than 10 years
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4. What is the estimated percentage of data stored in your/your organisations’ cloud
storage?.
□ 0% - 25%
□ 26%- 50%
□ 51%- 75%
□ 76%- 100%
Part II Security Policy/Procedure/Practice
The Security Rating Score (SecRaS) has been developed with the idea that IT security policy,
procedure and practice are in place. Please refer to the rating score table shown below.
5. These are a set of questions that describes whether policy, procedure and practice are
implemented in their organisation. Please indicate your agreement.
Rating Score
Items

No Plan to
Implement

Planning to
Implement

Do Not
Know

Partially
Implement

Fully
Implement

My organisation has cloud
storage security policy in place
Please provide details: _______________________
Example: The organisation is ISO27001 compliance
My organisation has
implemented security
procedures to comply to industry
standards
Please provide details: _______________________
My organisation has enforced
security processes to support
cloud storage security policy/ies
Please provide details: _______________________
My organisation has imposed
security controls to support
cloud storage security policy/ies
Please provide details: ______________________

Part III Security Factors
6. This is an overview of the Security Rating Score (SecRaS). SecRaS consists of eight
factors (Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability, Non-repudiation, Authenticity,
Accountability, and Auditability) and 48 items. Please indicate your agreement.
Rating Score
Items

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Confidentiality
My organisation has identity
management policy
My organisation has user-based
authentication process
My organisation has access
management policy
My organisation has process to
specify rights and restrictions for
user access to data
My organisation follows industry
standards to build in security for
systems
My organisation has a secure
communication channel policy
Integrity
My organisation has
documentation of encryption
management
practices/guidelines
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Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Rating Score
Items

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

My organisation encrypt user
data at rest (on disk/storage)
within the environment
My organisation leverage
encryption to protect virtual
machine images during
transport between hypervisor
instances
My Organisation supports data
stewardship
My organisation support secure
deletion (e.g.,
degaussing/cryptographic
wiping) of archived data
My organisation supports
additional protection for user to
store sensitive data
Availability
My organisation segments data
logically for each user
My organisation has backup or
redundancy mechanisms
My organisation has data
recovery mechanisms
My organisation verifies data
authenticity after restore process
My organisation documents the
restore or redundancy
mechanisms
My organisation has define
restore procedure for
responding to requests for user
data from governments or third
parties
Non-Repudiation
My organisation has key
management policies binding
keys to identifiable owners
My organisation uses
synchronised time-service
protocol (e.g., NTP etc.)
My organisation uses
geographical location as an
authentication
My organisation has restriction
of user data to specific countries
or geographic locations
My organisation provides the
means for authorised individuals
to determine the identity of the
data producer
My organisation support
integration of location as an
authentication factor
Authenticity
My organisation has
cryptographic protection
mechanisms
My organisation ensures the
origin authentication
My organisation has verification
assurances to ensure session
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Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Rating Score
Items

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

authenticity
My organisation has anticounterfeiting policy
My organisation provide
session-level protection where
needed
My organisation provides
mechanisms to protect the
authenticity of communications
sessions
Reliability
My organisation has multi-failure
disaster recovery
My organisation has system
maintenance process/policy
My organisation has patch
management policy/process
My organisation has continuous
monitoring process/solutions
My organisation has malicious
code protection mechanisms at
entry and exit points
My organisation has conducted
failover test
Accountability
My organisation has process to
conformance with external
standards
My organisation has
mechanisms to put internal
security policies in effect
My organisation supports
transparency and participation to
conformance process with
internal standards/policy
My organisation ensures clarity
of Service Level
Agreement/Guarantee
(SLAs/SLGs)
My organisation conducts
penetration tests of cloud
service infrastructure regularly
as prescribed by industry best
practices/guidance
My organisation has means of
remediation for internal
enforcement
Auditability
My organisation produces audit
assertions using a structured,
industry accepted format (e.g.,
Cloud Audit/Cloud Trust,
ISACA's Cloud Computing
Management Audit, etc.)
My organisation reviews audit
logs on a regular basis
My organisation has on-demand
audit review
My organisation generates audit
report
My organisation ensures the
audit log is in original content or
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Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Rating Score
Items

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

time
My organisation has a process
to audit records for events of
interest
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Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Description of Security Rating Score (SecRaS) Instrument
Goal: Understanding the cloud storage security implementation
Factor
Description

Goal
Question
Metric
Items

Cloud Storage Security Implementation (CS)
Realising Security Policies Implementation in Cloud Storage
Achieving security is a challenge not solvable by applying technical solutions
only. As described in the definition of security goals (confidentiality, integrity,
availability, non-repudiation, authenticity, reliability), providing throughout
security exceeds all technical possibilities. Cloud services have such an
impact, that covering other areas such as policy implementation becomes
crucial. Recent developments show the need for techniques as well as for
establishing policies and procedures to protect user data. Regulations and
technical measures use different terminologies resulting in different
interpretations questioning if the same problems have to be solved.
Therefore, consistent terminology in terms of security in cloud storage must
be well-defined in cloud storage policies and procedures.
Understanding the cloud storage security implementation
What are the security implementation initiated for securing a cloud storage?
Security implementation in cloud storage
CS1 My organisation has cloud storage security policy in place
CS2 My organisation has implemented security procedures to comply to
industry standards
CS3 My organisation has enforced security processes to support cloud
storage security policy/ies
CS4 My organisation has imposed security controls to support cloud
storage security policy/ies

Goal: Assessing the confidentiality of data accessed in cloud storage from the
stakeholder’s viewpoint
Factor
Description

Goal
Question
Metric
Items

Confidentiality (Co)
Confidential data handling in cloud storage is the protection of data by
allowing only the intended recipient to access the data. Data should be
handled correctly to prevent unauthorised exposure (Firesmith 2004). Brock
and Goscinski (2010) has characterise security concerns of clouds by
proposing a Cloud Security Framework (CSF) that takes into consideration
cloud infrastructure protection to ensure confidentiality. Data can be
protected by applying access controls, authentication and authorisation
while handling data effectively (Vrable et al. 2012, Mapp et al. 2014, El-Booz
et al. 2016). Ensuring confidentiality is performed straight-forward: Before
uploaded in the cloud, user access to the data needed to be decided (ElBooz et al. 2016). Security in any system including cloud storage involves
primarily ensuring that the right user gets access to only the authorised data
in the authorised format at an authorised time and from an authorised
location. Identity and access management is of prime importance in this
regard (Habiba et al. 2014, Singh and Chatterjee 2015).
Assessing the confidentiality of data
What are the security measures for securing the confidentiality of data cloud
storage?
Security measure affecting confidentiality of data in cloud storage
Co1 My organisation has identity management policy
Co2 My organisation has user-based authentication process
Co3 My organisation has access management policy
Co4 My organisation has process to specify rights and restrictions for user
access to data
Co5 My organisation follows industry standards to build in security for
systems
Co6 My organisation has a secure communication channel policy
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Goal: Assessing the integrity of data stored in cloud storage from the stakeholder’s
viewpoint
Factor
Description

Goal
Question
Metric
Items

Integrity (In)
Integrity is the ability of a provider to detect changes or modifications to an
original status of remote data stored in cloud storage. Some techniques
implement integrity across a packet header and/or data field by creating a
hash across the contents of the packet (Firesmith 2004). Most approaches
ensuring confidentiality care about integrity of the data as well: Inconsistent
access to the data automatically harms the modification to its correct status.
Therefore, having encrypting the data before uploaded to the cloud storage
safeguards the remote data. Data is therefore equipped with checksums and
probes. The status of the data must be checked continuously. The remote
location makes incessantly checks hard to perform. The Proof of
Retrievability (POR) (Bowers et al. 2009a) tackles this problem. A Message
Authentication Code (MAC) combined with an Error Correction Code (ECC)
is applied on the buckets. The MAC detects large errors and is relying on
units in the buckets. The ECC protects the bucket against small errors. The
number of units for the MAC and the size of the ECC gives an assumption
about a possible successful retrieval. This assumption is provided as
probability to successfully access data. This technique can be combined with
a cloud-of-clouds approach (Bowers et al. 2009b).The proof of data
possession (PDP) (Ateniese et al. 2007) represent a similar approach
offering a probability of possession using sampling. Current approaches
working with single clouds are used mainly for synchronisation (Mahajan et
al. 2011). Checksums are combined with encryption to guard data (Yao et al.
2010). These approaches use the versioned data by generating a chain of
hashes. Other approaches (Wang et al. 2012) combine sampling with
erasure codes similar to the POR but are working on single clouds only. The
usage of multiple clouds (Abu-Libdeh et al. 2010, Cachin and Haas 2010,
Mu et al. 2012) needs sophisticated integrity checks guarding the data
against single, faulty clouds. All data receives a version number ensuring
reliability additionally to the availability.
Assessing the integrity of data
What are the security measures for securing the integrity of data cloud
storage?
Security measure affecting integrity of data in cloud storage
In1
My organisation has documentation of encryption management
practices/guidelines
In2
My organisation encrypt user data at rest (on disk/storage) within the
environment
In3
My organisation leverage encryption to protect virtual machine images
during transport between hypervisor instances
In4
My organisation supports data stewardship
In5
My organisation support secure deletion (e.g.,
degaussing/cryptographic wiping) of archived data
In6
My organisation supports additional protection for user to store
sensitive data

Goal: Assessing the availability of data stored in cloud storage from the stakeholder’s
viewpoint
Factor
Description

Availability (Av)
Availability guarantees the access to the data. Availability on the server-side
is hard to be assured from a users’ perspective. The status of the cloud as
well as the connectivity stays out of focus of a user. Measures to increase
availability include mirroring the data in multiple clouds as well as local
caching. Availability is the idea that the data is accessible to all authorised
users at all times. Its unavailability may occur in a physical way, as the
failure of critical network components, power disruptions, and physical plant
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Goal
Question
Metric
Items

disruptions, either malicious or natural (Firesmith 2004, Takabi et al. 2010).
Availability can also be impacted in a logical way, in the form of improper
addressing or routing, and through the use of Denial-Of-Service attacks,
which are the deliberate insertion of unwanted data into the network (Brock
and Goscinski 2010). This is often associated with address spoofing, which
associates the introduction of unwanted data with a trusted end node. Zissis
and Lekkas (2012) recommended a cloud system designed and maintained
with important aspects, which include contingency planning for power
failures and disaster recovery, is also part of a system availability (Firesmith
2004, Mapp et al. 2014). The availability of the data is nevertheless dictated
by cloud storage providers. Ways to overcome this dependability are local
caching of the data and/or the usage of multiple clouds (Cachin and Haas
2010). Similar to the idea of RAID, several approaches distribute the data in
disjoint clouds (Abu-Libdeh et al. 2010, Cachin and Haas 2010). The “Proof
of Retrievability” (POR) (Juels and Jr 2007, Bowers et al. 2009a) or “Proof of
Data Possession” (PDP)(Bowers et al. 2009a) generates knowledge about
the integrity and thereby indirectly about the availability. These approaches
focus on cloud storage only. Similar techniques also exist in the area of P2P
storage (Caronni and Waldvogel 2003).
Assessing the availability of data
What are the security measures for ensuring availability of data cloud
storage?
Security measure affecting availability of data in cloud storage
Av1 My organisation segments data logically for each user
Av2 My organisation has backup or redundancy mechanisms
Av3 My organisation has data recovery mechanisms
Av4 My organisation verifies data authenticity after restore process
Av5 My organisation documents the restore or redundancy mechanisms
Av6 My organisation has define restore procedure for responding to
requests for user data from governments or third parties

Goal: Assessing the non-repudiation of data stored in cloud storage from the
stakeholder’s viewpoint
Factor
Description

Goal
Question
Metric
Items

Non-repudiation (Nr)
Non-repudiation is to assign attribution, i.e., provenance, to a data that a
third party could verify and be confident that it cannot be disputed. It can
also prevent a recipient from denying data was received. Firesmith (2004)
highlights that non-repudiation attempts to provide a comprehensive
interaction (e.g., transaction and transmission of data) is prevented from
successfully repudiating (i.e., denying) any aspect of the interaction. Nonrepudiation thus assumes data integrity so that a party cannot argue that the
data was modified. Focusing on concurrent access, some approaches
(Shraer et al. 2010) use optimistic, time-stamped writes. Combinations of
integrity checks with probabilistic tests on remote data result in higher-level
architectures (Kamara and Lauter 2010, Wei et al. 2010). Examples for
these architectures are cloud-based file systems (Kamara et al. 2011,
Stefanov and Dijk 2012, Vrable et al. 2012) or database systems (AlZain et
al. 2011). These approaches use the idea of Merkle-Trees (Merkle 1988).
The folder structure leverages from the tree structure in combination with
remote integrity checks. Optionally, the task of integrity checks can be
delegated to untrusted cloud components (Nepal et al. 2011). In this
scenario, encrypting and the computation of checksums are performed by
different cloud services.
Assessing the non-repudiation of data
What are the security measures for maintaining non-repudiation of data
cloud storage?
Security measure affecting non-repudiation of data in cloud storage
Nr1 My organisation has key management policies binding keys to
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Nr2
Nr3
Nr4
Nr5
Nr6

identifiable owners
My organisation uses synchronised time-service protocol (e.g., NTP
etc.)
My organisation uses geographical location as an authentication
My organisation has restriction of user data to specific countries or
geographic locations
My organisation provides the means for authorised individuals to
determine the identity of the data producer
My organisation support integration of location as an authentication
factor

Goal: Assessing the authenticity of data accessed and stored in cloud storage from the
stakeholder’s viewpoint
Factor
Description

Goal
Question
Metric
Items

Authenticity (At)
Authenticity of data refers to its original conception by its owner or author.
Maintaining this relationship of data and network communications is
performed with the use of public key encryption and a process called digital
signing (Brock and Goscinski 2010, Zissis and Lekkas 2012). To create a
digital signature, a hash is created across the data. A hash ensures the data
is coming from an authentic source (Mapp et al. 2014). When ownership of a
digital signature secret key is bound to a specific user, it demonstrates that
the data was sent by a valid user. Thus, authenticating the source of data.
Focusing on collaborative use cases, the challenge is to provide a suitable
key management. The key management should make use of the scalability
and availability of the cloud (Cachin and Haas 2010). Challenges are
especially the key distribution and flexible access to versatile groups (Popa
et al. 2011). Consequently, in preserving authenticity these approaches
should also satisfy integrity and availability. Authenticity must include
adaptable access rights mapped to different versions.
Assessing the authenticity of data
What are the security measures for guaranteeing authenticity of data cloud
storage?
Security measure affecting authenticity of data in cloud storage
At1
My organisation has cryptographic protection mechanisms
At2
My organisation ensures the origin authentication
At3
My organisation has verification assurances to ensure session
authenticity
At4
My organisation has anti-counterfeiting policy
At5
My organisation provide session-level protection where needed
At6
My organisation provides mechanisms to protect the authenticity of
communications sessions

Goal: Assessing the reliability of service provided by cloud storage from the
stakeholder’s viewpoint
Factor
Description

Reliability (Re)
Reliability refers to the ability of a provider to a consistent intended service
(Brock and Goscinski 2010, Zissis and Lekkas 2012). Operational reliability
and ﬂexibility is needed in cloud environments using capabilities (Mapp et al.
2014). The proposed capabilities are functions developed into mechanisms
using a capability-based approach. Several different models guarantee a
reliable cloud service. Examples include logging and monitoring (Ko et al.
2011a), establishing procedural approaches (Pearson et al. 2012),
combinations of sampling, replaying modifications and time-stamping or
establishing an entire life cycle using all of these measures (Ko et al. 2011a).
Focusing on cloud storage only, modifications must be traceable by a user.
Some approaches guard integrity by versioning hashes. These approaches
care about reliability as well (Mahajan et al. 2011). Other approaches put the
data directly under version control including adjacent metadata (Shraer et al.
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Goal
Question
Metric
Items

2010, Bessani et al. 2011, Stefanov and Dijk 2012).
Assessing the reliability of data
What are the security measures for sustaining reliability of data cloud
storage?
Security measure affecting authenticity of data in cloud storage
Re1 My organisation has multi-failure disaster recovery
Re2 My organisation has system maintenance process/policy
Re3 My organisation has patch management policy/process
Re4 My organisation has continuous monitoring process/solutions
Re5 My organisation has malicious code protection mechanisms at entry
and exit points
Re6 My organisation has conducted failover test

Goal: Assessing the accountability of services provided by cloud storage from the
stakeholder’s viewpoint
Factor
Description

Accountability (Ac)
Cloud storage be made accountable to their users, both the users and the
cloud storage providers stand to benefit –because they can check whether
their computations are being performed correctly, and the latter because
they can more easily handle complaints and resolve disputes. Accountability
is an opportunity for the cloud industry: it can mitigate risks for both the user
and the provider, and it can enable an entirely new range of cloud-based
applications (Haeberlen 2010).
Accountability are provided on trust basis by having a contract or SLAs with
a clear and concise definition of security policy. Accountability emphasises
that trust is an important factor that must be fulfilled by providers (internal or
external). They have made it compulsory for Security Level Agreement in
many organisations as an extension to Service Level Agreements (SLAs).
Accountability involves the processes, policies, and controls necessary to
trace actions to their source. These develop trust among systems.

Goal
Question
Metric
Items

Assessing the accountability of data
What are the security measures for continuing accountability of data cloud
storage?
Security measure affecting authenticity of data in cloud storage
Ac1 My organisation has process to conformance with external standards
Ac2 My organisation has mechanisms to put internal security policies in
effect
Ac3 My organisation supports transparency and participation to
conformance process with internal standards/policy
Ac4 My organisation ensures clarity of Service Level
Agreement/Guarantee (SLAs/SLGs)
Ac5 My organisation conducts penetration tests of cloud service
infrastructure regularly as prescribed by industry best
practices/guidance
Ac6 My organisation has means of remediation for internal enforcement
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Goal: Assessing the auditability of data accessed and stored in cloud storage from the
stakeholder’s viewpoint
Factor
Description

Auditability (Au)
Auditability ensures that a specified organisation(s) are providing security
policies to ensure work tasks follow guidelines and best practices. IT security
standards are being implemented to gain confidence. The system must
enable assessment, examination and audit to be completed smoothly. A
cloud storage should provide full access logs, allowing organisations to see
how data is being accessed, shared and used in real time. This audit data is
available through APIs to real time systems allowing organisations to
respond to data governance issues and provide full audit logs where
required.

Goal
Question

Assessing the auditability of data
What are the security measures for ensuring auditability of data cloud
storage?
Security measure affecting authenticity of data in cloud storage
Au1 My organisation produces audit assertions using a structured,
industry accepted format (e.g., Cloud Audit/Cloud Trust, ISACA's
Cloud Computing Management Audit, etc.)
Au2 My organisation reviews audit logs on a regular basis
Au3 My organisation has on-demand audit review
Au4 My organisation generates audit report
Au5 My organisation ensures the audit log is in original content or time
Au6 My organisation has a process to audit records for events of interest

Metric
Items
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Expert Evaluation Feedback Form
Expert Evaluation Feedback Form
Preamble: Note to Experts for Evaluation Purposes
Dear Sir/Madam
This document is referred to the Expert Evaluation Feedback Form.
You have also been provided with a document referred to as the 'SecRaS Instrument'. You have
been provided with these documents because you are an expert in the field. Please evaluate
the SecRaS Instrument using the evaluation criteria.
The evaluation items have criteria for evaluation as below:
Evaluation Criteria of
the Items/Scale
Important
Neither important nor
unimportant
Unimportant

Definition
The question is essential to describe SecRaS in cloud storage
systems. It must be included and its absence would affect SecRaS
negatively.
The question may be useful but NOT essential to describe SecRaS
in cloud storage systems.
The question is NOT necessary to describe SecRaS in a cloud
storage systems. Its absence would not affect SecRas in cloud
storage systems.

This evaluation is to get the understanding whether the questions are important or not and
whether the scales appropriately measuring the question or not.
Thank you for your cooperation. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Yours sincerely
Fara
This table consists of SecRas factors, the item number for each element and the evaluation
criteria. The item number for each factor referred to the same number and the same factor in
the SecRaS instrument.
Please evaluate the item by placing a tick () in the appropriate part of the evaluation criteria.
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Evaluation Criteria of the Items
Security
Factor

Item
Number

Cloud
Storage
Security (CS)

CS1

Neither Important
nor unimportant

Important

CS2
CS3
CS4

Confidentiality
(Co)

Co1
Co2
Co3
Co4
Co5
Co6

Integrity (In)

In1
In2
In3
In4
In5
In6

Availability
(Av)

Av1
Av2
Av3
Av4
Av5
Av6

Nonrepudiation
(Nr)

Nr1
Nr2
Nr3
Nr4
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Unimportant

Evaluation Criteria of the Items
Security
Factor

Item
Number

Neither Important
nor unimportant

Important

Nr5
Nr6
Authenticity
(At)

At1
At2
At3
At4
At5
At6

Reliability
(Re)

Re1
Re2
Re3
Re4
Re5
Re6

Accountability
(AC)

Ac1
Ac2
Ac3
Ac4
Ac5
Ac6

Auditability
(Au)

Au1
Au2
Au3
Au4
Au5
Au6

Total Item

52
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Unimportant

Content Validity Ratio Analysis
CVR for 52 potential items

Factor
CS
Co
In
Av
Nr
At
Re
Ac
Au
Total

Total of
Items

Significant
Items

4
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
52

3
6
6
4
4
5
5
5
5
43

CVR
item
1
1
0.6
0.6
1
1
0.6
1
1
1

CVR
item
2
1
0.6
1
1
0.6
1
0.6
0.6
0.6
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CVR
item
3
1
1
0.6
1
1
1
1
1
0.6

CVR
item
4
0.2
1
0.6
1
1
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

CVR
item
5
0.6
1
0.2
0.2
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

CVR
item
6
1
1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.0
0.2

Average
CVR
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.73
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.63
0.60

Improved Instrument

Practitioners Survey
Part I General
1. What is your organisation domain?
□ Academic
□ Government
□ Industry
□ Others, please specify: ……………………………………………………………………
2. Which of these roles fits your fits your job description?
□ IT/Technical (Application Security, Digital Forensics Investigation, Concern
Intelligence etc.)
□ Consultant/Advisory (Consultant, Industry Research/Analyst)
□ Security Analyst/Expert (Information Security)
□ Security Policy Maker (CIO, CTO, CSO, Chief Security Information Officer etc.)
□ Security Researcher (Academic, PhD Researcher etc.)
□ Others, please specify: ……………………………………………………………………
3. How long have you been working in computer & IT security (i.e,. cyber security?
□ 5 years □ 6-10 years □ More than 10 years
4. What is the estimated percentage of data stored in your/your organisations’ cloud
storage?.
□ 0% - 25%
□ 26%- 50%
□ 51%- 75%
□ 76%- 100%
Part II Security Policy/Procedure/Practice
The Security Rating Score (SecRaS) has been developed with the idea that IT security policy,
procedure and practice are in place. Please refer to the rating score table shown below.
5. These are a set of questions that describes whether policy, procedure and practice are
implemented in their organisation. Please indicate your agreement.
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Rating Score
Items

No Plan to
Implement

Planning to
Implement

Do Not
Know

Partially
Implement

Fully
Implement

My organisation has cloud
storage security policy in place
Please provide details: _______________________
Example: The organisation is ISO27001 compliance
My organisation has
implemented security
procedures to comply to industry
standards
Please provide details: _______________________
My organisation has imposed
security controls to support
cloud security policy/ies
Please provide details: ______________________

Part III Security Factors
6. This is an overview of the Security Rating Score (SecRaS). SecRaS consists of eight
factors (Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability, Non-repudiation, Authenticity,
Accountability, and Auditability) and 40 items. Please indicate your agreement.
Rating Score
Items

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Confidentiality
My organisation has identity
management policy
My organisation has user-based
authentication process
My organisation has access
management policy
My organisation has process to
specify rights and restrictions for
user access to data
My organisation follows industry
standards to build in security for
systems
My organisation has a secure
communication channel policy
Integrity
My organisation has
documentation of encryption
management
practices/guidelines
My organisation encrypt user
data at rest (on disk/storage)
within the environment
My organisation leverage
encryption to protect virtual
machine images during
transport between hypervisor
instances
My Organisation supports data
stewardship
My organisation support secure
deletion (e.g.,
degaussing/cryptographic
wiping) of archived data
My organisation supports
additional protection for user to
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Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Rating Score
Items

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

store sensitive data
Availability
My organisation segments data
logically for each user
My organisation has backup or
redundancy mechanisms
My organisation has data
recovery mechanisms
My organisation verifies data
authenticity after restore process
Non-Repudiation
My organisation has key
management policies binding
keys to identifiable owners
My organisation uses
synchronised time-service
protocol (e.g., NTP etc.)
My organisation uses
geographical location as an
authentication
My organisation has restriction
of user data to specific countries
or geographic locations
Authenticity
My organisation has
cryptographic protection
mechanisms
My organisation ensures the
origin authentication
My organisation has verification
assurances to ensure session
authenticity
My organisation has anticounterfeiting policy
My organisation provide
session-level protection where
needed
Reliability
My organisation has multi-failure
disaster recovery
My organisation has system
maintenance process/policy
My organisation has patch
management policy/process
My organisation has continuous
monitoring process/solutions
My organisation has malicious
code protection mechanisms at
entry and exit points
Accountability
My organisation has process to
conformance with external
standards
My organisation has
mechanisms to put internal
security policies in effect
My organisation supports
transparency and participation to
conformance process with
internal standards/policy
My organisation ensures clarity
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Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Rating Score
Items

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

of Service Level
Agreement/Guarantee
(SLAs/SLGs)
My organisation conducts
penetration tests of cloud
service infrastructure regularly
as prescribed by industry best
practices/guidance
Auditability
My organisation produces audit
assertions using a structured,
industry accepted format (e.g.,
Cloud Audit/Cloud Trust,
ISACA's Cloud Computing
Management Audit, etc.)
My organisation reviews audit
logs on a regular basis
My organisation has on-demand
audit review
My organisation generates audit
report
My organisation ensures the
audit log is in original content or
time
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Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Practitioner’s Validation Study
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.051

.047

.001

30

30

30

30

.357

**

.612**

.001

.000

.053
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Re_3.2

.690**

1

.000

Re_2.3

.570

N
Re_2.2

30

30

30

30

30

Pearson Correlation

.359

.357

1

.730**

.696**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.051

.053

.000

.000

30

30

30

30

30

Pearson Correlation

.365*

.570**

.730**

1

.785**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.047

.001

.000

30

30

30

30

30

**

**

**

**

1

N
Re_2.3

N
Re_3.2

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.567

.612

.696

.000

.785

.001

.000

.000

.000

30

30

30

30

N

30

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Correlations
Ac_1.1
Ac_1.1

Pearson Correlation

Ac_1.2
1

.750

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Ac_1.2

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Ac_1.4

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Ac_2.2

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Ac_2.4

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Ac_1.4
**

Ac_2.2
**

.768

Ac_2.4
**

.883**

.776

.000

.000

.000

.000

30

30

30

30

30

.750**

1

.854**

.584**

.592**

.000

.001

.001

30

30

30

1

**

.656**

.000

.000

.000
30

30

**

**

.768

.854

.637

.000

.000

30

30

30

30

30

**

**

**

1

.871**

.776

.584

.637

.000

.001

.000

.000

30

30

30

30

30

.883**

.592**

.656**

.871**

1

.000

.001

.000

.000

30

30

30

30

30

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Correlations
Au_n1.6
Au_n1.6

Pearson Correlation

Au_2.1
1

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

29
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Au_2.2

Au_3.1

Au_3.3

-.579**

-.579**

-.681**

-.709**

.001

.001

.000

.000

29

29

29

29

Au_2.1

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Au_2.2

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Au_3.1

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Au_3.3

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

-.579**

1

.001
29

29

**

**

-.579

.739

.739**

.528**

.533**

.000

.003

.003

29

29

29

1

**

.774**

.000

.000

.812

.001

.000

29

29

29

29

29

**

**

**

1

.913**

-.681

.528

.812

.000

.003

.000

29

29

29

29

29

-.709**

.533**

.774**

.913**

1

.000

.003

.000

.000

29

29

29

29

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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.000

29

B.8.2

Internal Reliability
Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha

N of Items
.954

43

Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha

N of Items
.933

3

Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha

N of Items
.749

6

Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha

N of Items
.936

6

Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha

N of Items
.874

4

Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha

N of Items
.841

4

Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha

N of Items
.879

5

Reliability Statistics
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Cronbach's Alpha

N of Items
.867

5

Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha

N of Items
.933

5

Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha

N of Items
.518

5
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Appendix C Exploratory Factor Analysis
KMO and Bartlett’s Test
KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

.856

Approx. Chi-Square

7818.674

df

903

Sig.

.000

Total Variance Explained
Total Variance Explained
Extraction Sums of Squared

Rotation Sums of Squared

Loadings

Loadings

Initial Eigenvalues

Component

Total

% of

Cumulative

Variance

%

1

Total

% of

Cumulative

% of

Cumulative

Variance

%

Total

Variance

%

29.034

29.034 4.429

10.300

10.300

12.48
12.485

29.034

29.034
5

2

3.690

8.582

37.616

3.690

8.582

37.616 4.064

9.451

19.751

3

2.917

6.783

44.399

2.917

6.783

44.399 3.704

8.613

28.364

4

2.603

6.052

50.451

2.603

6.052

50.451 3.669

8.532

36.896

5

2.289

5.324

55.775

2.289

5.324

55.775 3.621

8.421

45.317

6

2.125

4.942

60.717

2.125

4.942

60.717 3.268

7.600

52.917

7

1.940

4.512

65.230

1.940

4.512

65.230 3.062

7.122

60.039

8

1.768

4.113

69.342

1.768

4.113

69.342 2.952

6.865

66.904

9

1.626

3.782

73.124

1.626

3.782

73.124 2.675

6.220

73.124

10

.961

2.234

75.358

11

.925

2.150

77.508

12

.857

1.992

79.501

13

.790

1.838

81.339

14

.688

1.600

82.938

15

.655

1.524

84.462

16

.620

1.441

85.903

17

.537

1.249

87.153

18

.460

1.069

88.222

19

.447

1.039

89.262

20

.430

1.000

90.262

21

.399

.928

91.190

22

.376

.875

92.065
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23

.351

.817

92.881

24

.347

.807

93.689

25

.264

.614

94.303

26

.251

.585

94.888

27

.221

.514

95.402

28

.207

.482

95.884

29

.189

.440

96.323

30

.179

.417

96.740

31

.166

.387

97.127

32

.159

.370

97.496

33

.148

.344

97.840

34

.133

.309

98.149

35

.127

.296

98.445

36

.117

.273

98.717

37

.109

.254

98.971

38

.106

.247

99.219

39

.090

.209

99.428

40

.083

.194

99.622

41

.063

.147

99.769

42

.052

.120

99.889

43

.048

.111

100.000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Scree plot
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Rotated Component Matrix
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Sec_Policy_Cloud

.854

Sec_Procedure

.937

Sec_Process

.907

Co_1.1

.687

Co_1.2

.800

Co_1.3

.795

Co_1.4

.793

Co_1.5

.684

Co_n1.6

.619

In_1.3

.789

In_1.4

.784

In_1.5

.787

In_2.1

.764

In_2.3

.773

In_2.4

.819

Av_2.2

.805

Av_2.3

.804

Av_3.2

.828

Av_3.4

.823

Nr_1.1

.870

Nr_1.2

.889

Nr_1.3

.868

Nr_3.1

.453

At_1.1

.842

At_1.2

.823

At_1.3

.767

At_2.1

.634

At_3.1

.585

Re_1.1

.726

Re_1.3

.758

Re_2.2

.825

Re_2.3

.799

Re_3.2

.724

Ac_1.1

.823

Ac_1.2

.842

Ac_1.4

.845
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Ac_2.2

.841

Ac_2.4

.841

Au_n1.6

.597

Au_2.1

.731

Au_2.2

.820

Au_3.1

.867

Au_3.3

.853

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 7 iterations.
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Appendix D Structural Equation Modelling
Confirmatory Factor Analysis
42

43

0.58

1

CS2

CS1

0.56

44

1

1

0.83

0.97

CS3
0.83

Cloud Storage
Security

e7

e8

e9

e10

e11

e12

e6

e5

e4

e3

e2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

In1

In2

In3

In4

In5

In6

Co1

Co2

Co3

Co4

Co5

Co6

0.66 0.67 0.66

0.70 0.84 0.77 0.74 0.59 0.60

0.84 0.83 0.94

Integrity

e14

0.61

1

Confidentiality

Av1

e15

1

Av2

e16

1

Av3

0.68
0.68
Availability

0.92

Auditability

0.90
e17

1

Av4

e18

1

Nr1

1

Nr2

e20

1

Nr3

e21

1

Nr4

Ac1

1

e41

0.60
0.69
0.81

Ac2

1

e40

Ac3

1

e39

0.97
0.88

Ac4

1

e38

Ac5

1

e37

Au1

1

e36

Au2

1

e35

Au3

1

e34

Au4

1

e33

Au5

1

e32

0.55

0.75

0.87

0.90
e19

e1

0.91

0.99

Accountability

NonRepudiation

0.88
0.81
0.78

0.93
0.44

Authenticity

0.90 0.86

Reliability

0.57

0.78 0.56

0.60 0.66 0.89 0.91 0.76

At1

At2

At3

At4

At5

Re1

Re2

Re3

Re4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

e22

e23

e24

e25

e26

e27

e28

e29

e30

e31

0.73
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Re5

Confirmatory measurement with AMOS

191

Confirmatory measurement with modification indices

192

Structural model with AMOS
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Discriminant validity analysis
CR

AVE

MSV

MaxR
(H)

Co

Co

0.860

0.510

0.142

0.995

0.714

In

0.910

0.630

0.219

0.961

0.289

0.775

Av

0.878

0.648

0.160

0.923

0.311

0.264

0.805

Nr

0.902

0.712

0.219

0.989

0.183

0.469

0.294

0.844

At

0.855

0.551

0.156

0.990

0.311

0.379

0.295

0.295

0.746

Re

0.880

0.601

0.200

0.991

0.320

0.338

0.399

0.371

0.334

0.775

Ac

0.930

0.727

0.200

0.992

0.159

0.333

0.387

0.302

0.403

0.446

0.853

Au

0.898

0.643

0.154

0.993

0.377

0.367

0.295

0.338

0.398

0.315

0.323

0.802

CS

0.941

0.843

0.119

0.994

0.249

0.326

0.139

0.183

0.222

0.234

0.126

0.163

In

Av

Nr

At

Re

Ac

Au

Computation of degrees of freedom (Default model)
Number of distinct sample moments:
Number of distinct parameters to be estimated:
Degrees of freedom (820 - 115):

820
115
705

Result (Default model)
Minimum was achieved
Chi-square = 1163.372
Degrees of freedom = 705
Probability level = .000

Model Fit Summary
CMIN
Model
Default model
Saturated model
Independence model

NPAR
115
820
40

RMR, GFI
Model
Default model
Saturated model
Independence model

RMR
.092
.000
.394

CMIN
1163.372
.000
7565.640

GFI
.794
1.000
.207

DF
705
0
780

P
.000

CMIN/DF
1.650

.000

9.700

AGFI
.761

PGFI
.683

.166

.197
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CS

0.918

Baseline Comparisons
Model
Default model
Saturated model
Independence model

NFI
Delta1
.846
1.000
.000

RFI
rho1
.830
.000

Parsimony-Adjusted Measures
Model
PRATIO
Default model
.904
Saturated model
.000
Independence model 1.000
NCP
Model
Default model
Saturated model
Independence model

NCP
458.372
.000
6785.640

FMIN
Model
Default model
Saturated model
Independence model

FMIN
5.361
.000
34.865

RMSEA
Model
Default model
Independence model

RMSEA
.055
.200

AIC
Model
Default model
Saturated model
Independence model
ECVI
Model
Default model
Saturated model
Independence model

PNFI
.765
.000
.000

F0
2.112
.000
31.270

LO 90
.049
.196

Default model
Independence model

HOELTER
.05
144
25

.932
1.000
.000

HI 90
556.022
.000
7067.552

HI 90
2.562
.000
32.569

HI 90
.060
.204

PCLOSE
.083
.000

BIC
1782.589
4415.286
7781.020

HI 90
6.871
7.558
36.532

HOELTER
Model

.000

CFI

LO 90
1.699
.000
30.001

BCC
1446.951
2022.045
7664.276
LO 90
6.007
7.558
33.964

TLI
rho2
.925

PCFI
.843
.000
.000

LO 90
368.610
.000
6510.236

AIC
1393.372
1640.000
7645.640
ECVI
6.421
7.558
35.233

IFI
Delta2
.933
1.000
.000

HOELTER
.01
149
26
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MECVI
6.668
9.318
35.319

CAIC
1897.589
5235.286
7821.020

